
Insurance regulator Irda is likely to give conditional nod
to Life Insurance Corp (LIC) that will allow it to hold on to
its shareholding in companies beyond the 15% limit.��11

LIC may Get to Hold on to Stakes
CONDITIONAL NOD FROM IRDA LIKELY
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Shah Takes Serious View of
Absentee BJP MPs in RS

Scaramucci Goes, But Kelly’s 
Real Test will be Taming Trump

Women’s Cricket Needs Much
More than Just Felicitations

Gujarat will be able to with-
stand any loss of generation
from its three stressed

imported coal-based plants of Tata
Power, Adani Power and Essar Power,
managing director of the state’s power
utility told Sarita Singh citing the
diversified generation portfolio in the
state with balanced fuel mix.��13

‘Balanced Fuel Mix
to Help Gujarat’

Justice B N Srikrishna will
head a committee of ex-
perts formed to deliberate

on a data protection framework for
the country. Telecom secretary Aruna
Sundararajan, UIDAI CEO Ajay Bhush-
an and National Cyber Security Coor-
dinator Gulshan Rai are some of the
members of the panel. ��6

Data Protection
Panel Formed

Does India’s tax-paying infra need a complete
overhaul to cut last-minute hassles?

www.economictimes.com

Do you think India can afford to put
economic pressure on China?

TODAY’S QUESTION

88%
YES

9%
NO

3%
CAN’T SAY

Jayashree Bhosale, Madhvi
Sally & PK Krishnakumar

Pune | New Delhi | Kochi:
Tomatoes have touched Rs
100 per kg and onion prices
are rising — but there’s good
news on the horizon for
households as the surge is
expected to subside soon and
kitchen budgets are likely to
shrink as prices of a host of
food items fall or remain
steady.

For major food items, con-
sumers are already getting
the benefit of record food
production in 2016-17 follo-
wed by good monsoon rain-
fall this year and incentives
for farmers to sow more
pulses, which has boosted

planting.
The retail price of some

pulses has halved in the past
six months and is expected to
fall further while rice and
wheat are steady. Improving
the flavour of staples are
cheaper garlic, pepper, tur-
meric and chillies, although
jeera (cumin) and coriander
are about 5% higher than last
year and cardamom is rising
sharply.

Tomato supplies are likely
to rise in two weeks. “Market
will begin to cool down when
tomatoes from the Nashik
belt begin arriving from
August 15,” said Abrar Pat-
han, a trader based in Naray-
angaon. Higher supplies are
likely to reduce prices after a
week or two, traders said.

The overall situation has
changed significantly after
stubbornly high food prices
since 2009 when India’s worst
drought in nearly four deca-
des ravaged the kharif har-
vest and raised food inflation
to 20%. Subsequently, food
inflation remained in double
digits for years, and the price
of pulses skyrocketed.

“Prices of staple commodi-
ties have reduced over the
past 6 months. Key items
such as arhar and chana dal
have seen a 18-20% reduction.
This has been driven by a
combination of factors such
as increase in imports and a
good crop,” said Srikumar
Nair, head (retail), Grofers.

In many towns, prices of
pulses at retail stores have

fallen sharply in the past six
months, traders said. “Retail
price of arhar dal has come
down to Rs 92 a kg from Rs 190
a kg in the past six months.
Similarly, chana dal has
cooled to Rs 105 a kg from Rs
180 and urad dal to Rs 130 a kg
from Rs 200 in the past six
months,” said Tushar Aggar-
wal, a retailer in Noida.

Udit Jain, director, Rajd-
hani Group, said retail prices
of pulses will see a further
fall of Rs 2-5 a kg in the first
week of August owing to
bumper imports.

Prices are likely to fall as
there is a glut of pulses in the
market with shiploads rea-
ching ports and domestic
production and planting
increasing.

Food May not Stay on Hot Plate for Long
Tomatoes & onions may be eating up home budgets, but prices of these & many others are set to fall

India Inc is expected to spend ̀̀ 24,000 crore on advertising, marketing and
promotion during the festival season starting August, 10% more than what
they spent same season last year, reports Shambhavi Anand.��5

Ad Spend May Top .̀ 24kcr in Festive Season
10% RISE SEEN IN INDIA INC’S AD BUDGET

Payal.Ganguly@timesgroup.com

Bengaluru: If you are looking forward
to an extended annual festive season this
year, so are Amazon India and Flipkart.

Ganesh Chaturthi arrives at the end of
this month — nearly two weeks earlier
than in 2016 — and the ecommerce giants
are preparing to kick-off their annual
flagship festive sales in September rath-
er than in October. Both Flipkart and
Amazon India will host smaller events
this month in the run-up to the festive
season that peaks with Diwali in Octo-
ber and stretches till Christmas.

The head-start into the festive season,
analysts expect, could help stir up In-
dia’s online retail market that has been
tepid for most of this year largely be-
cause of demonetisation and the intro-
duction of a new tax regime in July. At
least one analyst predicts up to a 66%

surge in combined gross sales for Flip-
kart and Amazon India from their flag-
ship sales over last year.

Flipkart’s Big Billion Days sale is
scheduled for mid-September, according
to several merchants on the online mar-
ketplace. Amazon India’s vendors said
it, too, is planning its Great Indian Fes-
tival sale the same month.

Flipkart, Amazon Set to
Spark Festive Sale Craze
GMVs may surge to $1.5 B
as ecomm majors plan
flagship sale events in Sept,
other smaller promotions

Big Bang Sales
GMV from the Big 
Billion Days sale
by Flipkart and 
Great Indian 
Festival sale by 
Amazon expected 
to jump to

$1.2-1.5 BILLION
this year from

$900 MILLION
in 2016

NUMBER OF 
shipments likely to 
grow three times 
over last year, 
according to 
logistics companies

BOTH THE 
marketplaces have 
planned their 
flagship sales in 
September

Sales events 
expected from 
August to December 
from the top 
two ecommerce 
companies

Niti Aayog vice-chair-
man Arvind Panagariya
has decided to step
down to pursue aca-
demics, barely two-
and-a-half years after
he joined the institution
set up by the NDA
government to replace
the Nehru-era Planning
Commission.��13

Panagariya
to Quit 
Niti Aayog

Deepshikha.Sikarwar
@timesgroup.com

New Delhi:Companies have hund-
reds of crores of rupees in input
tax credit but they may still need to
pay the goods and services tax
(GST) for July and August in full,
potentially disrupting working ca-
pital flows.

That’s because the relevant GSTR
3B form doesn’t provide any co-
lumn for carry-forward of credit
from the earlier regime of central

excise duty, service tax and value-
added tax. Companies will thus be
unable to adjust the tax paid aga-
inst their liability. Experts said
this does not seem to be the govern-
ment’s intention and it must clari-
fy this quickly as industry is coun-
ting on this adjustment and would
now need funds to pay GST in full.

Companies such as those in auto
sector have hundreds of crores of
rupees in such credit.

“This will cause substantial cash
flow problems for the taxpayers un-
less the assessees are allowed to ut-
ilise transitional credit on a provi-
sional basis,” said Bipin Sapra,
partner, EY.

The GST Council, the apex deci-
sion-making body for the new tax
regime, had approved a liberal
transition framework to ensure
smooth sailing when making the
switch.

Missing Column in Form Leaves
Input Claims a Shaky Edifice 

No column in GSTR 3B form
for carry-forward of credit
from previous tax regime;
clarification expected soon

Failure to pay tax on
rental income from
properties abroad
draws I-T attention

cally serve as vacation homes,
besides being used by family
members studying or working
abroad.

Tax practitioners handling
these cases said nine out of 10 In-
dians who purchased properti-
es abroad were either oblivious
to or misunderstood the rule

that tax must be
paid even on
overseas pro-
perties which
have not been
rented out. In
tax parlance,
it’s called ‘dee-
med rental in-
come’.

“Except the one which is self-
occupied, a person has to pay tax
on the rent or the deemed rental
income from all properties he
owns. What many don’t realise
is that this is applicable for local
as well as overseas properties”
said senior chartered accoun-
tant Dilip Lakhani.

Sugata.Ghosh
@timesgroup.com

Mumbai: Many well-heeled In-
dians are discovering the down-
side of their offshore invest-
ments in property markets like
London, Singapore and Dubai.

The income tax department
has questioned at least 12 per-
sons in the past two months for
not paying tax on the rental in-
come that such properties can
generate. Overseas properties
— bought under the RBI’s libe-
ralised remittance scheme
which lets a person invest up to
$250,000 a year abroad — typi-

12 OWNERS UNDER I-T LENS

Many Indians use 
$250,000 a year
remittance window to 
buy properties abroad

These are used as
vacation homes 
or by kids 
studying abroad

Law says tax must 
be paid on ‘deemed 
rent’ from these 
properties

But most 
have 
ignored
this rule

Since 2008,
Indians have
used RBI’s LRS
window to
invest over
$600 m in
assets abroad

Pay Tax, Karo
Relax at Holiday
Homes Abroad

Missing Link
GST returns form does not have 
column to claim past input credit

Cos may have to cough up full 
GST in cash for July and August

Experts say it may be an 
oversight; seek clarification

LIBERAL TRANSITION REGIME

GST provides a 
liberal 
transition from 
old tax regime

Taxes paid on 
inputs prior to 
GST can be 
offset

Manufacturing takes a hit and sales of durables slump, but car cos make record despatches to dealers

Team ET

Kolkata | New Delhi:Manufactu-
ring took a hit in July, due largely
to the rollout of the goods and ser-
vices tax (GST) at the beginning of
the month, plummeting to its lo-
west in more than eight years. Al-
so, sales of durables slumped, ta-
king the industry by surprise. On
the other hand, car sales grew at
near-record levels in July. The Mo-

netary Policy Committee (MPC)
will take on board all this and other
data ahead of what’s widely expec-
ted to result in a decision on Wed-

nesday to cut interest
rates, according to
an ETpoll.

The Nikkei India
Manufacturing Pur-

chasing Manager’s Index (PMI)
slowed to 47.9 in July, its lowest sin-
ce February 2009, compared with
50.9 in June. A reading above 50 in-

dicates expansion while anything
below that signifies contraction.
New orders and output fell the stee-
pest in more than eight years.

“Manufacturing growth in India
came to a halt in July, with the PMI
down to its lowest mark in almost
eight-and-a-half years amid wide-
spread reports that the sector has
been adversely affected by the imp-
lementation of GST,” said Pollyan-
na De Lima, economist at IHS Mar-
kit and author of the report. 

July Data Show Minor Ripples as
India’s BigGeST Reform Sets Sail
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White goods cos’ primary sales to 
trade down 25% in July due to delay 
in rolling out GST-compliant systems

Primary sales in
June down 70% since 
leading retailers had 
stopped buying stock

Retail sales down 45% 
in July since consumers 
went shopping in June 
due to heavy discounts

TAXING TIMES

Manufacturing PMI 
slumps in GST month
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Setting new records for
the second day, the
Sensex on Tuesday closed

at 32,575 and the Nifty at 10,115 as
investors wait for the outcome of
RBI policy meet amid corporate
earnings momentum.��11

D Street at a New
High; All Eyes on RBI

Inside story

Paytm is expected
to launch a chat
messenger in its
app to allow its user

base of about 230 million to
communicate more easily within
its network, according to sources
familiar with the development.
The company will convert its
payment users to messaging and
help businesses connect with
consumers. The feature is ex-
pected to be launched later this
month. ��6

Paytm Plans
Chat Messenger
in its App

The telecom regu-
lator has asked all
carriers to submit
from August 1their

tariff plans online, besides filing
their hard copies, within seven
working days of announcement,
and is likely to put all such rates
in the public domain by year end,
in efforts aimed at more trans-
parency and efficiency. By the
year end, the regulator expects
to make all tariffs filed on its
website open for public. ��7

Trai Asks Telcos
to Submit 
Rates Online

India’s big telecom
companies may be
burning cash amid
brutal competition

for market share, but the fight
for subscribers by offering
rock-bottom prices triggered by
the entry of Reliance Jio In-
focomm “is in its final stages”,
S&P Global Ratings said on Tues-
day. It expects Jio to rationalise
its competitive strategy at some
point over the next 12-18
months. ��7

Price War by
Jio is ‘in Final
Stages’: S&P

Jochelle.Mendonca@timesgroup.com

Bengaluru: Technology outsourcing
companies are seeking fewer work visas
from the US government as with the
number of petitions filed this year de-
clining, show data disclosed by the US
Citizenship and Immigration Services.

The administration, in turn, has ap-
proved less than 59% of H-1B visa appli-
cations as sentiment against foreign
workers turns negative in the world’s
largest market for technology outsourc-
ing. This year, the American govern-
ment received over 336,000 petitions for
H-1B visas, both extensions and new ap-
plications, and had approved about
197,129 at the end of June.

“They have become stricter and are
asking for more supporting documenta-
tion,” said an executive at an Indian IT
outsourcing company who declined to
be identified. He estimates the final
number of visa applications may not be
“dramatically lower” but said “Indian
IT companies have already started to re-
duce their visa requests.”

In an interview to wire service Bloom-
berg, USCIS spokeswoman Katie Ticha-
cek said more approvals could happen
as the year progresses, (as) many of this
year's petitions are still pending. Last
year, the US received nearly 4 lakh pet-
itions and granted visas to nearly 3.5
lakh applicants. Indian IT companies,
some of the biggest users of the work vi-
sa, have been cutting back as protection-
ist rhetoric grows in their major mar-
ket. Wipro went so far as to name US
President Donald Trump a risk factor.

Indians filed fewer H-1B petitions, the
data showed. There were over 247,000
petitions from Indians in 2017, down
from over 300,000 in the previous year.

Over 2.1 million Indian have filed an
H-1B petition since 2007, the data
showed.

Typically software engineers apply un-
der the general category for a H-1B visa,
the US grants about 65,000 visas for this
category and allows a further 20,000 peo-
ple who have a US master's degree from
an accredited institution to also apply.

Median wages also increased in 2017,
the data showed. The median H-1B wage
was $83,230 in 2017, up from $80,000 in
2016. The average H-1B wage in 2017 was
$92,317. US senators have presented bills
to increase the minimum wage on H-1B
visas to as much as $130,000 and have
looked at issuing visas based on the sala-

ry offered, instead of a
lottery. To overcome
these hurdles, Indian
IT companies are also
boosting their hiring
onshore. Infosys said it
would hire 10,000 in the
US over this financial
year and the next. Wi-
pro said it has over
14,000 employees in the

US, over half of whom are locals. Tata
Consultancy Services and Cognizant
have both said they will accelerate hir-
ing onshore.

Analysts have pointed out that the need
to hire onshore and the need to pay high-
er wages could shave as much as 400 ba-
sis points off from the profits of Indian
IT companies. With clients increasingly
opting for automation and lower prices,
IT companies are unlikely to be able to
pass on their costs.

In April, USCIS released a policy memo
that said computer programmers will
not be eligible for H1-B visas by default,
and will have to justify being considered
for “specialty occupation”. 

There have been 336,107 petitions so far this year, compared to 399,349 in 2016 total

How This Year’s H-1B Applications Stack Up

RECEIPTS APPROVALS

YEAR
Note: 2017 figures go through June30, Source: USCIS Bloomberg
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There were
over 247,000
petitions from
Indians in
2017, down
from over
300,000 in the
previous year 

Indian IT Cos Seek
Fewer H-1B Visas;
Approvals too Drop

RHETORIC AGAINST OUTSOURCING HURTS SENTIMENTS

Madison Buys Major Stake in
Bengaluru’s HiveMinds
Madison Media has acquired a controlling stake
in Bengaluru-based marketing agency Hive-
Minds Innovative Market Solutions for an
undisclosed sum. “I am delighted at the progress
Madison Media has made in the digital space in
the last one year and having HiveMinds as part
of us will further strengthen the way we partner
with our clients in their digital transformation
journey,” said Lara Balsara, executive director
of Madison World, which owns Madison Media.
Brands: Creating Desire��5
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Tata Group Cos Deny Mistry’s
Allegations of Poor Governance
Tata Group companies Tata Steel, Tata Motors,
Tata Power and Indian Hotels, in their annual
reports, said that they hold the highest corpo-
rate governance standards and denied the
various allegations made by their former
chairman Cyrus Mistry.
Companies: Pursuit of Profit��9
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Clix Cap to Buy Religare Housing
Finance for About .̀ 600 crore
Clix Capital, the commercial lending and leasing
company run by former GE India executives
Promod Bhasin and Anil Chawla, is likely to buy
Religare Housing Development Finance from
Religare Enterprises for about .̀ 600 crore.
Companies: Pursuit of Profit��10
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China number one 
challenge for India, 
reiterates President 
Lobsang Sangay

DipanjanRoy.Chaudhury

@timesgroup.com

New Delhi: India-based Tibetan 
Government In Exile (TGIE), for 
the first time since the Dokalam 
standoff, has come out with a pub-
lic statement on the current border 
crisis, describing China’s action as a 
“symbol of its expansionist policy”.

President of the Central Tibetan 
Administration, Lobsang Sangay,  
while addressing students of Delhi-
based Hansraj College last week 
referred to the ongoing incursion 
at Doklam as a reflection of China’s 

expansionist foreign policy and fully 
supported the position of the Indian 
government in the current standoff.

Sangay, an alumnus of Hansraj 
College, claimed China was a num-
ber one challenge for India, as stated 
by former defence minister George 
Fernandes and recently by another 
former defence minister Mulayam 
Singh Yadav in Parliament.

The comments on Doklam by the 
highest political authority of TGIE 

are significant and are likely to 
cause discomfort in Beijing. 

He further decried that China’s 
nationalistic design is increasingly 
becoming apparent in the South 
China Sea, East China Sea, 
Scarborough Island and, increasing 
border incursions across the 
McMahon line and now at Doklam. 
“Dokalam situation is consistent 
with a troubling pattern of Chinese 
policy of trying to alter the basic 

facts on the ground.” “You are going 
to face a complex world. The current 
global trend is witnessing ultra-
nationalism and extremism is on 
the rise and internationalism and 
liberalism are on the decline.”

The Tibetan leader also recalled 
the ‘five-finger’ analogy strate-
gised by Mao Zedong. “In the early 
50s, the then Chairman of People’s 
Republic of China termed Tibet as 
China’s right-hand palm whereas 
Ladakh, Nepal, Sikkim, Bhutan 
and Arunachal Pradesh as its five 
fingers. Therefore, China’s flexing 
of its military muscle is a manifes-
tation of its decades old strategy to 
encircle and weaken India.”

“I always tell India and the world 
to take heed of the Tibet narrative. 
We have been telling India for the 
last 50 years that what happened 
to us (Tibet) could happen to you.  
One has to understand Tibet to un-
derstand China. What is happen-
ing in Doklam now, happened to 
Tibet in 1959.”

TRIJUNCTION ACTION Comments by TGIE’s highest political authority may cause discomfort in Beijing

Chinese Doklam Move Reflection of  its 
Expansionist Policy: Tibetan Govt in Exile

Say standoff could 
potentially threaten 
Beijing’s Belt and 
Road Initiative

DipanjanRoy.Chaudhury
@timesgroup.com

New Delhi: Apart from raising ten-
sions between India and China, the 
Doklam standoff  could potentially 
threaten Beijing’s Belt and Road 
Initiative (BRI), Chinese scholars and 
experts have warned for the first time.

Macau-based military expert 
Antony Wong Dong has cautioned 
that Beijing’s hardball politics is 
pushing New Delhi further away and 
could end up making it an enemy.

“China is playing psychological 
warfare...but it should realise that 
even if  it defeats India in a war on 
land, it would be impossible for PLA 
navy to break India’s maritime con-
tainment,” Wong told Hong Kong-
based English daily South China 
Morning Post (SCMP).

China is largely reliant on imported 
fuel and, according to figures pub-
lished by Chinese state media, over 
80% of  its oil imports sail through the 
Indian Ocean or Strait of  Malacca.

“Unlike Southeast Asian countries, 
India has never succumbed to China’s 
‘carrot and stick’ strategies,” Wong 
said. “India is strategically located at 
the heart of  China’s energy lifeline 
and the ‘Belt and Road Initiative’, 
and offending India will only push it 
into the rival camp, which [Beijing 
believes] is scheming to contain 
China by blocking the Malacca Strait 
and the Indian Ocean.”

Sun Shihai, an adviser to the 
Chinese Association for South 
Asian Studies, told SCMP that he 
was concerned that the worst mili-
tary stand-off  in more than three 
decades would fuel anti-Chinese sen-
timent in India. “India is one of  the 
most important strategic partners 
for China’s ‘Belt and Road Initiative’ 
because of  its geographic location.”

Zhou Chenming (a military expert 
with Knowfar Institute for Strategic 

and Defence Studies, a non-govern-
ment think tank in Jiangyin, Jiangsu 
province, China) told SCMP that 
China was well aware of  the futility 
of  an all-out war for a desolate border 
area that is “frozen for up to eight 
months of  the year”. India’s interest 
in enhancing its naval capabilities, 
especially its fleet of  submarines, is 
believed to have been prompted by 
China’s military modernisation and 
its increased activity in the Indian 
Ocean and the narrow Malacca 
Strait, according to SCMP. 

IS CHINESE LEADERSHIP LISTENING?

Chinese Experts 
Warn Beijing 
Over Doklam

Won’t Allow 
Anyone to 
Take Away 
Territory: Xi
BEIJING: Talking tough, 
President Xi Jinping said 
on Tuesday that China 
will not allow anyone to 
“split its territory”, as he 

lauded PLA’s 
strong resolve to 
protect the 
country’s sover-
eignty and de-

feat “all invasions” amid 
Beijing’s territorial dis-
putes with its neighbours. 
“No one should expect us 
to swallow the bitter fruit 
that is harmful to our 
sovereignty, security or 
development interests,” 
Xi said as PLA) is engaged 
in a standoff with India at 
Dokalam. — PTI

CARRIED REWARD OF `12.5 L ON HIS HEAD Abu Dujana killed in an encounter at 
Harkipora along with another militant identified as Arif Nabi Dar of Lelhar in Pulwama

LeT’s Chief  Commander Dujana 
Killing Major Blow to Terrorists

Around 110 terrorists 
have been killed 
this year in Jammu 
and Kashmir

HakeemIrfan.Rashid@timesgroup.com

Srinagar: The killing of  militant 
group Lashkar-e-Taiba’s chief  com-
mander Abu Dujana in Pulwama 
district early on Tuesday is consid-
ered the biggest success for security 
forces in Jammu and Kashmir this 
year as he was involved in many ter-
ror attacks and in the recruitment of  
terrorists. He carried a reward of  
`12.5 lakh on his head.

By killing several hardcore terror-
ists, including Junaid Mattoo, Sabzar 
Ahmad, Bashir Lashkari, apart from 
Dujana, in south Kashmir in the last 
three months, security forces have 

dealt a severe blow to 
terrorists, particularly 
LeT. Around 110 ter-
rorists have been 
killed this year in J&K. 

Dujana was killed in 
an encounter at 
Harkipora early on 
Tuesday along with 
another militant iden-
tified as Arif  Nabi Dar 
of  Lelhar in Pulwama. 
Acting on a tipoff, 
CRPF, Army and the 

special operation group of  J&K po-
lice launched a joint cordon and 
search operation at around 4:00 am in 
Harkipora in Newa village of  
Pulwama. They had received confir-
mation through telecom intercepts 
that Dujana was visiting his wife. 

Northern command of  Indian 
Army termed the heavy gunfight 
in which the two terrorists were 
killed as ‘swift and surgical’. 
“Stone pelting or no pelting, dis-
ruptions or no disruptions, opera-
tions would continue,” Muneer 
Khan, inspector-general of  police, 
told reporters in Srinagar later.

Dujana spearheaded LeT in south 
Kashmir after the killing of  Abu 
Qasim in October 2015. Since then, 
he was part of  many operations 
including attacks on security forc-
es in Pampore, Awantipora and 
Bijbehara on the highway. Dujana 
also figured in the hit-list the forc-
es prepared recently.

‘Stone pelt-

ing or no 

pelting, dis-

ruptions or 

no disrup-

tions, ops to 

continue’

Vasudha.Venugopal

@timesgroup.com

New Delhi: LeT terrorist Abu 
Dujana who was killed by J&K 
police and security forces on 
Tuesday was on the radar of 
Indian investigating agencies for 
over an year now and had already 
managed an escape at least five 
times in the last few months. He 
was reportedly out of favour with 
LeT bosses, according to intelli-
gence agencies.

The killing of Dujana is being 
seen as a major success by the 
Centre that had strengthened its 
security operations and human 
intelligence after the amarnath 
attack tht killed seven pilgrims. 
The State government has also 
been largely kept out of strategis-
ing security matters and the cen-
tre has been focussing on ensur-
ing coordination between its agen-
cies, top sources said. Officials 
said the focus of the centre now to 
prepare for retaliatory attacks on 
the army especially and ensure 
the last week of Amarnath yatra 
goes off peacefully - the last date of 
the yatra is on August 7. Home sec-
retary Rajiv Mehrishi is in J&K to 
review the situation. 

“It was conveyed sternly to 
the state government that there 
would be no compromise in 
law and order. Local sentiment 
would matter only in ensur-
ing there is no alienation of 
Kashmiris anywhere. But when 
it came to elimination of terror-
ists, it was conveyed to security 
agencies that they have to work 
together and be ruthless,” a top 
source said. 

Abu Dujana was a A++ terror-
ist - the security establishment 
classifies militants as ‘A’ or ‘A++’, 
ranking them in an order of no-
toriety with ‘A++’ denoting the 
highest. The Indian army two 
months ago had named 12 of the 
most active militants in the region 
which includes members of LeT, 
Hizbul Mujahideen and the Jaish-
e-Mohammad (JeM). 

According to home ministry of-
ficials, Dujana was one of the two 
terrorists extensively discussed 
as biggest threats at a high pow-
ered security meeting in July last 
year -the other was Burhan Wani 
- the Hizbul commander whose 
death in July last year triggered 

one of the worst phases of violence 
for the Valley, and he was on the 
radar of agencies discussed wide-
ly last year in a July meeting with 
home ministry Rajnath Singh last 
year and key officials from secu-
rity agencies. 

The A++ label was also given to 
Burhan Wani.  Home ministry of-
ficials also said Dujana was also 
present at the Wani’s funeral and 
was operating in the valley for 
eight years now. He was however 
presently out of favour with LeT 
bosses and carried a bounty of Rs 
15 lakh on his head, as announced 
by Indian state agencies.

Officials said Dujana had taken 
charge of executing the opera-
tions of  Lashkar-e-Taiba after 
Abu Qasim, accused of master-

minding the Udhampur ambush 
that left two BSF personnel dead, 
was killed in a skirmish with se-
curity forces in Kulgam district of 
Jammu and Kashmir in October 
last year. Qasim, a Pakistani na-
tional,  was active in the valley 
since 2010 and and had executed 
major attacks blamed on the 
Pakistan-based terror group. 

Officials said there will not be 
an locally-arranged funeral for 
Abu Dujana and his body will 
be sent for burial at Uri, officials 
said, adding that there were a 
couple of stone pelting incidents 
reported from the valley after 
the killing. Dujana’s accomplice 
Arif Lilhaari was also killed in 
Tuesday’s firing.

According to the officials,  sol-

diers from the Rashtriya Rifles 
and police units participated 
in the operation that began at 4 
a.m. on Tuesday. A fierce gun 
battle erupted after the troops re-
ceived human -intelligence of his 
whereabouts. “He was in a house 
which had women who had to be 
evacuated first. The house had to 
be blasted after which the bodies 
were found, half charred. A civil-
ian unfortunately died too in the 
process,” an offcial said.

“We have strengthened secu-
rity operations especially during 
the transit of terrorists from one 
place to another. Over 100 terror-
ists have already been killed in 
the valley this year which is a sign 
that our security strategy is work-
ing,” an official said. 

Dujana on Radar of Investigating 
Agencies for Over a Year now

MANAGED TO ESCAPE AT LEAST FIVE TIMES IN LAST FEW MONTHS

VP Not Invited, 
RS Secretariat 
Unhappy
The Rajya Sabha secretar-
iat is unhappy that Vice-
President Hamid Ansari, 
ex-officio chairperson of 
the Upper House, was not 
invited for the inaugura-
tion ceremony of the new 
Parliament Annexe. The 
secretariat dashed off a 
letter to the Lok Sabha 
Speaker’s office asking 
how this happened. PM 
Modi inaugurated the 
building. Incidentally, 
Speaker Sumitra Mahajan 
will host a farewell dinner 
for Ansari in the same 
building today.

‘A Dhobi... Washing 
Clothes for Party’

No Selfie 
Sticks Inside 
ASI Museums
The government has cit-
ed its ‘photography poli-
cy’ for ASI museums to 
ban selfie sticks inside 
46 such museums. When 
asked in Parliament on 
the status of selfie sticks 
in museums and art gal-
leries in Europe, the cul-
ture ministry made it 
clear that it was out of 
the purview of ASI. The 
ministry, however, as-
serted that it was not 
planning to ban photog-
raphy inside museums. 

‘Out of Favour’ 
Men Spreading 
Rumours 
To keep Maharashtra chief 
minister Devendra Fad-
navis on tenterhooks, two 
‘disgruntled’ leaders have 
been spreading rumours 
that the CM would be 
shunted out and promot-
ed as a senior Cabinet 
minister in Delhi. BJP 
leaders have outrightly 
denied any such move on 
the part of the leadership. 
Political corridors believe 
the two leaders are 
spreading rumours be-
cause they themselves 
have fallen out of favour 
with the chief minister.

In an ultimate example of washing 
dirty linen in public, Congress min-
ister in Karnataka, DK Shivakumar, 
supposedly told his associates: “I 
have been reduced to being a dho-
bi, washing clothes for the party.” 
This was in reference to his assign-
ment of nursemaiding Congress 
MLAs from Gujarat till the Rajya 
Sabha elections on August 8.

Decoding Phulpur
Here’s a look at the electoral history of Phulpur parliamentary constituency, which is in the news 
following speculation that BSP supremo Mayawati is planning to contest the upcoming bypolls 
after incumbent Keshav Prasad Maurya vacates the Lok Sabha seat following his appointment as 
the deputy chief minister of Uttar Pradesh. ET reported on Tuesday that Maurya would soon be 
relieved of his duties as the state president to allow him to concentrate fully on governance. 

LS polls 2014
Phulpur

parliamentary seat:
Votes polled by 

BJP (KP Maurya):

52.4%

Maurya’s vote per-
centage in each of the 
assembly segments of 
Phulpur parliamentary 
constituency
Assembly % Votes

Constituency Polled

Phaphamau 49%

Soraon 49%

Phulpur 49%

Allahabad (W) 55%

Allahabad (N) 62%

How parties fared in
assembly seats of
Phulpur parliamentary 
constituency in this
year’s state polls
Assembly Winning % Votes

Constituency Party Polled

Phaphamau BJP 41.06%

Soraon ADAL 37.01%

Phulpur BJP 42.24%

Allahabad (W) BJP 43.40%

Allahabad (N) BJP 51.68%

Winners since ‘57
Year Party Winner

1957* INC JL Nehru, Masuriya Din

1962 INC JL Nehru

1967 INC VL Pandit

1971 INC VP Singh

1977 BLD Kamala Bahuguna

1980 JP (S) BD Singh

1984 INC Ram Pujan Patel

1989 JD Ram Pujan Patel

1991 JD Ram Pujan Patel

1996 SP JBS Patel

1998 SP JBS Patel

1999 SP DRS Patel

2004 SP Atique Ahamad

2009 BSP KM Karwariya

2014 BJP KP Maurya
*Dual-seat constituency

Futility of All-out War

“It would be impossible for PLA navy to break 

India’s maritime containment...Offending

India will only push it into the rival camp”

ANTONY WONG DONG
MACAU-BASED MILITARY EXPERT TO SCMP

Military expert Zhou Chenming told SCMP that China was well 
aware of futility of an all-out war for a desolate border area that 

is “frozen for up to eight months of the year”
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(123rd Amendment) Bill, 2017 was
put to vote would have to explain
to the party the reason for their ab-
sence. He announced that he wo-
uld form a party panel for this pur-
pose where the 28 BJP Rajya Sab-
ha MP will have to depose. He will
attend some of these sittings de-
pending on his availability.

Prime Minister Narendra Mo-
di skipped the Parliamentary
Party meeting as left for Assam
to do an aerial visit the flood af-
fected areas. Congress had mo-
ved amendments to the Bill, in-
cluding incorporating a provi-
sion that a woman and a mem-
ber from the minority com-
munity be included in the NCBC
panel. The principal opposition
also said these two should be
from the backward caste and the
strength of the panel be increa-
sed from three to five. The Bill
was finally passed after Clause 3
of the proposed legislation was
dropped.

The BJP chief told the BJP MPs
that they should realise that the
queue of those who wish to take
their place is very long and they
have been chosen by the party abo-
ve several other aspirants for a
berth in the Rajya Sabha or in the
union council of ministers.

“You were sent to Parliament to
deliver and perform. You all were
specially selected for this and I ur-

RakeshMohan.Chaturvedi
@timesgroup.com

New Delhi: Extremely pertur-
bed at the embarrassment caused
to the government on the NCBC
Bill, BJP chief Amit Shah came
down heavily in the Parliamenta-
ry Party meeting on those union
ministers and party MPs from the

Rajya Sabha who were not pre-
sent when the Constitutional
Amendment Bill was put to vo-

te on Monday that paved the way
for the opposition to get its amend-
ments passed.

Shah, who BJP sources said has
been furious about this de-
velopment since Monday
evening itself, used the
weekly Parliamentary

Party meeting on Tuesday
morning to slam the erring

ministers and MPs. He an-
nounced that this embar-

rassment has come
close on the heels
of the casting of
21invalid votes in
the Presidential
elections. He rued

that some BJP MPs
cannot even cast

their vote.
Shah said all those

who were not present
when the Constitutional

ge you to perform. It is not accep-
table that you all be absent when a
three line whip has been issued,” a
BJP MP said, quoting Shah.

Shah also lamented that the MPs
were not in attendance despite
Prime Minister Narendra Modi
himself having urged them in the
last Parliamentary Party meeting
that they should be present in the
House when an important Bill or
matter is being discussed. Modi’s
remarks had come in the wake of
lack of quorum in the Rajya Sab-
ha on July 21when a Bill was to be
discussed. The Opposition had
forced adjournment of the House,
causing embarrassment to the go-
vernment. Minister of State for
Parliamentary Affairs S S Ahlu-
walia was asked to make a presen-
tation for the BJP MPs on a host of
Parliamentary rules, norms,
kinds of Bills and their significan-
ce, as well as the role of various bo-
dies and posts. Shah has asked all
BJP MPs to be present and to vote
correctly during the Vice Presi-
dential elections on August 5.

Shah had called some of the
union ministers and MPs on Mon-
day night itself to enquire why
they were not present when the vo-
ting took place. Parliamentary Af-
fairs Minister Ananth Kumar and
his Deputy Mukhtar Abbas Naqvi
were also asked to explain why
this happened, sources said. 

Shah Slams BJP MPs for
Absence During Bill Vote 
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BJP chief says all those who were not present when the Constitutional (123rd Amendment)
Bill, 2017 was put to vote would have to explain to the party the reason for their absence

Sanjay.Singh2
@timesgroup.com

Patna: Terming Bihar chief minister Ni-
tish Kumar as “Rajniti Ka Paltu Ram” (turn-
coat of politics), former CM and RJD boss La-
lu Prasad recalled the contributions he had al-
legedly made in the growth of Nitish’s politi-
cal career right from the days of his student
politics. He even accused Nitish of using him
for the sake of power.

RJD vhief Lalu claimed Nitish was never a
visible face as students’ leader on the univer-
sity campus. “I was elected as general secreta-
ry in 1970-71session of the Patna University. It
was my efforts which led to beginning of di-
rect elections on University campus. I was on-
ly candidate who got permission to seek votes
from students on the campus of Patna Wo-
men’s College and Magadh Mahila College. I
was selected as convenor of the Chchatra
Sangharsh Samiti by JP (Jaiprakash Naray-
an),” Lalu recalled.

RJD Chief Lalu was referring to Bihar CM
Nitish’s claim regarding his support for

him (Lalu) in Patna University Students’ po-
litics in their early days. He added he had lost
faith in CM Nitish long time back. “I was ne-
ver in favour of putting him in position of po-
wer. However, Mulayam Singh Yadavji asked
me to accept him. I wanted to defeat the com-
munal forces,” Lalu said while referring to
the initial developments in the way of emer-
gence of grand alliance just before the 2015
assembly polls. “Ab To JD (U) Raha Nahi.
………Jai Siya Ram Karte Raho (Now, JD (U)
has no existence. Keep on chanting Jai Siya
Ram,” Lalu further said in his reference to
the exit of Bihar CM Nitish Kumar from
Grand Alliance.

RJD Chief Lalu was also unhappy with the
Bihar CM Nitish’ claim regarding transfer of
JD (U)’ votes to RJD in the last assembly polls.
“Do Bar MLA Hara. Kahan Se Hara- Harnaut
se (He lost assembly polls on two occasions
from Harnaut,” Lalu remarked. He also re-
membered he was elected to the Lok Sabha
way back in 1977. Lalu did not stop here. He
further claimed he had extended all helps to
Nitish Kumar to win Lok Sabha polls from
Barh seat in 1989. “I removed all hurdles from
his way to enter the Lok Sabha,” he told repor-
ters. RJD Chief cited Bihar CM Nitish Ku-
mar’s latest praise for PM Modi as an example
of his shifting loyalty. Nitish had on Monday
said none can compete with PM Modi in 2019
LS polls.

Replying to the allegations regarding his
telephonic conversation with government
officials during the time of previous grand
alliance government, Lalu said if people
share their problems, he has right to com-
municate the same to the officials. He refer-
red to his easy accessibility with the people.
He also questioned the success of Nitish’ deci-
sion to enforce total prohibition in the state. 

Madhuparna.Das
@timesgroup.com

Patna: The most poignant criticism
that Nitish Kumar had to face after
he broke off the Mahagathbandhan
was that he “betrayed” the Muslim
and Yadav communities who had vo-
ted the alliance to power for its anti-
BJP stance.

He was prepared to handle that.
The day after he resigned as Bihar’s

chief minister and decided to team
up with the BJP to form a new go-
vernment, Nitish told the five Mus-
lim MLAs of his Janata Dal(U) par-
ty to stay put in their constituencies.
Their brief was to counter a campa-
ign that minorities and Dalits would
be targeted with the BJP returning
to power. They were told to hold pub-
lic meetings and highlight the speci-
al schemes that Nitish’s govern-
ment had taken for the development
of Muslims. The MLAs, who were ex-
pected to walk out of Nitish’s fold,
protesting against his decision to jo-
in ranks with the BJP, were soon seen
campaigning hard for the new coali-
tion government.

“I have already held many public
meetings here in the last three days.
We were asked to interact with peo-
ple and convince them about the new
political equation,” said Mujahid
Alam, JD(U)’s MLA from Kochadha-
mam, a constituency in Kishanganj
district with around 80% Muslim po-
pulation. “Nitish Kumar is the one
who matters for Muslim brothers,
not his alliance partner. Let Nitish
Kumar form the government with
anyone, it doesn’t make any differen-
ce to us.” Like Uttar Pradesh, Bengal
and Assam, Muslims are a key cons-
tituency for political parties in Bihar.
The community accounts for about
17% of the state’s population. With fi-

ve Muslim MLAs in his party, Nitish
tried to break the stranglehold of La-
lu Prasad’s Rashtriya Janata Dal aro-
und the vote bank. After the fresh po-
litical development, his opponents
have tried hard to get the minority
MLAs and leaders break away.

Instead of being jittery, JD(U)’s
Muslim legislators rubbished such
speculation and claimed that there
was no question of them deserting
Nitish. “People were misled. I am he-
re for four days. I spoke to people. I fo-
und them concerned, but they are on-

ly concerned about development.
They are least interested in his alli-
ance partner,” said Alam, a schoolte-
acher who defeated an AIMM candi-
date in 2015 by 19,000 votes.

Naushad Alam, JD(U)’s MLA from
Thakurganj, a constituency with
60% Muslim population in Kishang-
anj, said the mandate Nitish got was
not anti-BJP, but pro-development.
Khurshid Firoz Ahmed, the only
Muslim face in Nitish Kumar’s new
cabinet, said the community has
long been used as a vote bank here. 

However, RJD leaders said Nitish
has not only lost the trust of Mus-
lims, but of Dalits and Yadavs as well.
“Each and every vote has a charac-
ter. The votes in Bihar too have a
character. Nitish played with that.
He did not even support Meira Ku-
mar, who has a strong connection
with the state,” RJD national spo-
kesperson Manoj Jha told ET.

MUSLIM MLAS CAMPAIGN HARD; LIST CM’S INITIATIVES; SAY NITISH IS THE 
ONLY ONE WHO MATTERS FOR MUSLIMS, NOT THE ALLIANCE PARTNER

SIZEABLE SUPPORT 

Muslims 
account for
about 17% of

the state’s population

Bihar CM Nitish Kumar with state’s ex-CM Jitan Ram Manjhi in Patna 

Nitish is ‘Paltu
Ram,’ says Lalu

Our Political Bureau

Hyderabad/New Delhi: Cong-
ress president Sonia Gandhi has
replaced senior leader Digvijaya
Singh with RC Khuntia as the
AICC in-charge of Telangana. 

Satish Jarkiholi has been appo-
inted AICC secretary for the state
too. As per new norm the Cong-
ress is reportedly adopting, each
leader will have charge of only a
single state.

“Digvijaya Singh has been relie-
ved of the responsibilities as the
general secretary in charge of Te-
langana,” a statement from AICC
general secretary Janardan Dwi-

vedi said in New Delhi on Tuesday.
The party president has also crea-
ted two new organisational depart-
ments — All India Professionals'
Congress and Unorganised Wor-
kersCongress — in the AICC.

Shashi Tharoor will be the first
chief of the All India Professio-
nals’ Congress and Arbind Singh
will be the chairman of the All In-
dia Unorganised Workers Cong-
ress. Irfan Alam will be its vice-
chairman.

Gandhi has also accorded her
approval to change the name of
The AICC Fishermen Depart-
ment has been renamed as the All
India Fishermen Congress too,
Dwivedi said. 

Diggy No More Cong
in-charge of Telangana

FEELING THE PINCH

CPI activists protest against hike in price of subsidised cooking gas in
Visakhapatnam on Monday. LPG price was hiked by over .̀ 2 per cylinder in
line with the government decision to raise rates every month to eliminate
all subsidies by fiscal end. —TOI PHOTO

Another Egg on AIADMK’s Face?
PTI

Chennai: Stepping up attack on the 
AIADMK (Amma) government 
over alleged corruption, actor 
Kamal Haasan on Tuesday claimed 
his fans have “exposed” the supply 
of  “rotten eggs” to daycare centres 
in Perambalur district in Tamil 
Nadu.
Haasan’s claim comes days after 

state  f inance minister  D 
Jayakumar’s poser to the actor, 
who had levelled allegations of  
corruption against the Tamil Nadu 
government, on what welfare 
measure he had taken for the peo-

ple of  the state through his fan 
clubs. “Perambalur expose of  rot-
ten eggs given to children deserves 
praise. Pls consult our in house 
lawyers be4 exposing crime. Don’t 
break laws (sic),” the national 
award-winning actor tweeted. The 
actor’s fans had in July reportedly 
made visits to some anganwadi 
centres and 
found rot-
ten eggs be-
ing supplied 
there.
Meanwhile . 

the district ad-
ministration has said an 

enquiry will be conducted into the 
matter. 
District collector V Santha said 

strict quality control rules were in 
place for supply of  eggs along with 
a replacement mechanism where it 
warranted.
Ever since Haasan had made alle-

gations of  corruption in the gov-

ernment, he has been targeted by 
the ruling dispensation with chief  
minister K Palaniswami himself  
asking the actor to take the politi-
cal plunge to get proper response. 
Jayakumar, a senior leader in the 
AIADMK (Amma) camp, had on 
July 30 sought to know what wel-
fare activities the actor had taken 
up for the people of  the state dur-
ing the 2004 tsunami tragedy and 
the devastating floods of  2015. The 
actor had last month asked his fans 
to use social media to lodge com-
plaints about corruption. 
The opposition parties, including 

the DMK, have backed Haasan.

Perambalur expose of rotten eggs 
given to children deserves praise. 
Pls consult our in house lawyers be4 
exposing crime. Don’t break laws (sic)

INSIDE STORY Kamal Haasan claims fans ‘exposed rotten eggs’ supply under government scheme

Islamabad: Pakistan Muslim
League-Nawaz leader Shahid
Khaqan Abbasi was on Tues-
day elected the country’s
Prime Minister, four days after
the Supreme Court disquali-
fied Nawaz Sharif from hold-
ing the post.

Abbasi, who bagged 221
votes in the polling in the Na-
tional Assembly, will be the
interim Prime Minister until
Sharif ’s brother and Punjab
chief minister Shahbaz Sha-
rif takes charge of the federal
government. —IANS

Abbasi Elected
Pakistan PM

JD(U) Attempts to
Thwart RJD Narrative
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Bikash.Singh@timesgroup.com

Guwahati:  Naga People’s Front 
(NPF) under former chief  minister 
Dr Shurhozelie Liezietsu is mak-
ing attempts of  rapprochement 
with 35 MLAs who voted for chief  
minister TR Zeliang during the 
floor test.
Political rumbling in ruling NPF 
has resulted in unseating of  Dr 
Shurhozelie and installation of  
Zeliang as chief  minister.
In a calling notice to 35 MLAs, the 
Shurhozelie-led NPF faction stat-
ed: “As per paragraph 2(1) (b) of  the 
tenth schedule of  the Indian consti-
tution, NPF as a political party has 
the power to condone the action of  
the NPF MLAs who defied the par-
ty whip on the floor of  the house on 
July 21, 2017. It is crystal clear un-
der the schedule that the party has 
the power to condone (forgive) 
within 15 days.”
“This is the last and final call to all 
the NPF legislators who defied the 
party whip issued by Kiyanilie 
Peseyie, the chief  whip of  NPF on 
July 21, 2017 (floor test) to withdraw 
support from Zeliang ministry and 
come back to party fold on or before 
August 5, midnight,” the notice 
added.
It also warned that non-compliance 
of  this calling notice would compel 
the party to file disqualification pe-
tition.
Nagaland chief  minister TR 
Zeliang, along with 35 MLAs, have 
served a 15-day ultimatum on Dr 

Liezietsu to step down as president 
of  the NPF, expressing apprehen-
sion that his continuance as NPF 
president would “invite further 
destruction and dismemberment” 
of  the party at various hierarchies.
This was contained in a letter to Dr 
Liezietsu. 
According to 36 MLAs who signed 
the meeting minutes, MLAs ex-
pressed particular concern with 
the “precarious condition” of  the 
NPF in the hands of  Dr. Liezietsu.
They accused the party president 
of  creating a deep divide between 
the party and the legislative wing 
for his “selfish ends”. 

Stop Backing Zeliang: 
NPF Faction to 35 MLAs  

Aman.Sharma@timesgroup.com

New Delhi: After starting a chop-
per service here by Pawan Hans, the 
Yogi Adityanath government will 
now set up a Tram network to help 
pilgrims do circumambulation of 
the Govardhan hill near Mathura, 
which as per mythological belief was 
held aloft by Lord Krishna.
This move stems from an order by 

the National Green Tribunal (NGT) 
to the UP government to ban all ve-
hicular movement around the hill, 
a senior UP government official told 
ET. An elaborate blueprint has been 
drawn up to develop the area on this 

Govardhan hill circumambulation 
route, including installing a giant 
Krishna statue, ‘Kirthan Sthals’ 
(prayer centres), a Yoga garden and 
musical fountains. An IMAX the-
atre which may screen documen-
taries on Lord Krishna, a ‘Vishnu 
Avtaar’ garden, a convention com-
plex, a doll museum, a centre for 
spiritual art and performing art and 
multiple cow-sheds are also planned 
on the periphery of the tram route 
to allow pilgrims to get a complete 
glimpse into Krishna’s childhood, 
as per the blueprint. 
“The works will be done under the 

Centre’s PRASAD scheme for reli-
gious towns,” a senior UP govern-

ment official said.
The UP Public Works Department 

will construct a ring road around 
Govardhan town to allow people to 
smoothly reach the town and park 
their vehicles at a distance from the 
holy hill. The state government is 
enthused by the response to Pawan 
Hans starting a chopper service for 
a few days to allow pilgrims to do 
an aerial circumambulation of the 
Govardhan Hill. The UP government 
is also implementing a ‘comprehen-
sive development’ plan of the entire 
Krishna circuit including small vil-
lages like Gokul, Baldeo, Nandgaon, 
Barsana and Rawal where Lord 
Krishna spent his childhood. 

Pilgrims to Get Trams at Govardhan Hill 

Today will be the last 
day CJI JS Khehar will be 
donating blood in AIIMS

Samanwaya Rautray @timesgroup.com

New Delhi: Chief Justice of India J.S. 
Khehar, who has been religiously donating 
blood every three months in AIIMS here 
ever since he was elevated as a top court 
judge in 2011, can’t donate blood anymore.
Today will the last day he will be donating 
blood at AIIMS. The CJI, who has patron-
ised blood donation all his life, has a unique 
problem.
Though he would ideally like to continue 

donating blood, his doctors have put their 

foot down, a problem that one of the most 
powerful men in this country cannot over-
come by a judicial diktat.
The doctors attending to the CJI at the pre-

mier institute had asked him to desist from 
donating blood as soon as he had turned 60. 
But the CJI had insisted on going on.
Now that he’s turning 65 the doctors have 

put their foor down and advised him not to 
donate blood any further.

High level sources confirmed this.
“Today is the last day he will donate blood,” 

the source said. “He would have loved to go 
on donating, but the doctors have unfortu-
nately put their foot down.”
The CJI turns retires on Aug 27 when he 

turns 65.
Under the medical rules, a healthy per-

son can donate blood every 90 days without 
running the risk of adversely affecting his 
health provided he does not suffer from any 
major ailment.
The rules, however, clearly specify that 

only a person between 18 to 60 years can do-
nate blood voluntarily. The person donating 
blood must also not be weighing less than 
45 kilos.
Those in the know of things say that the 

CJI’s car draws up unobstrusively near 
AIIMS every 90 days sans any official para-
phernali asuch as the pilot car bearing the 
national flag to drop the VIP donor off.

Fearing 
NOTA, Cong 
Tells MLAs 

to Back 
Patel

Our Politics Bureau

Gandhinagar: Opposit ion 
Congress has issued a whip to its 
MLAs to vote for Ahmed Patel as 
its Rajya Sabha candidate from 
Gujarat.
While confusion prevailed on the 
issue of  NOTA (None of  the 
above) option being available to 
the MLAs for Rajya Sabha elec-
tions this time, the newly appoint-

ed Congress chief  whip Shailesh 
Parmer in a statement said that 
the whip only pertains to what 
should the MLAs do and not what 
they should not.
The whip issued to the MLAs 
makes it clear that the MLAs are 
to be present during the election 
and mark Congress candidate 
Ahmed Patel as the first prefer-
ence. The actions, which can be 
initiated against the MLAs for not 
abiding by the whip has also been 

detailed in annexed with the 
whip, the statement added.
It may be remembered here that 
the Rajya Sabha election in 
Gujarat has heated up with six 
sitting Congress MLAs already 
deserting the party for ruling 
BJP and some more reportedly 
being on the way, jeopardising the 
re-election of  Ahmed Patel, the 
political advisor to Congress 
President Sonia Gandhi for the 
fifth term.

DG Vanzara
discharged in 
Sohrabuddin case 

Shiv Sena Wants 
Relook at AI 
Disinvestment

MUMBAI/AHMEDABAD: 
The special CBI court in Mum-
bai today discharged former 
Gujarat ATS chief D G Van-
zara, and Rajasthan cadre IPS 
officer Dinesh MN in the al-
leged fake encounter case of 
Sohrabuddin Sheikh and Tul-
siram Prajapati, holding there 
was no prima facie evidence 
to link them to the killings. It 
called the evidence put forth 
by prosecution witnesses 
•hearsayŽ in nature, while ac-
quitting the two in the high- 
profile case in which the now 
BJP president Amit Shah was 
acquitted in 2014.„ PTI

NEW DELHI: Shiv Sena, a 
constituent of the NDA gov-
ernment, today demanded 
reconsideration of the deci-
sion of disinvesting Air India. 
Making a special mention in 
the Rajya Sabha, Anil Desai 
cited several reasons for 
poor health of Air India, in-
cluding over-provisioning of 
wide-bodied aircrafts where-
as it did not have required 
number of narrow bodied 
aircraft leading to mismatch 
in demand and supply of 
planes. •Air India•s prospects 
were turned into losses due 
to mismanagement in grant-
ing bilateral agreement with 
foreign countrie,Ž he said.„ PTI

Members of the legislative assembly of Gujarat who belong to the Indian National 
Congress find themselves prisoners in Karnataka

Political Resort Inmate Somewhere Not 
Easily Reachable, which collapses into a 
handy acronym, Prisoner, is a sub-spe-
cies of  the politician unique to the Indian 
sub-continent. It has been known to sur-
face in most states of  the country at some 
point of  political turbulence or the other. 
If  it was Tamil Nadu whose politicians 
and resorts were making the news a few 
months ago, it has fallen to Gujarat’s poli-
ticians now to give a new dimension to 
that mainstay of  the novice game-theo-
rist, the Prisoner’s Dilemma.
Members of  the legislative assembly of  

that state who belong to the Indian 
National Congress find themselves 
Prisoners in Karnataka. Some of  them 
are reported to be actively dancing on the 
horn of  a dilemma: should they tear 
themselves away from the earthly pleas-
ures they are plied with at a resort in 
Karnataka, so that they could join in the 
ongoing efforts to bring succour to their 
constituents, who literally find them-
selves up to their ears in water back home 
in rain-stricken Gujarat, and then pro-
ceed, while things are all still watery and 
fluid, to take, at the flood, the tide held out 
by the BJP that presumably leads on to 
much fortune, or should they go against 
the mercantile traditions of  their state 
and stay true to the party that got them 
elected?

This is where their diasporic cousins in 
the United States could offer help with an 
inspiring tip from Senator John McCain. 
This worthy, a Republican of  impeccable 
credentials, left his hospital bed where 
his brain cancer had been detected, to 
reach the Capitol and vote against a bill 
that sought to materialise a seven-year 
campaign of  the Republicans to scrap the 
Affordable Care Act, or Obamacare. 
McCain voted according to his con-
science, that prickly part of  the anatomy 
that no medical student has been able to 
locate in any cadaver he or she has had 
the pleasure to dissect but was known to 
Indira Gandhi, who urged her partymen 
to vote, in the presidential election of  

1969, according to their conscience, rath-
er than according to the party whip. 
Conscience, in that fateful election, herd-
ed votes to Indira Gandhi’s choice, VV 
Giri, who defeated the official nominee, 
Neelam Sanjeeva Reddy, and split the 
Congress into Congress (I) and the rump, 
Congress (O).
The Indian politician recognised 

Conscience as a bearer of  disruption and 
chaos, and effectively banished the trou-

blemaker from the political arena by en-
acting the anti-defection law. If  an elected 
representative votes against the official 
whip, he would be disqualified from the 
House, regardless of  whether the motiva-
tion for defying the whip was Conscience 
or that still nobler reason for going 
against the popular mandate that got him 
elected, cited most recently by Nitish 
Kumar, the desire to further the interest 
of  the state.
But when the next general election is 

just round the corner, the fear of  being 
disqual i f ied g r ips no more,  and 
Conscience begins to grow muscle like 
that man on that jar of  whey protein. It is 
when legislators show signs of  turning 
conscientious that their minders think of  
making Prisoners out of  them and re-
sorts that see no custom during the rains 
suddenly see a spurt in demand.
When Conscience, furthering the interest 

of  the state and opportunism all blend into 
a continuum in which the average politi-
cian can no longer make out where one 
ends and the other begins, the only reliable 
arbiter is We, the People, as in the Preamble 
to the Constitution, not the TV show.
It is far better to scrap the anti-defection 

law and leave it to the people to decide how 
they should deal with politicians who go 
against the mandate that got them elected. 
They could tar them and feather them, in a 
hoary tradition that migrated to the colo-
nies from Europe, heckle them wherever 
they put in a public appearance or simply 
defeat them roundly at the next elections.
If  the people are indifferent to how their 

representatives conduct themselves, we 
will have politicians with a roving con-
science, Prisoners and out-of-season busi-
ness for resorts. If  people care, their pres-
sure will make representatives stick to 
political morality. Ultimately, people get 
the leaders they deserve.

None Prisoners of Conscience

TK ARUN

CJI Khehar  Told  to Stop Donating Blood 

Samanwaya Rautray
@timesgroup.com

New Delhi: The government can-
not track or spy on citizens using 
Aadhaar data as it is technically im-
possible, the agency that handles 
the biometric information told the 
Supreme Court on Tuesday.
Aadhaar naysayers argue that its 

mandatory all-pervasive nature 
would make India a totalitarian 
state as it would give the govern-
ment power to track citizens in re-
al-time.
“I will demonstrate that this is im-

possible even if  the government 
wants to,” Additional Solicitor 
General Tushar Mehta, appearing 
f o r  t h e  U n i q u e  I d e n t i t y 
Development Authority of  India, 
told a nine-judge bench which is de-
bating whether privacy is a funda-
mental right or not. “The claim of  
surveillance, tracking does not 

stand,” he said.
He argued that the 

repository of  all bi-
ometrics would be a 
statutory body.
Even if  the govern-

ment were to be em-
powered with a court 
order, it would not get 
details like for what 
purpose a person au-
thenticated his iden-
tity, he said.
Mehta also argued 

that in an online 
world, there was no 
privacy as such, 
whether the court 
holds it to be funda-
mental right or not.
He also informed 

the court that the 
government set 
up a high-level 
committee head-
ed by former top 

c o u r t  j u d g e  B N 
Srikrishna to examine 
key data-protection is-
sues and ways to deal 
with those.
The debate came up 

after the government 
claimed in court while 
defending the Aadhaar 
scheme that citizens 
had no fundamental 
right to privacy.
Those opposed to 

Aadhar sharply con-
tested this, prompting 
the chief  justice to set 
up a nine-judge bench 
to adjudicate on the is-
sue.

Should the top 
court hold that it is a 
fundamental right, 

the government 
will have to prove 
that it passes the 
test of  reasonable 

restrictions under which such a 
right can be curtailed. That will be 
decided by a regular bench.
The government has insisted that 

privacy was a “valuable”, “common 
law” right, but not a fundamental 
right.
“Not all aspects of  privacy can be 

elevated to the status of  a funda-
mental right,” attorney general KK 
Venugopal has said. Several BJP-
ruled states, such as Gujarat, 
Madhya Pradesh and Maharashtra, 
have also espoused this view.
Some Congress-ruled states and 

West Bengal have called upon the 
court to declare privacy a funda-
mental right.
On Tuesday, senior advocate CA 

Sundaram,  appear ing  fo r 
Maharashtra, argued that privacy 
was a relative concept. “A poor per-
son may choose subsidised food 
grains over whether he can have a 
higher wall to protect his privacy,” 
he argued.

TOE PARTY LINE

Party•s new 
whip wants 
MLAs to be 

present during Rajya 
Sabha polls and vote 
for party candidate 

ABMSU Leader 
Shot Dead

GUWAHATI:Ten-
sion is running 
high in Basugaon 
in Kokrajhar in As-

sam after Lafikul Islam, presi-
dent of All Bodoland Minority 
Students• Union (ABMSU), was 
shot dead by unidentified mis-
creants. A senior police officer 
said, •Two motorcycle borne 
gunmen shot from close range. 
Two persons have been de-
tained in this connection.Ž 
ABMSU supporters have 
blockaded highways at several 
places. „OPB

A nine-judge 
Supreme Court 
bench is debat-

ing whether 
privacy is a 

fundamental 
right or not

Govt Cannot Use Aadhar to Track 
Citizens, UIDAI Tells Supreme Court

FEAR  NOT Even if govt gets a court order, it wouldn•t get details like for what 
purpose a person authenticated his Aadhaar ID, says additional solicitor general
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Brands: Creating Desire

Shambhavi.Anand
@timesgroup.com

New Delhi: India Inc will spend
`̀24,000 crore on advertising,
marketing and promotion dur-
ing the festive season starting
August, 10% more than what
they spent same season last year,
top media planners said.

Consumer sentiment is expect-
ed to be buoyant due to pent-up
energy on both demand and sup-
ply side riding on months a good
monsoon of the last few months.
The upswing in ad spend is ex-
pected to make up for the blip
caused by GST transition.

“Industry saw a sluggish start
to the year because of the lag ef-
fect of demonetisation and
then transition to the GST. Ad-
vertisers were cautious for the
past 7-8 months. So there is
pent-up energy on both demand
and supply side,” said CVL Sri-
nivas, CEO, GroupM South
Asia, which is the largest media
agency in the country.

Festive season contributes a
large chunk to the overall adex
(Advertising expenditure). “The
festive season starts with Ga-
nesh Chaturthi and Onam,
peaks during Diwali and contin-
ues till Christmas. The festive
season contributes about 40% to
the overall adex (advertising ex-
penditure) every year,” said Ash-
ish Bhasin, CEO South Asia
Dentsu Aegis Network. 

Traditional sectors such as au-
tomobile, consumer durables,

banking companies and fash-
ion garments are likely to be the
star performers this years. Fin-
tech firms and local brands will
also add to the growth of the in-
dustry this year.

“Non-regular advertisers also
come and chip in during the fes-
tive season,” said Sam Balsara,
chairman and managing direc-
tor, Madison World. 

“We are expecting a growth of
18% in advertising spends dur-
ing August, September and Octo-
ber as compared to the non-fes-
tive months,” he added. This is

similar to the
growth witnessed
last year. 

The surge in con-
sumer spending
drives sales for sev-
eral categories of
products, ranging
from consumer du-
rables phones and
clothes to vehicles
and jewellery.
Companies spend
heavily on adver-
tising to make the

best use of the biggest shopping
opportunity of the year.

Ecommerce companies, which
were among the biggest advertis-
ers two years ago have rational-
ised spends and expected to grow
10% this festival year compared
to last year’s 35-40%. While the
top few players will spend heavi-
ly, the long tail of smaller players
in the category has seen drastic
reduction and will contribute
less than last few years.

India Inc Plans
`̀24k-cr Ad Splash

Automobile,
consumer
durables and
banking
sectors likely
to be star
performers
this year

Our Bureaus

New Delhi | Mumbai: Passeng-
er vehicle sales are estimated to
have registered record growth
in July with manufacturers re-
suming supplies to dealerships
and stocking up ahead of the fes-
tive season, which is set to com-
mence later this month.

Initial estimates suggest whole-
sale volume last month rose in he-
althy double digits of 13-14% and
may have inched ahead of March
2012 peak of 295,403 units to app-
roximately a little over 2,96,000
units, ahead by 500-800 units. Au-
tomakers in India report whole-
sale volumes — despatches to dea-
lers — and not retail numbers
sold to customers. To be sure, whi-
le it was a bumper wholesale per-
formance, retail sales tailed off in
July due to pre-buying ahead of
the goods and services tax (GST)
rollout at the start of
last month.

Industry volumes we-
re buoyed by Maruti
Suzuki, which repor-
ted its highest-ever
monthly sales of
153,298 units, which is
almost 10-15% of its av-
erage monthly sales in
recent times. Wholesale volume
grew 21.9% in July from 125,764
units in the year earlier. Suzuki’s
Japanese rival Toyota too had a
record July with growth of 43% to
2,000 units.

Mahindra & Mahindra and Hon-
da Cars India that had seen sales
slow to the low single digits, regis-
tered a healthy expansion of 21%
and 22%, respectively, in July. New
model launches at Tata Motors con-
tinued to drive volumes at the com-
pany, with despatches growing 10%
in July to 17,750 units..

“The focus in July has been on
wholesale as we had corrected in-
ventory during the transition to
GST,” RS Kalsi, executive direc-
tor, marketing and sales, told ET
recently. “Retail sales were affec-
ted last month but there are a lot of
positives. The monsoons have be-
en good (and) vehicle prices have
come down after GST. We are opti-
mistic of the next two quarters.”

Maruti Suzuki sales rose across
segments. Sales of mini cars Alto
and WagonR grew 20.7% to 42,310
units, while those of compacts
(Swift, Celerio, Ignis, Baleno and
DZire) rose 25.3% to 63,116 units.
Sales of midsize sedan Ciaz rose
23.5% to 6,377 units. Demand re-
mained strong for utility vehicles
— Ertiga, S-Cross, Vitara Brezza
— and grew 48.3% to 25,781 units.
In the commercial vehicle seg-
ment, the company clocked sales
of 703 units of the Super Carry.

However, Hyundai Motor India
saw sales go up by just 4.4% to
43,007 units. “There are some un-
certainties in the market as small
businessmen and traders are as-
sessing the impact of GST on their
operations. Retail sales have been
slow in July,” said Rakesh Srivasta-
va, director, marketing and sales.

Experts said sales had been ex-
pected to fluctuate in the last six
months due to one-off events such
as transition from BS III to the BS
IV emission standard and the
implementation of GST. With all
major events out of the way, in-
dustry is looking forward to a
bumper festive season.

“Over the next couple of years,
growth in the auto industry should
double to around 15% due to the

implementation of
GST,” Srivastava said.

Ford India mana-
ging director Anurag
Mehrotra said: “We
believe a good monso-
on, conducive finan-
cing rates and consu-
mer confidence du-
ring festival season

will provide a good impetus for
the industry.” At Ford, volume
rose 19% to 8,418 units.

At the showroom end, however,
offtake declined significantly in
July, senior industry executives
told ET. Deliveries to customers
in July fell 30-50% depending on
the manufacturer and the state.
Wholesale volume rose in cont-
rast as most dealerships had li-
quidated stock before the intro-
duction of GST.

Companies had a bumper July on
the two-wheeler front too. For mar-
ket leader Hero MotoCorp, it was a
third consecutive month of 600,000-
plus unit sales. The maker of the
Splendor and Passion bikes regis-
tered 17% growth to 623,000 units.

The second-largest, Honda Mo-
torcycle & Scooters India, registe-
red growth of 20% to 544,000 units
including exports, with the com-
pany gaining 2-3% market share
in a month. 

Auto Cos Celebrate Wholesale
Wholesale volume
last month grew
3-14%; Maruti posts
best monthly sales

The Road Ahead

GST

Shambhavi.Anand@timesgroup.com

New Delhi: Madison Media has ac-
quired a controlling stake in Benga-
luru-based marketing agency Hive-
Minds Innovative Market Solutions
for an undisclosed amount.

“Marketers are embracing customer
focused digital opportunities. I am de-
lighted at the progress Madison Media
has made in the digital space in the last
one year and having HiveMinds as part
of us will further strengthen the way we
partner with our clients in their digital
transformation journey,” said Lara Bal-
sara, executive director of Madison
World, which owns Madison Media.

Madison Media handles digital
campaigns for brands such as Mari-
co, Asian Paints, Godrej Properties,
Tata Chemicals and ITC. Its parent
company had recently acquired ma-
jority stake in another Bengaluru-
based PR agency, Brandcom.

Balsara declined to give the financial
details of the deal.

HiveMinds, which works with Bigbas-
ket, ABOF, Cleartrip and Cloudnine Ho-
spitals, among others, was founded six
years ago by Jyothirmayee JT. It specia-
lises in search, social, performance mar-
keting and programmatic buying, and
in ecommerce, education and travel. Its
70-member-strong team has handled di-
gital marketing for startups like Tutor-
Vista, Babyoye, redBus, TaxiForSure,
Simplilearn and MobiKwik.

Madison World is well known for its
media buying and creative capabiliti-
es. It owns several agency in different
spheres of communication, such as
Madison OOH, PMG (sports manage-
ment), Mates (celebrity advertising
and in-film placement), Turnt (activa-
tion) and Madison PR.

Madison Buys
Major Stake in
Bengaluru’s
HiveMinds

JULY SHOW Cos registered a record growth as dealers picked up stock in large numbers ahead of the festive
season. However, retail sales took a beating last month due to pre-buying by customers before GST rollout

July when there was no business at
all. “And then it took time for products
to reach branches and billing. While
the transition to GST has been good,
there has been caution at both our end
and trade whether we are complying
fully with the law. This caution is not
allowing to ramp up primary sales im-
mediately,” he said. 

While around 30-35% of total white
goods sales is from national, regional
and local retail chains, the balance is
still led by distributors supplying to
neighbourhood dealers and small
shops across the country. The large
chains managed the transition faster
while the companies are still hand-
holding the small dealers in the tran-
sition to the GST system. 

In fact, a senior executive with a lead-
ing white goods maker said that it was
forced to undertake backdated value-
added tax (VAT) billing in July to some
small dealers since they were not
ready for GST. GST billing for all part-
ners will start from August. 

Industry expects the early festive sea-
son this year will ramp up primary
sales in August. Panasonic India head
for sales and services, Ajay Seth, said
July was slow, particularly in the
North-East, which is a distribution-
based market where the infrastructure
was not GST-ready.

“The festive season will definitely
bring a significant spike in sales with
consumers rushing toward the best
deals,” he said. LG India, the largest
white goods maker of India is also
positive about good sales in the run-
up to the festive season.

White
Goods
Cos in
Sombre
Mood

STARK CONTRAST

The industry 
had expected 
sales to pick up 
significantly in July 

TO SPEND 10% MORE THAN SAME SEASON LAST YEAR

Danish.Khan@timesinternet.in

New Delhi: The launch of Intex’s 4G
VoLTE feature phone at under ̀̀ 2,000,
likely to be followed by a slew of simi-
lar devices, could open up avenues for
incumbent telcos to take on Reliance
Jio in the battle for 2G users by for-
ming voice and data bundling part-
nerships, say experts.

Intex’s new feature phone, priced at
`̀1,999 and hitting the market b Diwali,
compares with the Reliance Industri-
es’ 4G featurephone — JioPhone,
which will be available at one-time re-
fundable price of `̀1,500 in September.
Micromax has also said it will launch
its own 4G VoLTE featurephone —
Bharat 1— at ̀̀ 1,999.

While JioPhone is locked to the Jio ser-
vice, the other two are open phones
which can be used with any service pro-
vider. Incumbent telcos are believed to
be in talks for bundling offers with both.
Chipmaker Spreadtrum Communica-
tions has also said it is talking with
handset makers to bring in 4G featurep-
hones costing around ̀̀ 1,500.

“Incumbents are expected to face im-
mense challenges in retaining their
high ARPU (average revenue per user)
feature phone user ba-
se and acquiring new
customers as well, con-
sidering JioPhone
launch,” IDC India’s
senior analyst Navken-
dar Singh said.

Any partnership with
vendors like Intex for
its 4G featurephone
will give a good oppor-
tunity to telcos like
Bharti Airtel, Vodafo-
ne India and Idea Cel-
lular to offer its users “a value proposi-
tion as part of efforts to retain their 2G
users, especially those at the higher fe-
ature phone ARPU bands”, Singh said.

A person familiar with the matter sa-
id Vodafone and Bharti Airtel are dri-
ving discussions with handset ven-
dors for bundling voice and data servi-
ces with 4G VoLTE feature phones ahe-
ad of the availability of JioPhone. 

“The discussions have picked pace fol-
lowing the announcement of open mar-
ket 4G VoLTE feature phones by these
vendors in India,” the person said.

According to IDC, 4G featurephones
are expected to make up more than
15% of the annual feature phone ship-
ments for 2017, on the back of JioPho-
ne and expected launches by other
vendors. Counterpoint estimates 24
million 4G featurephones shipments
by the end of this year.

The three telcos besides Intex and Mi-
cromax didn’t respond to emails see-
king comment.

Tarun Pathak, associate director at
Counterpoint Research, said it is im-
portant for the incumbents to respond
to JioPhone as India is estimated to
add half a billion new internet users in
the next five years with most of them
coming from rural India where inter-
net penetration is a low 15%.

“These users, if acquired by Reliance
Jio, will undergo major data consump-
tion, a large pie of which will be enjoy-
ed by Jio, including its services. Hence,
top operators must make sure to retain
these users or upgrade them to their
plans and services,” Pathak said. “Ha-
ving said that, it will be a tough task to
challenge the aggressive offering of Jio
at this point.”

Rohan Dhamija, partner and head for
India and South Asia at Analysys Ma-
son, however, said top telcos’ move to
bundle services with 4G feature phone
would only make sense if provisioning
of service is comparable to Jio’s offer.

“Jio is doing this because the cost of
provisioning of service is low since it
uses VoLTE to deliver voice, but top
telcos are not using VoLTE currently.
It doesn’t make economic sense if
provisioning of the service is high,”
Dhamija added.

Intex’s New 4G
Phone may Help
Telcos Take on Jio
Incumbent telcos 
said to be in talks for
bundling offers with
Intex & Micromax

Intex’s new
feature

phone, priced
at ̀̀ 1,999,

while
Micromax is

said to launch
its VoLTE

feature
phone at

`̀1,500

GROWTH 
STORY
Maruti Suzu-
ki, reported
its highest-
ever monthly
sales of
1,53,298
units, which is
almost 10-
15% of its av-
erage month-
ly sales in
recent times

Writankar.Mukherjee
@timesgroup.com

Kolkata: Primary sales of refrigera-
tors, washing machines and televi-
sions from companies to distributors
and retailers took a beating in July,
dipping by up to 25% over the same
month last year as it took manufactur-
ers and large trade partners almost 10
days to make their billing systems
compliant with goods and services tax
(GST). The industry was left with no
inventory until then as companies
halted production toward June-end
for the transition. 

This was in stark contrast to the wide-
spread expectation that primary sales
of white goods will pick up significant-
ly in July since retailers had stopped
buying from end-May to clear out old
stock and had run discounts through-
out June whereby the trade almost ex-
hausted inventory. The Diwali-like sale
in June expectedly led to 40-45% drop in
retail sales in July, three senior indus-
try executives said.

“July in itself is a dull month for the
industry. While we did expect brisk
primary sales, the GST transition
took time to be settled, which led to
20-25% dip in primary sales. Produc-
tion too resumed after the system be-
came GST compliant. The sales sit-
uation, however, is improving week
by week,” said Videocon chief oper-
ating officer, CM Singh.

Godrej Appliances business head
Kamal Nandi said there were chal-
lenges in both purchase and supplies
whereby almost 10 days were lost in
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Don’t raise seed to 
hire a CTO. Your 
ability to recruit a 
tech cofounder is a 
test of your entrepre-
neurialism & the 
quality of your idea.

JEREMY LIEW@
JEREMYSLIEW

Tweet OF THE DAY

Blink & Play 
Your Gadgets 
with this Tech

Scientists have de-

signed a pair of eye-

glasses integrated with 

a sensor that converts 

eye muscle movement 

into electric signal and 

could be used to con-

trol external devices. 

When you blink, it gen-

erates a tiny electrical 

charge that is sent to a 

device connected to a 

computer. The research 

was published in the 

journal Science Ad-

vances. — PTI 

Communication app 

Truecaller announced 

it has integrated with 

video calling app 

Google Duo that will al-

low users to make vid-

eo calls directly 

through Truecaller on 

Android and iOS plat-

forms. The feature, 

that went live on Tues-

day, will now make 

video calling available 

to the over 250 million 

Truecaller users glob-

ally. Truecaller also an-

nounced a new rede-

sign of the Android 

app that includes fea-

tures like SMS filter, 

Flash Messaging and 

Truecaller Pay. — IANS

Tech Buzz

Truecaller 
Integrates 
Google Duo

It refers to an ongoing 

or recursive conver-

sation, function or 

process that does not 

lead to a conclusion or 

resolution.

Rathole
Jargon Buster

Quick Byte ANIRBAN BORA

$1.8 billion
Valuation of Reddit after 

raising $200 m in a round

WHAT I LEARNT FROM MY MENTOR

In the run-up to the grand finale of the ET
Startup Awards 2017, your favourite
newspaper presents a special series on the
lessons that some of India’s most celebrated
entrepreneurs have learnt from their mentors

My first mentor was Zoho
cofounder Kumar Vembu. Early
on, he taught me the value and
importance of managing ven-
dor relationships. During my
initial years at Zoho, I was not
very happy with the food ven-
dor. Kumar taught me that the
ideal way to solve a vendor issue
was through communicating
feedback in a way that it would
make a difference. He applied
the same principle with employ-
ees. I learned from him to build
relationships with employees
that can stand the test of time.

Earlier in my career, I used to
be very aggressive. Kumar
pointed out that aggression is a
good trait to have when dealing
with the business market, but
when the same behaviour is

applied in
human rela-

tionships it
is being
abrasive,
not aggres-
sive. I

learned
from Kumar
that i f you

had to keep
the trust of

people
you

work with, you cannot be abra-
sive with them.

A mentor and friend I found
later in my career was when
Shekhar Kirani of Accel Part-
ners joined the board of Fresh-
works. Shekhar taught me the
importance of looking at ideas
from different market perspec-

tives—of
an entre-
preneur
who
works at
a prob-
lem with
passion
and of a

prudent businessman who
looks at the market conditions
of the problem. I learned to look
at the top-down approach from
Shekhar. At Freshworks, we
now look at ideas from a macro
perspective and at their market
potential before investing our
time and effort.

During the early years of
Freshworks, when he had start-
ed gaining our first few
hundred customers, Shekhar
would ask us questions like:
who is the customer, why is he
buying from us, can we double
down on this segment. He
taught me that if we build our
customer personas and target
them we will know segments
that work well for us. That ad-
vice helped us during the initial

years.
(As told to Shadma Shaikh)

GIRISH MATHRUBOOTHAM
CEO, FRESHWORKS

on messaging platforms like Hike
Messenger and WhatsApp. While Hi-
ke recently launched payments thro-
ugh wallet and Unified Payment In-
terface (UPI), WhatsApp is expected
to begin its payments service soon.
WhatsApp’s business head Neeraj
Arora also sits on the board of Paytm.

“Conversation is the new interface,”
said Vivek Belgavi, leader for fintech,
at PwC India.

This is not Paytm’s first attempt at a
messaging service. In 2014, it had
launched a shopping app with a mobi-
le messenger embedded in it to allow
customers to negotiate with sellers.
But Paytm is now looking to create a
one-stop place for its users, offering
not just payments but also an ecom-
merce platform, investment options

be successful in India.”
Meena said for Paytm, a messenger

service would help connect its ecosys-
tem of sellers and consumers as well
as build a larger ecosystem for its
users.

Paytm’s high customer base gives it
an edge when it comes to getting trac-
tion for its chat service. While What-
sApp has over 200 million monthly ac-
tive users in India, Hike claims to ha-
ve over 100 million. Flipkart has over
100 million users.

Paytm raised $1.4 billion from Soft-
Bank at a valuation of $7 billion in
May this year, making it one of the
most valued unicorns in the country
after Flipkart. It was also the biggest
round of funding by a single investor
in the Indian startup space.

in digital gold as well as booking ser-
vices. The company recently laun-
ched its payments bank. 

Other ecommerce companies such
as Flipkart are also adopting a simi-
lar approach. ET had reported in Ju-
ne that Flipkart was also looking at a
WeChat model to create an ‘everyt-
hing app’ for services such as orde-
ring food, hailing a cab, planning a va-
cation, or buying daily essentials. Ho-
wever, Flipkart failed in its attempt at
an in-app chat service called Ping,
which the company shut last year, ba-
rely 10 months after launching it.

“Indian internet companies are loo-
king towards China and want to build
a super-app,” said Satish Meena, se-
nior forecast analyst at Forrester Re-
search. “It is still to be seen if this can

Paytm’s Mobile App will Let You Chat Soon 
Payments company’s move follows digital payment options offered by messaging platforms 

Supraja.Srinivasan
@timesgroup.com

Mumbai: Online entertainment
ticketing company BookMyShow is
all set to sing a new tune. The Mum-
bai-based firm has acquired audio
and video on-demand platform Nfu-
sion for an undisclosed amount in an
all-cash deal. The acquisition will
see BookMyShow leverage Nfu-
sion’s tech stack to build its au-
dio entertainment vertical.

BookMyShow has foray-
ed into audio entertain-
ment with Jukebox,
which offers users free
music downloads thro-
ugh music credits which
are earned at the time of
booking mo-
vie tickets.
The compa-
ny is loo-
king to wi-
den the offe-
ring to in-
clude
curation and
selection of
music and au-
dio content
and Nfu-
sion will form the tech-
nology backbone for the
new business line. Nfusion’s
scalable tech solutions, espe-
cially CMS (content ma-

nagement system), will be key to Bo-
okMyShow’s vision as far as audio
entertainment goes. 

“We have already established our
video-content vertical and are now
excited to foray into audio entertain-
ment through our offering ‘Juke-
box’. The Nfusion team has brought
with them immense experience, in-
novation capability as well as exper-
tise in building and managing sca-

lable tech solutions. With
them and our music label

partners, we look for-
ward to offering the

widest variety and
possibly the best
curated audio

content to our
users,” said Pariks-

hit Dar, di-

rector, BookMyShow. 
Currently, Jukebox offers over 1.5

million songs to choose from and has
witnessed a monthly growth of 300%
since its launch in early June. 

Founded in 2009 by Shoaib GM
Khan, Sivagurunathan S and Prab-
hakar Reddy as a high-definition vi-
deo-on-demand platform, Nfusion al-
lowed users to stream videos online.
As part of the deal, Shoaib and Siva-
gurunathan will join BookMyShow
with Shoaib heading Nfusion while
Sivagurunathan will lead the archi-
tecture and development operation
teams at BookMyShow. 

Through Jukebox, BookMyShow
aims to cover all facets of entertain-
ment offerings under its umbrella
and is also looking at content crea-
tion around the vertical in the long
term. “Everything that we offer un-
der audio entertainment will be un-
der Jukebox. The larger offering he-
re is in how users are consuming mu-
sic so the curation of music that we
offer is where we expect a lot of diffe-
rentiation to be seen. We are primari-
ly looking to aid discovery,” Aditya
Kuber, associate VP - audio enterta-
inment at BookMyShow told ET. 

BookMyShow Dances to
a New Tune with Nfusion 

EBay India
is Totally
in the Kart

Our Bureau

Bengaluru:Flipkart took
over eBay.in on Tuesday, after
the two companies concluded
the merger announced in April
at the time of the Indian ecom-
merce company raising a
$1.4-billion funding from eBay,
Microsoft and Tencent. eBay
made a $500-million cash
investment in Flipkart for an
equity stake and sold its eBay.in
business to Flipkart. 

eBay.in will remain an in-
dependent entity as part of
Flipkart, the latter said. Both
companies will also leverage
cross-border trade, which will
enable Flipkart’s customers to
access global inventory on
eBay, while Flipkart sellers can
also get access to eBay custo-
mers, giving them a chance to
sell globally. “I’m delighted to
welcome eBay.in, its employees,
sellers and partners into the
Flipkart family,” Flipkart CEO
Kalyan Krishnamurthy said in
astatement.

Buy will form the tech backbone of co’s music curation & selection service

A DIFFERENT BEAT

BookMyShow’s Jukebox will offer users free
music downloads through credits which are
earned at the time of booking movie tickets

PUSHING FORWARD 

Zoho 
cofounder
Kumar Vem-

bu (in pic) taught me it
was okay to be aggres-
sive but not abrasive

Shekhar Showed Me 
How to Look at Ideas
from Different Angles 

Shekhar Kirani, partner, 
Accel Partners

Payal.Ganguly
@timesgroup.com

Bengaluru: Education technolo-
gy platform Leverage has secured
an undisclosed amount in seed fun-
ding from a clutch of investors, in-
cluding Apple finance executive Ar-
jun Mehta, Hypertrack founder
Kashyap Deorah and VRL Logistics
managing director Anand San-
keshwar.

The five-month-old Delhi-headqu-
artered company, which operates in
the higher education space, runs a
career assessment and mentorship
programme. It matches students
with over 2,500 colleges outside In-
dia through its panel of 100-plus ex-
perts. The portal uses machine lear-
ning to help students build acade-
mic profiles, including writing pa-
pers and filing for patents for the
selection process.

Leverage, founded by former chief
marketing officer at Babajob, Aks-

hay Chaturvedi, and education ex-
ecutive Rajiv Ganjoo, targets stu-
dents of grade 8 and higher for the
career assessment programme.

“Our SaaS platform helps the aspi-
ring student work on the applica-
tions, get on-demand mentoring, gi-
ves access to education loans and fo-
rex, living, and much more. We are
passionate about helping folks bu-
ild awesome careers, and live thro-
ugh that entire journey with them,”
said Chaturvedi, CEO at Leverage. 

This Edutech Co can
Leverage on this Seed 

Hyderabad: Health
technology startup
Click2Clinic has acqui-
red Home Health Care,

an agency that offers home he-
althcare services in Bengaluru,
for approximately .̀ 4 crore in an
all-stock deal, reports Our Bu-
reau. “We valued the company at
.̀ 2 crore with a top line revenue of
.̀ 1 crore,” said Dr Sujeeth R Pun-
nam, chairman, Click2Clinic,

which is an aggregator of hospi-
tals, clinics, diagnostics, phar-
macy, ambulance services and al-
lied health services.

It plans to deploy its technology
to capitalise on Home Health Ca-
re’s network in Bengaluru.

Founded by Punnam and Dr Mu-
rali Bharadwaj in the US,
Click2Clinic is now looking to ra-
ise $1million for an aggressive ex-
pansion into Indian cities.

Click2Clinic Acquires Home
Health Care for .̀ 4 crore

ANI

New Delhi:After the announcement of major layoff
with an agenda to cut down 80% of its employee
strength in the company, Snapdeal on Tuesday wit-
nessed exit from many senior members from tech-
nology, product and engineering division.

Vice-president product, Pradeep De-
sai; vice-president, engineering, Viraj
Chatterjee and head of IT, Gaurav
Gupta are some of the first names to
have exited the company.

On Monday, business head of FMCG,
Digvijay Ghosh and business head of
general merchandise, Rahul Jain of
Snapdeal had resigned. It is expected
that many more from the product, IT
and engineering division are to follow.

Earlier on Monday, Snapdeal re-
vealed that it is facilitating a major

layoff in the company. It reported the departure of
1,000 out of 1,200 employees from the company after
the merger deal failed with Flipkart.

Mass Exits Begin
at Snapdeal Now
Etailer’s technology, product and
engineering heads put in papers 

Pradeep
Desai, Viraj
Chatterjee
and Gaurav
Gupta have
exited the
company

Our Bureau

New Delhi: Justice BN Srikrishna, former judge of
the Supreme Court will head a committee of experts
which has been formed to deliberate on a data protec-
tion framework for the country. The 10-member com-
mittee will identify key data protection issues in India
and recommend methods of addressing them.
ET had first reported on July 18 that the government

has created a committee led by the Ministry of Electro-
nics and Information Technology (MeitY) to draft a da-
ta protection law and is looking to rope in imminent ju-
rists and lawyers to create a forward looking legisla-
tion. ET had also reported how the government has so-
ught the help of a legal think tank — the Vidhi Centre
For Legal Policy — which was instrumental in drafting
of the Aadhaar Act as well as the Insolvency and Bank-
ruptcy Code. 

Aruna Sundararajan, secretary, Department of Tele-
com; Ajay Bhushan, CEO, Unique Identification Autho-
rity of India; Gulshan Rai, National Cyber Security co-
ordinator and Arghya Sengupta, research director, Vid-
hi Centre for Legal Policy are other members of the
committee.

Justice Srikrishna to
Lead Data Protection
Framework Body

KEEPING IT SAFE

The former SC judge will
identify key data protec-
tion issues and recommend

methods of addressing them

Vikas SN & Jochelle Mendonca

Bengaluru: Indian consumer spend on
apps and games on Google Play has tripled
over the past year, Google’s director of apps
and games business development for the
Play Store Purnima Kochikar told ET.

“India always has been among the top three
from an app-installs perspective. We are now
getting a billion installs in India, growing a
150% year-over-year,” Kochikar said.

On Tuesday, Google announced a new initi-
ative called ‘Made for India’ through which
it has sought applications from Indian deve-
lopers to showcase apps optimised for the In-
dian market in a special section on the Goog-
le Play Store.

“Made for India is going to be an overar-
ching focus for our team. We found that the-
re is a group of developers who are thinking
about big, macro India problems and we
want to celebrate that as well as inspire mo-
re developers to really think about solving
for the India market,” Kochikar said.

Over the past year, Google has also expan-
ded the payment options available on Play
Store by adding services like prepaid and
postpaid carrier billing support on Airtel,
Idea and Vodafone, digital gift cards and
physical gift cards.

“The choice of payment option is cultural.
Germany likes PayPal while Japan likes
carrier billing. In India, we found that peo-
ple are used to paying through carrier bil-
ling because of value-added services and
ring-back tones,” Kochikar said.

“We also realised that India is a cash econo-
my, so we have Google Play physical gift

cards in more than 4,000 outlets. In a global
first, we also announced in January people
can buy play credit as low as .̀ 100 using mobi-
le wallets,” she added.

The search giant is also balancing the need
to allow freedom of expression from users
in app reviews against the need to prevent
negative reviews for reasons not related to
its performance.

“We look at the Play Store as a place where
developers can receive and incorporate user
feedback. Our ratings and reviews team lo-
oks at the integrity of the ratings and revi-
ews. Any changes are tailored to specific ca-
ses,” Kochikar said, while declining to com-
ment on specific cases.

That said, Kochikar said they have a zero-
tolerance policy on spam
apps. “We have zero tole-
rance on it. But this is a
small team fighting a big
fight. All developers have
a place where they can
escalate these issues and
we also have a policy team
that reviews constantly,”
she said.

Google is also building a
new discovery experien-
ce on the Play Store that
surfaces apps designed
for the next billion users.
This will be a part of Go-
ogle’s upcoming Android
Go platform that is desig-
ned for users with entry-
level smartphones.

This version of Play Sto-
re will highlight apps op-
timised for the user’s de-
vice and popular lightwe-
ight apps among others.

Users will also be able to delay downloads
until they have WiFi access to help them op-
timise data costs and have a more useful of-
fline experience, said Kunal Soni, Google
Play’s head of business development- India,
South East Asia and Australia.

At Least a Billion
Indian Footfalls at 
Google Play Store

Big Play
Growth in Indian 
consumers’ spend 
on apps and games 
on Google Play

3X

150%
Y-o-Y growth 
rate of app 
installs in 
India

1 billion
APP INSTALLS IN INDIA Google adds 

services like 
prepaid and 

postpaid car-
rier billing 
support on 
Airtel, Idea 

and Vodafone

Google will showcase apps
optimised for the market
here in a special section on
the Android app store 

India always
has been
among the top
three from an
app-installs
perspective.
We are now
getting a bil-
lion installs in
India
PURNIMA
KOCHIKAR
Director, Google 
Play, Apps & Games ,
Google
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Mugdha.Variyar
@timesgroup.com

Bengaluru: Digital payments com-
pany Paytm will launch a chat facility
built into its mobile app which will al-
low user-to-user communication.

The feature is expected to be laun-
ched later this month, a person aware
of the development told ET.

A spokesperson for Paytm declined
to comment on the matter. Paytm,
which also runs an online marketpla-
ce, Paytm Mall, has about 230 million
app users. The company hopes to woo
its payment service users to this new
feature and help businesses connect
with consumers, the person said.

With this move, Paytm will be taking
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New Delhi: The telecom regu-
lator has asked all carriers to
submit from August 1 their
tariff plans online, besides
filing their hard copies, within
seven working days of announ-
cement, and is likely to put all
such rates in the public domain
by year end, in efforts aimed at
more transparency and
efficiency.

By the year end, the regulator
expects to make all tariffs filed
on its website open for public,
which would enable people to
see all tariff plans and even
compare them on a single plat-
form, rather than looking up
the tariff plans on each telco’s
website, a senior official in the
Telecom Regulatory Authority
of India (Trai) told ET.

“The ultimate aim is to put the
data out for public consump-
tion where anyone can use it,
ensuring transparency for con-
sumers,” the official said. “If
they don’t file online, we will
not take it on our records”. 

In a letter to telcos dated July
26, seen by ET, Trai has said
that it will monitor the pilot
run for a ‘reasonable period’
and would gradually do away
with the requirement of filing
physical copies with the regu-
lator. If successful tariff filing
continues, Trai will exempt tel-
cos from publishing their tar-
iffs in local newspapers, pres-
ently a bi-annual requirement.

The regulator has also man-
dated that telcos fix responsib-
ility on specific people for fil-
ing the tariffs online, which
will ensure sanctity and assur-
ance that the tariffs filed have

been approved before being put
online. In a quarter, Trai gets
anywhere between 10,000 and
20,000 special tariff plans,
which are different from regu-
lar plans, all of which need to
be filed online as well. 

Before issuing the latest or-
der, telcos were given two
months, June and July, for test-
ing online tariff filing and will
file online in parallel with pa-
per submissions, as a pilot
from this month. The official

added that smaller carriers
like Aircel, MTS, Telenor and
MTNL, have already started to
file their tariffs online, and
larger players including Re-
liance Jio, Airtel, Vodafone
and Idea should follow suit.

Tariff filing has been a bone
of contention among rival tel-
cos. Reliance Jio, and some
consumers, had complained to
the regulator that Bharti Air-
tel, Idea Cellular and Vodafone
India were arbitrarily giving
specialised offers to retain cus-
tomers moving out to other car-
riers. Such plans, they said,
were not available on telcos’
websites. 

Trai had then in May barred
telcos from offering plans se-
lectively to subscribers, unless
it was made public and availa-
ble to all.

Telcos Asked to
Submit Tariff
Plans Online
In the long run, move aims to introduce
transparency and efficiency in tariff filing

FUTUREWISE

If successful tariff fil-
ing continues, Trai will
exempt telcos from
publishing their tariffs
in local newspapers

Going 
Paperless

All these need to be 
filed online as well

The regulator 
mandated telcos 
fix responsibility 

on specific people 
for filing the 
tariffs online

Trai’s letter to telcos dated 
July 26 said…

It will monitor the pilot run 
for a ‘reasonable period’

Would gradually do away with 
the requirement of filing physi-
cal copies with the regulator

10,000 to 20,000
Special tariff plans 

Trai gets in a quarter

Our Bureau

Kolkata: India’s big telecom
companies may be burning
cash amid brutal competition
for market share, but the fight
for subscribers by offering
rock-bottom prices triggered
by the entry of Reliance Jio In-
focomm “is in its final stages”,
S&P Global Ratings said on Tu-
esday.

The global rating agency ex-
pects the Mukesh Ambani-run
4G new entrant to “rationalise
its competitive strategy at so-
me point over the next 12-18
months and start focusing on
achieving sustainable revenue
and margins”.

“Jio, through heavy discoun-
ting, has managed to grab 10%
of the country’s telco subscri-
ber base in less than a year, but
costly discounting practices
cannot last forever,” Ashutosh
Sharma, S&P Global Ratings
credit analyst, said. But the glo-
bal ratings agency conceded
that Jio’s aggressive tactics ha-
ve been “a strain on revenue,
profitability and cash flows of
all contestants in this game”.

India’s raging telecom battle,
according to Sharma, has “all
the ingredients of a ‘Hunger
Games’ movie, the combina-
tion of rivalry, power plays and
elimination of the weak, has
investors, financiers, analysts
and the government on the ed-
ge of their seats”.

Jio’s dramatic entry last Sep-
tember has been particularly
disruptive, in that, voice,
which accounted for 80% of the
sector’s revenues, was offered
free for life by the youngest mo-
bile carrier. Jio’s data rates too
continue to be priced below in-
cumbent carriers. Small won-
der, Airtel, Vodafone India and
Idea have been compelled to
closely match Jio’s free voice
calls and low-priced data offers
to hold on to customers and ma-
intain market position even at
the cost of a sustained fall in re-
venue and profits.

In fact, sustained market dis-
ruption by Jio, according to ex-
perts, has hastened the need
for consolidation compelling
players without scale to exit. 

Biggies Vodafone India and

Idea are in the process of mer-
ging as are RCom, MTS and
Aircel while Bharti Airtel has
acquired Telenor’s India
business.

Going forward, S&P Global
Ratings expects the telecom
sector to consolidate with the
top-three telcos — the Idea-Vo-
dafone combine, Bharti Airtel
and Jio — eventually control-
ling 75-85% of industry reve-
nue, but this, it said, could still
be a year or two away.

The global rating agency also
expects telco margins and cash
positions “to be further chal-
lenged before they get better”.

Analysts at S&P Global Ra-
tings expect (telco) leverage le-
vels to remain elevated and
margins to be narrow, which,
in turn, would result in indust-
ry revenues declining 5-10% in
the current fiscal through
March 2018. But they said reve-
nue declines for the top three
players — Idea-Vodafone,
Bharti Airtel and Jio — would
be in the lower end of the range
while “smaller players like the
Reliance Communications-
Aircel (combine), and the tele-
com arms of the Tata Group,
would see sharp declines”.

Price War Started
by Jio is ‘in Final
Stages’, says S&P
Agency expects telco margins, cash positions ‘to
be further challenged before they get better’

Telcos’ focus 
will be on 
achieving 
sustainable 
revenue and 
margins

The Findings
Jio-trig-
gered telco 
price war 
for market 
share is in 
final stages

Jio to ration-
alise compet-
itive strategy 
over the 
next 12-18 
months

Share of industry revenue 
controlled by Idea-Vodafone 
merged entity, Bharti Airtel 
and Reliance Jio

Dip in telecom industry rev-
enue over FY18 because of 
higher leverage levels and 
narrow margins

12-24
months

Time it will take 
for telecom sector 
consolidation

75-85%

5-10%

SOURCE: S&P GLOBAL RATINGS

Tina.Gurnaney@timesinternet.in

New Delhi: Pressure on revenue and
profitability, coupled with lack of clear
business case, may delay 5G launch in
India, consultancy firm EY said in an
ET Telecom’s webinar on Tuesday, ad-
ding that India is expected to see rollout
of 5G services in the next 4-5 years.

Currently, capex is a challenge in India
with high sector debt, declining revenu-
es, said Prashant Singhal, Global Tele-
communications Leader at EY. 

He said pressure on financials would
weigh on the operators’ mind while as-

sessing the feasibility to
seamlessly deploy 5G
network. India would ne-
ed to invest $60-70 billion
for 5G. Globally, EY has
predicted that 5G will be
key in driving operator
capex beyond 2020. 

Another reason for the
5G delay could be the

slow adoption of 4G, thereby suggesting
that India’s 4G ecosystem is not mature

enough yet. In India, there were more
than 160 million subscribers of 4G as of
March 2017, with a penetration of 12%
approximately. By 2022, 4G subscribers
are expected to reach 520 million with a
penetration of approximately 40%, ac-
cording to EY data. 5G tech is expected
to offer 1GB/sec data speed which is 50-
60 times higher than the existing data
speeds. Singhal said globally, widescale
5G commercial launch is expected by
2020 with operators gearing up for pre-
standards launch by 2017 while 5G stan-
dards are expected to be ready by 2018.

Profitability Pressure may Delay 5G: EY

Capex is a
challenge
with high
sector debt
and
declining
revenues,
says firm
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Girl Power
Who said only rich boys with fancy toys have all the fun? The gals 
party hard too. Ask Ananya Birla, Kumar Birla’s eldest kid, and she 
can vouch for that after touching down in Boom, Belgium, for the 
EDM bash in Tomorrowland.  Part of her private jet girl entourage 
included fast friends and fellow fashionistas from all over. Soon 
she will be off to Vegas to perform with cult Dutch DJ Afro Jack, 
who launched her single Livin’ the Life last year in Mumbai.  
Between her microfinance venture and advocacy platform to 
champion mental health that she runs with mom Neerja, she’s 

been one jetsetter we dig.  

Turning The Tables
Taking the cue from younger brother Sanjiv, Harsh 
Goenka has also taken to sports in a big way. Last 
week we saw him in the front row of the Ultimate TT 
tournament along with Sachin Tendulkar, Abhishekh 
Bachchan, Jalaj Dani and other hotsteppers. Goenka 
was quite the player during his college days and would 
spend hours mastering hand-eye coordination, a must 
have to excel in the fast-paced sport. An RPG 
franchise in the offing? Watch this space.

Unhappy Birthday
You may recall the ̀ 500 crore criminal defemation lawsuit 
filed by Tata Trust managing trustee R Venkataramanan 
against former Tata Group chairman Cyrus Mistry. 
Mumbai’s chatterati are stunned by the timing of this 
knockout punch as the notice was served on Mistry’s 
birthday earlier this month. One can easily guess the day 

was far from happy for the reclusive billionaire.

Not On Board
In contrast to most promoters with a minority or 
majority stake in a company who have a board seat, 
Shriram group founder R Thyagarajan hasn’t had one 
since 1991. He’s also given up his entire stake to 
employees despite having two sons. A fortnight ago, 
his firm announced a $10 billion merger with a 
financial services provider that will help the resultant 
entity become a giant in the sector.

Rare Deal
Last month, when a conglomerate made a lateral hire, 
the executive was in the midst of completing a big deal 
for the company he was working for at the time. There’s 
typically a 90-day gardening leave period in such cases-
-the person sits at home on full pay. But this exec had so 
much goodwill that his previous employer waived that 
and the next one allowed him to complete the deal he 
was working on while starting at the new job.

Top Dollar
It’s raining bonuses at telecom companies, but only for a 
select few. An incumbent operator has decided to give its top 
employees a two-year deal where after the first year they 
get a large chunk of their salary as bonus along with stock 
options and this is repeated the next year. This is over and 
above the usual bonuses & stocks assigned. Envious anyone?

Box-Office Mettle  
We told you some weeks back in this very column that Anil 
Agarwal is quite the Bollywood fanatic, having hosted Rishi 
Kapoor at his London villa earlier this summer. There’s no 
stopping our metals and mining billionaire, who was in NYC 
recently sponsoring an annual film jamboree. It’s not just the 
moolah, Agarwal took centrestage along with several 
heavyweights for an industry symposium as well. After all, 
films are among our biggest exports and who better but a 
global Indian to talk about it to a global audience.

Pie In The Sky
Rahul Akerkar, among the pioneers of the current restaurant 
revolution, simply had to have an irresistible address for his 
comeback venture Bob & Daughters. There has been wide 
speculation about this re-entry ever since the world got to 
know the former chef behind Indigo is all set to return to what 
he does best as his non-compete agreement with erstwhile 
investors draws to a close. We now hear it will most likely be 
at the Lodha Group’s World One, the super premium condo in 
midtown Mumbai that is also the world’s second tallest 
residential tower where average rates went as high as $1,200 
per square foot in 2014.

Prime Time
Despite the constant friction, there’s always time to watch a 
rival’s AGM. The telecom meetings that took place with the 
authorities a week ago in Delhi saw the two sides fight 
bitterly to underline their point of view. But when one of the 
operators started watching the AGM of his company on his 
phone, heads of other operators too joined him.

Privy to the whispers in power corridors or juicy tips on India Inc? 

Do share with us at etsuits.sayings@gmail.com

Apple is known to have taken a strong stance 
on guarding user privacy, even refusing the 
FBI’s demand for a backdoor key into a locked 
phone belonging to the San Bernardino 
attacker. Call it timing or a clever marketing 
ploy, Apple is urging people to buy the iPhone 
on the back of its strong privacy features. A 
short video of an ad seen on Facebook showed 
a person peeping into another’s phone, 
indicating that anyone can see what you’re 
doing on your phone. When that person moves 
to an iPhone, the snooper disappears. Now, is it 
a matter of coincidence that the ad appeared 
on Apple’s India webpage when the country’s 
apex court is hearing a critical matter of user 
privacy...? Hard to say.

Snoop Shut

SUITS & SAYINGS

ANIRBAN BORA

ET’s bi-weekly roundup of the
wackiest whispers & murmurs in
corporate corridors & policy parlours

Trend Spotting 
Brooklyn happens to be Anand Mahindra’s 
favourite borough. That’s where the coolest 
millennial fads are flagged off and for a 
conglomerate that’s eager to be future ready, 
spotting new trends is an absolute necessity. 
So it was a special moment when Team 
Mahindra beat Team Richard Branson recently 
in electric car racing on the Brooklyn pier and 
clocked two podium finishes. But Mahindra is 
a doting father too. Despite a packed schedule, 
he took time off to be with his two daughters 
and son-in-law who are all based in New York.

Priyanka.SanganI
@timesgroup.com

Pune: IIT-Bombay (IIT-B) is
working with tech firm Mojo
Networks to enhance how it is
using technology in its various
classrooms. 

According to Bhaskaran Ra-
man, professor at IIT-B, the
university has collaborated
with the tech firm for the de-
ployment of SAFE (Smart,
Authenticated, Fast Exams) – a

smartphone
app-based sy-
stem for con-
ducting ex-
ams in class-
rooms. “The
app has been
developed by
the IIT-B rese-
arch team
over the past
few years and

one of the main challenges was
the WiFi network and connec-
tivity,” Raman said.

Pune-headquartered Mojo
Networks provides WiFi in-
frastructure that can be scaled
up across thousands of users in
a large organisation. 

IIT-B Finds
its Mojo
with SAFE 

SAFE (Smart,
Authenticated,
Fast Exams) is
a smartphone
app-based
system for
conducting
exams in
classrooms

PUBLICIS.SAPIENT TO FOCUS ON ENGINEERING TALENT

the project in one year.
Publicis Groupe, the world’s third-largest

communications group, plans to use Marcel
to communicate and collaborate across its
global network of agencies through the use
of Marcel. It claims that Marcel is the first
predictive, professional assistant powered
by AI and machine-learning that will con-
nect 80,000 employees across 200 disciplines
in 130 countries. It will be unveiled at Viva-
Tech in 2018. Register added Marcel will al-
low people across cultures to commu-
nicate and have access to di-
verse solutions and metho-
dologies. 

“The function of the AI is
to understand where the ne-
eds are,” said Register. The
company will however, not
sell Marcel to outside clients
and will leverage it to better
its own offerings. “We
are not a product
company but it
will certainly
help our clients,”
said Register.

With 20k Staff & AI Marcel,
This Co is All Set for India

Surabhi.Agarwal@timesgroup.com

New Delhi: Capitalising on the huge engine-
ering talent pool that India offers, Publicis-
.Sapient is looking to double its headcount in
the country, Chip Register, co-CEO, Publicis-
.Sapient told ET in an exclusive interview.

Register, who was in India recently, said the
headcount will be doubled from the current
10,000 in the next 3-5 years. “We will also con-
tinue to grow our technology services and
the consulting practice,” said Register. In In-
dia, while the Publicis Groupe has a total of
15,000 employees, Sapient India has about
10,000 people.

Register added that two other large groups
— Publicis Communications and Publicis
Media — can gain by leveraging the Indian
market. “There is a large opportunity there
as well,” he said. Publicis Media is the media
planning and buying firm in the group.

Publicis.Sapient will also leverage its group
firm SapientRazorfish India presence with
more than 7,000 technologists to co-develop
the artificial intelligence (AI) tool Marcel.

The company has set a target to complete

ROLL CALL

In India, while the Publicis Groupe has a
total of 15,000 employees, Sapient India
has about 10,000 people

Anumeha.Chaturvedi
@timesgroup.com

New Delhi: Monsoon rains ha-
ve not dampened the spirits of
the intrepid Indian traveller a
wee bit. As airlines offer monso-
on sales and portals launch at-
tractive offers, year-on-year
growth for monsoon travel on
portals like Cleartrip has sur-
passed bookings for summer se-
ason this year, India’s choicest
season for travel.

“Year-on-year growth for mon-
soon travel has surpassed sum-
mer travel growth for this year.
Average daily searches for airli-
ne bookings grew by 27% year-
on-year for domestic and 15% for

ar increase in monsoon travel
this year,” said Balu Rama-
chandran, head (air and distri-
bution), Cleartrip.

Travellers from the metros we-
re most keen on a monsoon bre-
ak with New Delhi, Mumbai,
Bengaluru, Hyderabad and
Chennai being the top five cities
from where the maximum num-
ber of bookings for monsoon tra-
vel packages were recorded on
the portal. Yatra.com saw 68%
jump in airline bookings this
monsoon season from 2016. 

international destinations for
monsoon travel. People are loo-
king at heading out to relish the
lush greens and rejuvenating
spells of drizzle and rain evident
from an overall 20% year-on-ye-

Deals Make Monsoon Best Season for Travel
BALU RAMACHANDRAN
Head (Air and Distribution), Cleartrip

Average daily searches for airline bookings
grew by 27% year-on-year for domestic and
15% for intl destinations for monsoon travel

Wipro Launches Silicon Valley Innovation Centre in the US
NEW DELHI IT major Wipro on
Tuesday said it has set up a Silicon
Valley Innovation Centre in

Mountain View, California to
develop and showcase next-
generation technologies and

solutions for enterprises. The
centre will showcase and demon-
strate cutting-edge enterprise

applications based on tech-
nologies to solve real-world
business challenges , Wipro said.

Chip Register
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Our Bureau

Kolkata: Tata Steel UK has completed sale of
its submerged arc weld (SAW) mills in Hartle-
pool to metals group Liberty House. 

The deal includes sale of the 42-inch and 84-
inch pipe-making mills, which employ about
140 workers, the company said in statement is-
sued on Tuesday. The two mills are fed with ste-
el plates sourced from outside Tata Steel, and
hence, independent of the company’s strip pro-
ducts supply chain. 

Tata Steel did not disclose the size of the deal.
However, even as it concluded the sale of the

two pipe mills, Tata Steel is poised to make a £1-
million investment as part of a plan to retain
and strengthen its 20-inch tube-making mill,
which employs around 270 employees at the
same Hartlepool site. The proposed investment
will increase its capability to make high-
strength steel tubes. 

Unlike the two other mills, the 20-inch pipe
mill is supplied with steel coils from Tata Ste-
el’s European steelworks and is part of its strip
products supply chain.

Bimlendra Jha, CEO of Tata Steel UK, said:
“As a responsible seller, it was important for us
to find the most sustainable future for the 42-
and 84-inch pipe mills. With this sale, Tata Steel
UK completes its portfolio restructuring to fo-
cus on the strip products supply chain linked to
Port Talbot.” 

Post restructuring, Tata Steel said it will con-
tinue to be the largest steelmaker in the UK,

employing almost 8,500 people manufacturing
steel for automotive and construction sectors.
The pipes deal follows Sanjeev Gupta-led Liber-
ty’s £100-million acquisition of Tata Steel UK’s
Speciality Steels, which employs more than
1,700 people in Yorkshire, Lancashire and the
West Midlands. 

Tata Steel has invested more than £1.6 billion
in its UK business since acquiring Corus in
2007, including £100 million over the past year,
to enable advanced steel manufacturing at a
number of UK sites. 

Tata Steel UK Completes Sale
of 2 Pipe Mills to Liberty House
However, co will invest £1m 
to retain and strengthen its
20-inch tube-making mill

INDEPENDENT SUPPLY CHAIN

The two mills are fed with steel
plates sourced from outside Tata
Steel, and hence, independent of
the company’s strip products
supply chain

in the report. “The acquisition of Corus was ba-
sed on long-term strategy of the company to pur-
sue growth through international expansion and
enhance the portfolio with value added pro-
ducts," it said.

Tata Motors has also denied all the allegations
made by Mistry on the subject of investment in
Nano car project and its accounting practices in
its annual report. Mistry had alleged that Ratan

Tata's emotional attachment to
the loss-making Nano car pro-
ject has kept the project alive.

The company said it has filed
detailed explanations with the
regulators on the allegations
and reiterated that it complied
with all governance standards.

Mistry had also questioned the
foreign acquisition strategy of
Indian Hotels and "onerous

terms" of the lease for The Pierre in New York,
which made it a challenge to exit. However, the
company said most of these investments were
made before the global economic meltdown and
the leasing terms of the The Pierre were not op-
tional. "The hotel has one of the most sought-after
banquet venues in the New York," Indian Hotels
said in its annual report. “Leasing of the Pierre
was strategically important for the company to
establish its brand as well as visibility in the USA,
which is a key feeder market for Taj Group's Indi-
an operations," Indian Hotels said in its annual
report.

It said the lease terms of the Pierre had remai-
ned largely unchanged for a longer period and the
hotel was run and operated on almost similar
terms by earlier operators...and was thus availab-
le to the company on similar terms.

Tata Power, too, denied allegations by Mistry
that before his chairmanship the firm awarded
some of the major contracts to Ratan Tata's friend
Mehli Mistry’s companies without following pro-
per processes. Mistry had also questioned the ag-
gressive bid for the Mundra ultra mega power
project based on low-priced Indonesian coal. 

“The current management has reviewed
the old contracts awarded and confirmed

that due process had been followed...duly
confirming that the company has not be-

en subjected to any commercial deter-
rent or loss over the period of such

contracts," Tata Power said in its an-
nual report.

Tata Cos Deny Mistry Barbs
in their Annual Reports

NO COMPROMISE Tata Steel, Tata Motors, Tata Power & Indian
Hotel said they hold the highest corp governance standards

The ouster
and
allegations
had led to a
fall in share
price of
various Tata
companies 

PTI

London: The Indian government
has submitted the requisite “ope-
ning note” and paperwork related to
Vijay Mallya’s extradition case to the
liquor baron’s legal team within the
UK court deadline, according to offi-
cial sources.

Chief magistrate Emma Louise Ar-
buthnot, presiding at Westminster
Magistrates’ Court in London at the
last hearing in the case on July 6, had

sources confirmed.
The next hearing to assess the pro-

gress in the case will be held at West-
minster Magistrates' Court on Sep-
tember 14.

The CPS, arguing on behalf of the
Indian government earlier this
month, had told the court that they
had “excellent cooperation” with the
Indian authorities in the case and
now had sufficient material to estab-
lish a prima facie case for the extradi-
tion of the former chief of erstwhile
Kingfisher Airlines.

detailed opening note on the case.
The 61-year-old tycoon is sought by

Indian authorities for allegedly de-
faulting on several bank loans amo-
unting to nearly .̀ 9,000 crore.

“All matters are on track,” official

set July 31as the deadline for the Indi-
an side represented by the UK’s
Crown Prosecution Service (CPS) to
provide Mallya’s defence team with a

India Submits Vijay Mallya’s Extradition Papers to His Legal Team
NEXT HEARING

The next hearing to assess
the progress in the case
will be on September 14

Our Bureau

Mumbai: Amazon Prime Video has signed a
worldwide exclusive content deal with Bolly-
wood superstar Salman Khan in one of the big-
gest such deals.

The move follows a similar arrangement that
Prime’s arch-rival Netflix had signed with
Shahrukh Khan’s Red Chillies Entertainment.

The deal with Salman Khan Ventures will al-
low the over-the-top (OTT) video streaming ser-
vice to premiere all future films of Khan (inclu-
ding recent release Tubelight) exclusively on
Amazon Prime Video, right after the theatrical
release. The deal gives Amazon a two-month ex-
clusive window during which the films cannot
be aired on satellite television channels or any
other form of distribution.

While the financials of the deal were not dis-
closed, James Farrell, head of content, Prime
Video, Asia Pacific, said that this “exclusive
worldwide Prime Video streaming deal” with
Salman is one of the “biggest star deals to have
ever been done in the world”.

Farrell said: “India is a priority market for
Amazon and we believe that this love India has

for films - the passion and the talent of India -
needs to be on a worldwide stage for global
audiences to see.”

Apart from new releases, existing titles such as
Bajrangi Bhaijaan, Kick, Jai Ho and Hero will
also be available on Amazon Prime Video as part
of the deal.

Nitesh Kripalani, country head, Amazon Vi-
deo India, said: “Salman Khan is the biggest
star in India with a massive worldwide appe-
al... This is another big step in changing the
way Indian customers consume entertainment
— Salman’s movies first on Prime Video before
the TV.”

Amazon Prime Video has invested heavily in
exclusive movies and TV shows and stand-up
comedy content. Earlier, it had signed long-
term output deals with five major production

houses — Yash Raj
Films, Excel Enter-

tainment, Dhar-
ma Produc-
tions, Vishesh
Films and TSe-
ries.

Amazon Prime Inks Exclusive
Content Deal with Salman Khan

NITESH KRIPALANI
Country Head, Amazon Video India

Salman Khan is the biggest star in India
with a massive worldwide appeal...
This is another big step in changing
the way Indian customers consume
entertainment...

Salman Khan

Megha.Mandavia@timesgroup.com

Mumbai: Tata Group companies Tata Steel, Tata
Motors, Tata Power and Indian Hotels Company
have all opted to utilise their annual reports to de-
ny the various allegations made by former group
chairman Cyrus Mistry and proclaim they main-
tain highest corporate governance standards.

Mistry, who was ousted as chairman of Tata
Sons in October last year, had alleged mismana-
gement, poor business decisions, falling corpora-
te governance standards, violation of insider tra-
ding norms, and gagging of independent direc-
tors at the Tata Group, shocking the investor
community and corporate India alike. 

The ouster and allegations had led to a fall in
share price of various Tata companies. 

Tata Steel used its annual report for the last fi-
nancial year to refute Mistry’s allegation that for-
mer chairman Ratan Tata decided to buy UK-ba-
sed Corus for more than $12 billion despite reser-
vations raised by some board members and se-
nior executives. 

“The board wishes to place on record that the ac-
quisition and subsequent financing arrange-
ment were undertaken following due governan-
ce processes under the supervision and oversight

of the board,”
the compa-

ny said

Cyrus Mistry
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Arun.Kumar17@timesgroup.com

New Delhi: Clix Capital, the com-
mercial lending and leasing compa-
ny run by former GE India executi-
ves Promod Bhasin and Anil Chawla,
is likely to buy Religare Housing De-
velopment Finance from Religare
Enterprises for about ̀̀ 600 crore.

Religare Enterprises, which owns
an 87.5% stake in the housing finance
firm, is divesting its ownership in va-
rious companies to tide over a cash
crunch. The group recently sold its
stake in its insurance venture to pri-
vate equity firm True North for abo-
ut ̀̀ 1,300 crore. 

“The negotiation with Clix Capital
is in the final stage and Religare is lo-
oking at concluding the deal this
month or latest by September-end,”
said a person involved in the negotia-
tions. Clix Capital is expected to va-
lue the housing finance company at a
little over three times its net worth,

he added. A Religare spokesperson
said the company “would not like to
comment on market speculation”.
Clix Capital partner Bhasin called it
a “rumour”.

In 2016, Bhasin formed a consorti-
um with Chawla and private equity
firm AION Capital to buy GE Money
Financial Services. It was then rena-
med Clix Capital.

AION Capital Partners, a PE fund
sponsored and run by Apollo Global
and ICICI Venture, is the main finan-
cial backer for Bhasin and Chawla.
Bhasin is a former chief executive of
BPO major Genpact while Chawla
had quit as the head of GE’s commer-
cial finance business in India to run
hedge fund DE Shaw’s local opera-
tions a decade ago.

Religare Housing Development Fi-
nance had a loan book of `̀850 crore at
the end of March 2016. It reported a
profit before tax of `̀28.7 crore for fi-
scal 2016, the latest period for which
numbers are available.

Religare Enterprises is a flagship
company of Malvinder and Shivin-
der Mohan Singh in the financial sec-
tor. The promoters own nearly 51% of
the company. In addition, the two
brothers also have a controlling sta-
ke in Fortis Healthcare, one of the le-
ading hospital chains.

The cash-starved group is in the
process of selling stakes in various
companies, including Fortis Health-
care. It had entered into exclusive
talks with Malaysia-based IHH He-
althcare to sell Fortis Healthcare and
SRL Diagnostics. However, IHH pul-
led out of the talks.

The promoters have so far sold an
about 20% stake in Fortis Healthcare
in the last six months for about ̀̀ 2,000
crore. The proceeds were utilised to
repay loans and interest of the hol-
ding company, RHC Holding, said
another person familiar with the de-
velopment.

The group has initiated the divest-
ment exercises at two levels. 

Clix Capital may Buy Religare
Housing Finance for `̀600 cr
Religare Enterprises owns 87.5% in the housing finance firm; deal likely to be sealed by September end

Our Bureau

New Delhi: Apple’s demand
for custom duty rebate on im-
ported equipment has been
turned down. In a written reply
to the Lok Sabha, commerce
and industry minister Nirma-
la Sitharaman said “requests
regarding such rebate were ex-
amined and… not accepted”.

The demand was rejected on
grounds that already, zero ba-
sic customs duty, excise duty —
except on charger, battery and
speaker — and special additio-
nal duty (SAD) had been presc-
ribed for components and ac-
cessories.

Sitharaman said the govern-
ment has received representa-
tions seeking concessions, in-
cluding 30% local sourcing of
component, duty exemption on
manufacturing and repair
units, components, capital equ-
ipment and consumables for
smart phone manufacturing,
service and repair.

No Duty Sops
for Apple on
Imported Gear:
Sitharaman

MihirMishra
@timesgroup.com

New Delhi: Airports owe
`̀735.3 crore to the Central In-
dustrial Security Force
(CISF), the paramilitary for-
ce that guards them, with Del-
hi International Airport (DI-
AL) accounting for close to
90% of the total. Arrears from
59 airports across the country
have swelled 39% in the past
one year, which has prompted
CISF director-general OP
Singh to write to aviation se-
cretary RN Choubey to get
the outstanding amount clea-
red.

“Out of the total pending du-
es of `̀735.33 crore, an amount
of `̀655.40 crore relates to DI-
AL alone,” the letter wrote in
June read. Singh urged the se-
cretary to instruct the Air-
port Authority of India and
private airport operators to
clear the arrears.

The escalating arrears is a
matter of grave concern. It
has attracted adverse com-
ments from statutory bodies
including the Comptroller
and Auditor General and the
Parliamentary Standing
Committee on Home Affairs,
the letter said.

DIAL, which runs Delhi’s
airport, said the passenger

services fee it collects is not
enough to meet the security
cost at its airport. “As per the
state support agreement sig-
ned over 10 years ago, we are
authorised to collect `̀130 per
passenger to reimburse sala-
ries paid to CISF personnel
manning our airport. Howe-
ver, after the recommenda-
tions of the 7th Pay Commis-
sion came into force, average
salary shot up by 100% or mo-
re,” DIAL said in the emailed
response to ET’s queries.
The passenger service fee of
`̀130 is charged on every tick-
et. The fund accumulated go-
es toward the salary bill of
CISF personnel manning the

airports. Of-
ficials said it
costs more
than `̀1,300
crore to pro-
vide security
at airports
across the co-
untry, but the
fund collec-
ted through

PSF falls short by more than
`̀400 crore. Of this shortfall,
the state-owned AAI has a de-
ficit of `̀150 crore a year, that it
pays from its own corpus. Pri-
vate airports, however, do not
pay this from their own funds.

Aviation ministry sources
said the government is in
talks with the finance mini-
stry to shift the cost of securi-
ty at airports to the consolida-
ted fund of India, which wo-
uld mean that the govern-
ment would fund the deficit
directly. “The aviation mini-
stry is pursuing the matter
with the finance minister, as
this will save passengers
from an increase in fares on
account of PSF,” said a mini-
stry official, who did not want
to be named.

Airports’ Dues
to CISF Swell
39% in a Year

Our Bureau

New Delhi: Boeing and Air
India are joining hands to set
up a finishing school in
Mumbai to skill engineers to
meet the hiring needs of air-
lines.

These finishing schools
will train engineers coming
out of DGCA-trained trai-
ning institute for a course
that would span six to eight
months, after which the engi-
neers will be ready to be ab-
sorbed by the industry.

In the first batch, about 35
engineers will be available
post training to be absorbed

in airlines in India.
“Skills are required and qu-

ality skills are required. And
India need to maintain its
brilliant safety record. We all
look forward to the success of
this quality training pro-
gramme," said aviation mi-
nister Ashok Gajapati Raju.

“This was solve the pro-
blem of AMEs, who have di-
ploma. This will train engi-
neers with diploma and im-
prove their employability,”
minister of state Jayant Sin-
ha announced. 

The event was attended by
Air India CMD Ashwani Lo-
hani, SpiceJet CMD Ajay
Singh, Vistara CEO Phee Te-

ik Yeoh. 
All these airlines executi-

ves said that skilled people
is a problem in India,
which is one of the fastest
growing market in the
world and this institute
will help Indian aviation
bridge that. 

Boeing and Air India to Start
Finishing School for Engineers 

Delhi Int’l Airport alone accounts for
close to 90% of total dues of .̀ 735 crore 

READY TO SELL

With a loan book of ̀̀ 850
crore at the end of March
2016, the cash-starved
group is in the process of
selling stakes in various
cos, including Fortis 

DIAL said the
passenger
services fee it
collects is not
enough to
meet the
security cost
at its airport
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ET Intelligence Group: For risk-
averse investors who prefer equi-
ties primarily for dividend income, 
the auto sector could be emerging as 
a favoured choice in the next few 
years. Free cash with automakers is 
expected to increase thanks to small 
capital expenditure need and profit 
bases expanding.

This means automakers will have 
more cash available to distribute as 
dividends. Analysts said dividend 
payout of  India’s largest car maker 
Maruti Suzuki is likely to payout 
higher dividend in coming years, 
followed by Eicher Motors, Ashok 
Leyland, Hero Motors and Bajaj 
Auto.

Indian automakers have negative 
working capital — number of  days 
to pay to its supplier more than it 
gives to dealers while selling cars 
— and limited capital expenditure 
has expanded the ratio of  free cash 
flow to profit to 50-80%, while au-
tomakers are dividend pay-out be-
tween 20-50%.

The rate is expected to grow fur-
ther. A CLSA note said the ratio of  
free cash to net profit will reach 
87%, 74%, 73%, 71%, 57% on an av-
erage between FY 18 and FY19 for 
Ashok Leyland, Eicher Motor, Hero 
MotoCorp, Bajaj Auto, and Maruti 
respectively.

The project free cash to net profit 
indicates that Maruti, Ashok 
Leyland, and Eicher could raise 
their dividend pay-out by 25-30%, 

while Bajaj Auto, Hero MotoCorp, 
and TVS Motors has potential to 
hike it by 10-20%.

Maruti Suzuki is the most likely 
candidate for a dividend payout 
hike in the near term as its parent 
Suzuki Motors will be investing 
close to Rs 18500 crore for expanding 
capacity at their new plant in 
Gujarat. The new facility in Gujarat 
will act as contractors to manufac-
ture for Maruti, while full owner-
ship with remain with Suzuki 
Motors.

Suzuki Motors has 56% stake in 
the Indian subsidiary Maruti 
Suzuki. Maruti’s average dividend 
is 22% in the past two years, howev-
er, based on projected free cash flow 
to net profit it can hike that to 45-
50%.

SMALL CAPEX NEEDS and higher profits make sector a favourite for risk-free investors

Auto Cos Have a Load of Free Cash, 
Hitch a Ride for Bigger Dividends 

Ram.Sahgal@timesgroup.com

Mumbai: Traders wanting to bet 
on RBI’s interest rate action could 
initiate a short strangle before the 
central bank’s decision. The strat-
egy involves selling a call and put 
option on Bank Nifty weekly con-
tract expiring on August 3. It as-
sumes a range-bound move in the 
underlier, which is what enables 
the seller to make a profit.

The ground for the strategy being 
vended by most derivatives ana-
lysts to their clients is that a 25 bps 
rate cut is pencilled in by the mar-
ket. Such a cut would cause the 
Bank Nifty to rally by around 100-
150 points, less than the 462-point 
cushion the seller has either-side 
from the sell level of  25,100. The 

second scenario is a 50bps cut, 
which few consider likely. This 
could result in a much sharper ral-
ly, by 400 points or more. Lastly, 
maintaining status quo would re-
sult in a correction of  not more 
than 400-odd points, reckon the an-
alysts. 

Keeping the three likely scenari-
os in mind, Amit Gupta, deriva-
tives head at ICICI Securities, says 
clients could sell a 24,700 put and a 
25,500 call expiring August 3. Both 
the options were around 400 points 
away from spot Bank Nifty’s close 
at 25,123.

Here’s how the strategy would 
pan out. At Monday’s close, the 
24,700 put was Rs 21.5 a share (40 
shares make a contract) while the 
25,500 call was Rs 40.45. Selling 
both, would net the seller Rs 62 a 

share. That’s the maximum profit, 
which occurs if  Bank Nifty closes 
any level between the two strikes.

Since markets have more or less 
priced in a 25bps cut,  analysts feel 
even if  RBI cuts the repo rate by 
that extent, the market would not 
rally above 25,562 (25,500 plus pre-
mium received by the seller) at 
least till expiry on August 3. Also, 

as expiry nears, options lose value 
to time decay.

Even if  RBI leaves the rate un-
changed, the Bank Nifty would not 
fall below 24,638 (24,700 minus the 
premium netted by the seller). The 
upper breakeven above which the 
seller begins to lose money is 
1.74% above Monday’s close. The 
lower breakeven below which loss-

es start is 1.9% from Monday’s 
close. This means a 25bps cut isn’t 
likely to cause the Bank Nifty to 
rise above 1.74% or holding rates 
wouldn’t cause the index to fall 
more than 1.9%, allowing the 
strangle seller to keep the Rs 62 a 
share premium received from the 
strangle buyer.

However, Mayur Poddar, director 
of  jobbing firm Markethub 
Stockbroking, cautions that a 50 
bps cut could push the Bank Nifty 
above the upper breakeven and re-
sult in substantial losses unless a 
stop loss is placed at the start of  the 
trade. “In such an event a 500-point 
rise in Bank Nifty is probable,” 
said Poddar. 

A stop loss could be kept at Rs 490-
495 levels above or below 25,100, 
said analysts to protect the seller.

Sell a Strangle on Bank Nifty to Play RBI Policy
STRATEGY ASSUMES a 25bps cut or status quo will make Bank Nifty move within 460-point range

S Naren, executive director at ICICI Pru-
dential AMC, believes that asset allocation 
is very important as shares race to record 
highs almost every day. The lights are not 
flashing red yet, he says using a traffic 
light analogy. But they are not green ei-
ther. They are yellow, which means inves-
tors need to look on all sides and invest 
carefully. In a wide-ranging interview with 
Prashant Mahesh, Naren says peak equity 
valuations will come in the next few years 
and worries that a rapid rise in earnings 
growth could make valuations lose touch 
with reality.  Edited excerpts:  

The market has been moving up al-

most one way from Feb 2016, with the 

Nifty moving from 7000 to 10,000. Is 

the rally overdone?

Actually, we try to look at the market on 
four parameters, namely valuation, cycle, 
sentiment and triggers. Today, on valua-
tion basis, we are in a situation where on a 
price-to-earnings (P/E) basis we are cost-
ly; on price-to-book (P/B) we are above 
average; on market cap to GDP, we are just 
above average and if you look at interest 
rates and take the inverse of interest rates 
and earnings yields it is slightly above av-
erage. So on a valuation basis markets are 
not cheap but not extremely expensive in 
our framework.

On the second parameter namely cycles, 
we are clearly two years away from the 
market top. From a cyclical perspective, 
the market is at a top when capacity utili-
sation is high, interest rate cycle has 
turned and there are only chances of rate 
hikes. On that basis it looks like it will take 
two years for the capex cycle to come and 
for capacity utilisation to be higher than 
where we are.

On the third parameter, namely senti-
ment, you have to be careful. Foreigners 
are investing and domestic investors are 
investing with gusto. So sentiment is the 
most worrying part. In December and Jan-
uary FII flows were negative, but now lo-
cals and FIIs both are investing and locals 
are investing with gusto.

Finally, on the last parameter, namely 
trigger, I believe till earnings come we are 
safe. The moment earnings come, that is 
the time when you have to be most wor-
ried. Earnings growth is the biggest risk to 
the market. Bubbles get formed when you 
have excellent fundamentals with irra-
tional extrapolation. So what worries me 
most is earnings coming quickly. The day it 
comes, investors will give high multiple on 
high earnings and make their biggest mis-
take.

Where are you allocating money now?

Oil PSUs, power PSUs look very cheap at 
this point. These are the only few sectors 
trading at 15x trailing price-to-earnings 
and with a price-to-book below 1.5. Six 
months back we were bullish on telecom, 
but they got rerated. Some of the corpo-
rate banks are in the process of rerating. 
We have had four years of money coming 
in, so there is no cheap bargain. We are not 
in a phase of risk aversion.

 You are in the fourth year of continuous 
money inflow. So pockets of deep value 
do not exist. Three sectors have not 
moved up namely IT, pharma and PSU 
banks. Each of these areas has its own 
fundamental issues in the short term. In 
case of IT, it is growth; in pharma, it is the 
FDA issues; and in PSU banks, it is NPL 
problems. The one which we like most is 
pharma, because pharma as percentage of 
GDP goes up as a country prospers, and 
we also feel FDA issues will be resolved 
over the next two years. However, phar-
ma was very cheap in 2007, but not very 
cheap now compared to that time.

SBI cut savings rates yesterday. Many 

of the smaller PSU banks have been hit 

by NPAs. Can the smaller PSU banks 

survive?

Indian banks are an unconsolidated indus-
try, with a fair amount of competition 
from NBFCs. Challenge exists for all the 
smaller PSU banks. Since they are sover-
eign, it is easier to collect money. Its only 
on lending they have to do a good job. 
They have to create a good business mod-
el and able to become more local and fo-
cus on SMEs as an area and handle them 
well, it could be a good area. The moment 
the government supports them and gets 
them out of this problem of NPLs, there is 
scope for banks.  

Retail investors are pouring money 

into equities. Rs 4,850 crore is flowing 

into equities through SIPs every 

month. What has changed? Can the 

flow intensify from further?

Corporate profit as a percentage of GDP 
has come down from 7.1% to 2.9%. We be-
lieve this 2.9% will go to 4%, which means a 

30% growth. There will be a cyclical re-
bound in earnings. You have high ROE, 
high PE stocks now in Nifty. Today equity 
is in a TINA (there is no alternative) factor. 
In India, investors have a feeling that any-
thing that gives less than 8% is low. Hence 
you have reached a TINA situation, driving 
money into equities.

SIPs can go even higher, but it is impor-
tant for us to communicate to investors, 
that past returns were high and this may 
not be replicated in the future. From these 
valuation levels, three- and five-year re-
turns will not be high and are a worry; 
while one-year returns will still be high. 
How to make investors understand this is 
a challenge.

The structural fundamental problem is 
that there is no alternative asset class. As 
investors we would like to see more vola-
tility. We have seen five years without a 
10% correction. When we tell investors 
equities are riskier than debt, they say 
show me where a 10% correction. We 
would like to see volatility, as that will en-
sure investors remain careful. In 2015-16, 
there was volatility, so people realised the 
risks. If markets go up fast, people violate 
risk rules and that causes a correction.

What is your call on the market now? 

What should investors do?

Invest more carefully as the market goes 
up. The general perception among inves-
tors is that when it goes up, you tend to in-
vest more recklessly. If you take any road 
signal, you have green red and yellow. In 
green valuations are cheap, now valua-
tions are not cheap, so you are in yellow. 
Red is when when you hit a bubble, we are 
not seeing signs of a bubble yet. In yellow, 
you have to look around and be careful 
when you are investing, you cannot invest 
blindly.

We have been marketing our dynamic 
asset allocation funds which are hybrid 
funds having a mix of debt, equity and ar-
bitrage. We believe that equity cycle will 
peak when capacity utilization goes up, a 
few years later. Already market is ac-
counting for earnings growth. The lesson 
of every boom is that people forget asset 
allocation. In any boom, the single rule 
people should apply is do asset allocation. 
We are no longer in phase where we can 
invest only in equity.

Financials are a large part of the Nifty. 

Can growth continue there?

One of the worries is that two years from 
now, it is possible that 40% of the bench-
mark will be in financial services. That 
worries us because historically whenever 
any sector touches 40%, that sector turns 
volatile. When money goes out of the mar-
ket in the future, they will have to sell fi-
nancials and that will lead to a situation 
where the sector becomes high beta. The 
fact that 35% of the Nifty is in financials 
makes it a riskier sector, that is our worry. 
The near-term situation looks good, but 
the high sector weightage makes us wor-
ried about the beta of the sector.

We had a thesis that while interest rates 
come down and credit growth does not 
pick up financials will not do well. We feel 
that the interest rate cycle has only 3-6 
months to go, after that the leveraging cy-
cle will start. In that cycle banks will do 
well. Hence near-term to medium-term 
outlook for banks is good. 

‘We are Clearly 
Couple of  Years 
Away from Peak 
Equity Valuations’

Q&A S NAREN
Executive Director, ICICI Prudential AMC

CORP PROFIT GROWTH

Corporate profit as a 
percentage of GDP has 
come down from 7.1% to 
2.9%. We believe this 
2.9% will go to 4%, which 
means a 30% growth

Our Political Bureau

New Delhi: Benchmark share 
indices closed at fresh record 
highs on Tuesday ahead of  the 
Reserve Bank of  India’s mone-
tary policy decision. The Nifty 
closed above the 10,100 mark for 
the first time ever.

The Indian central bank is ex-
pected to cut rates by 25 basis 
points on Wednesday after data 
released last month showed that 
retail inflation had hit a record 
low of  1.5% in June.

The Nifty ended up 37.55 points 
or 0.4% at 10114.65 after scaling a 
lifetime high of  10128.6 intraday. 
The Sensex closed at 32575.17, up 
60.23 points or 0.2% after hitting 
a record high of  32632.02 intra-
day. In the previous month, 
benchmark indices logged in 
their best monthly gains since 
March 2016 helped by stable 
global markets, strong domestic 
liquidity and hopes of  a rate cut.

Auto makers led the gains on 
the Sensex, with Maruti Suzuki 
India’s shares gaining 2% to Rs 
7,859.10, Hero MotoCorp gaining 
1.8% to Rs 3,721.55 and Mahindra 
& Mahindra gaining 1.8% to Rs 
1,426.85.

Indices End 
at Record 
Highs Ahead 
of RBI Policy

NIFTY AT 10,114 

MSCI India 845.05 0.38
MSCI EM 2305.04 0.12
MSCI BRIC 573.95 0.34
MSCI World 7842 0.25
SX 40 19322.13 0.00
Nikkei 19985.79 0.30
Hang Seng 27540.23 0.79
Strait Times 3338.2 0.26

Prices per Troy Ounce ($)
GOLD RATE

Nifty 50 10114.65 0.37
Sensex 32575.17 0.19

At 7 pm ISTValues in US $,  Gross

STOCK INDICES % CHANGE

*At 10.30pm, After adjusting for import duty, 
Indian spot gold lower by $ 19.32 to US Comex 
gold price on Tuesday. The premium on local gold 
is due to tight supply following import curbs.

US India

OPEN 1275.60 1384.21

LAST* 1272.10 1379.99

FOREX RATE (`-$ Exchange Rate)

DUBAI CRUDE
51.39

0.30
Absolute Change

OIL ($) BOND
10-YR YIELD

6.44

0.03
Figures in %

OPEN

64.11

LAST*

64.08

Market Trends

Market on Twitter@ETMarkets

Earnings Watch

Aggregate Results So Far

SOURCE: ETIG DATABASE

June-17

(`Cr)
QoQ

%Chg

YoY 

%Chg

Net Sales 676289 -5.37 9.27

Op Profi t 147934 -2.7 6.53

Interest 100959 2.47 4.95

Net Profi t 76727 -9.35 7.46

Based on 575 
Cos' Earnings

Results Scheduled Today...

June-17

Estimate

YoY%

Change

Lupin
4302.47 -0.26

537.05 -39.11

Punjab National 

Bank

5262.78 -62.22

344.90 12.58

Emami
617.75 -3.98

69.97 23.51

Edelweiss Fi-

nancial Services

1871.40 27.71

182.70 30.80

Voltas
2003.33 8.90

166.42 5.58

Godrej 

Properties

448.80 91.17

71.65 64.79

KEC 

International

1982.40 14.79

56.66 83.31

Capital First
657.25 6.61

69.43 41.23

Bata India
737.05 9.31

52.75 4.46

Bloomberg 
Consensus Est

Sales In `Crore PAT

Dividend payout potential for automakers

Fig in % Avg of dividend 
payout (FY15-16) 

Dividend payout 
potential

Ashok Leyland 38 71

Hero MotoCorp 48 62

Eicher Motors 27 60

Bajaj Auto 47 59

Maruti Suzuki 22 47

TVS Motor 27 44

M&M 23 25

Tata Motors 14 0

Dividend Rides 

Source: CLSA

New Delhi: The rupee racked 
up strong gains to end at a fresh 
two-and-a-half  month high of  
64.07 against the US currency on 
Tuesday, appreciating by 12 pai-
se on heavy dollar selling amid 
expectations of  a rate cut by the 
Reserve Bank on Wednesday. A 
spectacular rally in local equi-
ties along with steady dollar un-
winding by exporters and some 
foreign banks also aided the re-
covery momentum. While keep-
ing the favourable momentum 
intact, it moved in a tight range 
of  64.05 and 64.14 most part of  
the day, before ending at 64.07, 
showing a smart gain of  12 paise, 
or 0.19 per cent. On Monday , the 
rupee had ended 4 paise lower at 
64.19. In cross-currency trades, 
the rupee drifted further against 
the pound sterling to settle at 
84.61 from 84.24 per pound and 
also dropped against the euro to 
finish at 75.71 from 75.28 earlier. 
The home unit, however, recov-
ered against the Japanese yen to 
close at 58.02 per 100 yens from 
58.07 yesterday. The dollar index, 
which measures the greenback 
against a basket of  currencies, 
was up marginally at 92.81 dur-
ing Asia trade.  
 —PTI

Re Rallies 
12 Paise to 
2-1/2 Month 
High of 64.07 

What’s on Shopping 
List of Ace Investors 

Ashish 
Kacholia June March % Chg

Lokesh Machines 

(Ashish & Susmita 

Ashish Kacholia)

6.31 1.17 5.14

Mold-Tek Pack. 2.03 — 2.03
GTPL Hathway 1.46 — 1.46
Time Technoplast 1.11 — 1.11
NOCIL 3.13 2.82 0.31
Shreyas 

Shipping
1.94 2.39 -0.45

Shivanand Mankekar 
and Laxmi Shivanand 
Mankekar

June March % Chg

Sequent Scien 4.21 1.94 —
Strides Shasun 3.37 3.38 -0.01
Talwal.Better 5.3 5.3 —
Lak. Vilas Bank 1.97 1.97 —
Galaxy Ent.Corp. 2.07 2.07 —

Rakesh & Rekha 
Jhunjhunwala June March % Chg

Dwarikesh 

Sugar
1.26 — 1.26

Uttam Sugar 1.03 — 1.03
Samtex Fashion 1.12 1.08 0.04
Dhampur Sugar 1.76 1.73 0.03
Cosmo Films — 2.45 -2.45
Sterling Tools — 4.31 -4.31

BUY OR SELL MOVES IN JUNE QUARTER

The buy or 
sell moves of 
well-known 
investors on 
Dalal Street 
are always 

keenly watched 
by market 

participants. 
ET takes a 

look at what 
ace investors 

such as Rakesh 
Jhunjhunwala, 

Ashish 
Kacholia, 

Anil Kumar 
Goel and 

Dolly Khanna 
have bought 
and sold in 
the quarter 
ended June. 

These reputed 
investors’ 

names have 
also shown up 

for the fi rst 
time in some 

companies but 
it could not be 
ascertained if 
they bought 
the entire 

stake in the 
June quarter 

as listed 
companies do 
not name an 

investor unless 
they hold 1% or 

higher stake. 
— Sanam 

Mirchandani

Rakesh Jhunjhunwala
The pharmaceutical sector was 

the highlight among changes 

in Jhunjhunwala’s portfolio in 

June quarter. His wife Rekha 

Jhunjhunwala’s name also fi gures in 

several stocks. Jhunjhunwala, known 

as the Big Bull of Dalal Street, picked 

up 1.3% in Jubilant Lifesciences in the 

quarter and increased his holding 

marginally in Lupin and Aurobindo 

Pharma. The stocks where he cut 

holdings include Federal Bank, Karur 

Vysya Bank, Tata Motors DVR and 

Delta Corp.

Ashish Kacholia
Kacholia, known for his multi-bagger 

mid- and small-cap picks, has set his 

sights on the packaging sector. In the 

June quarter, Kacholia added Mold-

Tek Packaging and Time Technoplast 

to his portfolio. He added 0.3% in 

rubber chemical manufacturing 

company NOCIL which he had entered 

into a quarter ago. Shreyas Shipping 

was the only stock where he sold 

a sizeable portion, cutting stake by 

0.45% to 1.94%.

Dolly Khanna June March % Chg
Rain Industries 1.27 — 1.27
Shreyans Inds. 1.09 — 1.09
AksharChem (I) 1.04 — 1.04
Tata Metaliks 1.22 1.06 0.16
Sterling Tools 1.58 1.65 -0.07
IFB Agro Inds. 1.23 1.56 -0.33

Dolly Khanna
Chennai-based Dolly Khanna, whose 

portfolio is managed by her husband 

Rajiv Khanna, has stuck to her 

favourite specialty chemicals space 

in the June quarter. She added Rain 

Industries and Akshar Chemicals 

to her portfolio during the period. 

Shreyans Industries, which has 

interests in paper and textiles sectors, 

was another addition to Khanna’s 

portfolio. Anil Kumar 
Goel June March % Chg

Dwarikesh Sugar 4.21 1.94 2.27
Uttam Sug.Mills 3.25 1.24 2.01
Samtex Fashion 7.73 6.66 1.07
Dhampur Sugar 7.05 6.15 0.9
Cosmo Films 3.12 3.4 -0.28
Sterling Tools 3.2 3.66 -0.46

Anil Kumar Goel
Renowned value investor Goel is 

putting his weight behind the sugar 

sector as he has purchased additional 

stake of 0.9-2.3% in Dwarikesh Sugar, 

Uttam Sugar and Dhampur Sugar. He 

has cut stake in Uttam Sugar but only 

slightly. The market outlook for sugar 

companies has been positive due to 

recent hike in import duty and tight 

supply.

Shivanand Mankekar
Professor Shivanand Mankekar, a low profi le man-

agement professor, is said to favour a concentrated 

portfolio of a few stocks. Some stocks are also in 

the name of his wife Laxmi Shivanand Mankekar. 

In the quarter ended June, the Mumbai-based 

investor (and his wife) largely maintained his 

portfolio of stocks that include Sequent Scientifi c, 

Strides Shasun, Talwalkars Better Value Fitness 

and Lakshmi Vilas Bank.

Note: The table represents the top holding changes of each of these investors Compiled by: ETIG Database
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INDIA’S EXPECTED 
CONSUMPTION OF REFINED 
OIL PRODUCTS IN FY2021-22

Steve Case
@SteveCase
SEC to allow confidential IPO 
registration filings for all com-
panies “Move that’s aimed at 
spurring IPOs” #JOBSact

4.95 
MILLION BPD

Tweet of the Day

Quarts & Ounces
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Zinc Ingot(Slab) - DELHI
(In ` per 1 Kg)

Did You Know?

Aida is the perfect 

employee: always 

courteous, always 

learning and, as she 

says, “always at work, 24/7, 

365 days a year.” Aida, of 

course, is not a person but a vir-

tual customer-service repre-

sentative that SEB AB, one of 

Sweden’s biggest banks, is roll-

ing out. The goal is to give hu-

mans more time to engage in 

more complex tasks. After 

blazing a trail in online and digi-

tal banking, Sweden’s financial 

industry is now emerging as a 

pioneer in the use of artificial 

intelligence. Besides Aida at 

SEB, there’s Nova, which is a 

chatbot Nordea Bank AB is in-

troducing at its life and pen-

sions unit in Norway. Swed-

bank AB is adding to the skills 

of its virtual assistant, Nina. All 

three are designed to sound 

like women, suggesting cus-

tomers feel more comfortable 

with female voices. — Bloomberg

Sweden Rolls 
out Banking 
Robots

Bullion
DAYS INDEX PREV DAYS LAST WEEK

CHANGE

4583.7 4590.6 4556.7

-6.9

Cement
DAYS INDEX PREV DAYS LAST WEEK

CHANGE

2054.7 2054.7 2081.2

0.00

Foodgrains
DAYS INDEX PREV DAYS LAST WEEK

CHANGE

2101.9 2089.4 2106.1

12.5

Edible Oil
DAYS INDEX PREV DAYS LAST WEEK

CHANGE

1396.4 1398.2 1379.9

1.8

Index
COMMODITIES (2003=1000)

Source: Reuters

Cocoa at 
2-1/2-month 
Peak on Weak 
Dollar
New York cocoa futures 
climbed on Tuesday to a 
2-1/2 month high, lifted 
partly by a weaker dollar 
and expectations for less 
plentiful supplies next 
season.

New York Cocoa Sept 
Contract (per tonne)

`2,082 `2,088

Tuesday Intraday 
High

£1,603
September London 
cocoa price on Tuesday

Rise in Sept 
London 
cocoa price 
on Tuesday

0.82%

REASONS FOR RISE 
IN COCOA PRICES
Weaker dollar which 
hovered near a 
14-month low

A more positive technical 
structure that spurred 
chart-driven short-
covering

Expectations for lower 
global output next 
season, coupled with a 
pickup in demand

1.951 million tonne
Cocoa arrivals at Ivorian 
ports by July 30 since 
start of season

KIRANA
KOCHI   
PEPPER (per Quintal)
Aug 2017(51000) 51000
Sep 2017(51000) 51000

SPOT
BULLION
MUMBAI              
Gold(10 gms.)                                   
Standard (29450) 29450        
Silver(Per Kg)                                    
Silver .999 (39600) 39500  

DELHI               
Gold(10 Grams)                                
1kg.Bar 999.5 (29500) 29380         
Standard(999.9)(29650) 29530      
Ornaments (27600) 27480   
Gold Sovereign(8gm)(24500)
24500                                                 
Biscuit (29625) 29505 
Silver(Per Kg)                                    
Spot .999 (39500) 39500
Delivery-Weekly (38450) 38550      
Buyer Coins (Per
piece:)(720/730) 720/730                

KOLKATA              
Gold(10Gms.)
Standard-24K (29110) 29070
Guinea-22K (27620) 27580 
Ornament-22K (28035) 27995
Silver(Per Kg)                                    
Bar (38700) 38700   
Portion (38800) 38800      

CHENNAI
Gold(10Gms.)                                    
Ornament(22-carat:Per-
Gm(2730/2735) 2741/2736
Silver(Per Gram)                               
Retail Silver (41.30/41.50)
41.60/41.70

BENGALURU           
Gold(Per Gms.)                                 
Standard (per 10 gms.:)(28790)
28737                      
Ornament (per gram:)(2678)
2673               
Silver(Per Kg)                                    
Bar Wholesale (per kg:)(38900)
38600                                 

HYDERABAD           
Gold(Per 10gms)                               
Standard Gold (29330) 29480     
Ornament (28640/28740)
28790/28890
Silver(Per Kg.)                                   
Silver .999 (39400) 39400     

OIL & OILSEEDS
MUMBAI              
Groundnut(Quintal)                           
Groundnut kernel (4450) 4450
Groundnut Bold 60/70 (5550)
5550
Javas 60/70 (7650) 7950
Javas 70/80 (7650) 7650
Javas 80/90 (7250) 7250
Others
Kardi (3550) 3550
Sesamseed Crushing 48/2/4
(5600) 5600
Sesame (whitish) 98/2/1 (6750)
6750
Sesame 95/5/1 (6600) 6600
Sunflowerseed (3500) 3500
Nigerseed (5650) 5650
Castorseed (4700) 4700
Groundnut oil(10 Kgs)
groundnut Oil Raw (890) 890
Other oils(10 Kgs) 
kardi Expeller (870) 870
cottonseed (Refined) (695) 696
sunflower Exp (605) 610
sunflower Exp ref.(665) 670
copra white (1280) 1280
Rapeseed Ref.(780) 790
Rapeseed expeller (750) 760
Linseed (750) 750
Neem (970) 970
karanji (650) 650
Castoroil Comm (970) 970
Castor First Special Grade (980)
980
Fsg Kandla (951) 951
Deoiled cakes(Per mt.)
Groundnut Ext.(45%)(18500)
18500
Kardi Extraction (15000) 15000
Undec Cottonseed Exp (18000)
18000
Sunflower Extr (16800) 16800
Soyameal48% (26087) 26087
Castor Extraction (3150) 3400
Imported Items
RBD Palmolein (535) 534
soyabean Ref (637) 637
Copra(Per Quintal)                            
Alleppey (10000) 10200
Kozhikode (9800) 10000
Rajapur  (11300) 11300
Edible (10600) 10600
Coconut Oil (1450) 1450

DELHI 
Oilseeds(Per qtl)
Mustard (3525/3625) 3550/3650

Cakes Expeller
Mustard (old bardana)
(1725/1750) 1700/1725
Mustard (new bardana)
(1800/1825) 1775/1800
Cottonseed (2000/2200)
1950/2200
Deoiled Extractions(/tonne)
Rice Bran Continuous
(10400/10500) 10400/10500
Mustard (17400/17500)
17400/17500
Soyabean Yellow (27500/27600)
27500/27600
Sunflower (17500/17600)
17500/17600
Groundnut(40-45%)
(26000/26500) 26000/26500
Ricebran (per unit)(97/98)
99/100
Edible Oils
Solvent Ref (Tin) (1675/1800)
1650/1750
Mustard (Tin) (1275/1500)
1250/1500
Mustard Expeller (7450) 7650
Sesame Mill Delivery (7750)
7800
Soyabean Ref Mill Delivery
(6750) 6850
Soyaoil Digumed (6550) 6650
Soyabean oil (Tin) (1100/1170)
1100/1170
Cottonseed Mill Delivery (6530)
6650
Rice bran oil (5700) 5750
Coconut Oil (Tin) (2300/2325)
2250/2300
Non Edible Oils
Rice Fatty (4850/4900)
4800/4850
Acid Oil (3800/3850) 3750/3800
Castor (9300/9400) 9350/9450
Vanaspati(15 kg/Tin,Tax ext)            
Dhruv  (1040) 1020
Panghat (1210) 1180
Rang (1030) 
Shagun (1150) 1120
Sainik (1000) 980
Rishi(815) 815 

KOLKATA              
Others(Quintal)                                  
Castor Oil (9900) 9900
Coconut Oil Cochin (10800)
10800                                                 
Linseed Oil (6900) 6900
Mustard oil Ghanni (8050) 8000     
Ricebran Oil Gr.1 (5550) 5550
Ricebran Oil Gr.2 (5450) 5450
Sesame Oil (7200) 7150                   
Vanaspathi(15kg Tin)(915) 915
Soyabin Oil (6350) 6330
Soyabin Oil (15kg Tin)(1110)
1110

CHENNAI              
Groundnut Oil(Quintal)                     
Oil (1200) 1200
Oil cake(70 kgs) (1800/1850)
1800/1850
Others
Castor Oil (Per Quintal) (10800)
10800
Coconut Oil(15Kg)(2395/2647)
2395/2647
Gingelly Oil (10kgs) (1350) 1350    
Kernals(80 Kgs) (5200/5250)
5200/5250                                         
Vanaspati (Per Tin 15Kgs+Tax)
(1165/1180) 1165/1180
Palm oil(10 kgs) (535) 530

BENGALURU            
Oils(Per 10Kgs)                                 
Coconut (1200/1800) 1200/1800
Ghee (4400/4600) 4400/4600
Gingely (1500/1850) 1500/1850
Groundnut (1200/1300)
1200/1300
Groundnut Seed (Per Quintal:)
(8500/10000) 8500/9500

HYDERABAD           
Groundnut(Per 15 Kgs)                    
Oil (1900/1950) 1900/1950             
Refined Oil (1900/1950)
1950/2000                                         
Others(Per 15Kgs)                            
Sunflower Oil (1250/1350)
1200/1300
Tilseed Oil (2400/2500)
2400/2500
Kardi Oil (1850/1950) 1800/1900
Cot.Seed Ref.Oil (1150/1250)
1100/1200
Rice Bran Oil Ref. (1200/1300)
1250/1350                                         
Vanaspati (1100/1120)
1150/1250
Castor Oil(Per 10Kgs) (740) 740
Castor Seeds(Quintal)(3250)
3250
Cator Cake(Per 70Kgs)(650) 650    

KOCHI              
Coconut(Quintal)                               
Coconut Oil (14000) 14100
Coconut Oil(Mill) (14600) 14700
Copra(Quintal)                                   
Copra Edible(ungraded) (9900)
10000
Copra (As it is) (9370) 9435
Oil Cake Rotary (2500) 2500
Expeller (2200) 2200                        

KOZHIKODE             
Coconut(Quintal)                               
Coconut Oil (15400) 15400
Copra(Quintal)                                   

Balls (8700) 8500
Dilpasand (10050) 10050
Office Variety (9950) 9950
Rajapur (9600) 9600
Oil cake expeller (2500) 2500

ALLEPPEY            
Coconut Oil(Quintal)                         
Clean (14600) 14700
Oilcake (2000) 2000                         
Copra(Quintal)                                   
Edible (9650) 9700
Thekkan (Rassy)(9600) 9650
Mill(odey) (9550) 9600                    

FOOD GRAINS
BENGALURU           
Rice(Per Quintal)                               
Fine (5000/5300) 5000/5300
Medium (4000/4600) 4000/4600
Bansi(Per Quintal)                             
Wheat (2400/3600) 2400/3600
Bengal(Per Quintal)                           
Gram Dhal (7200/7800)
7200/7800
Black Gram Dhal (8000/10000)
8000/9500
Green(Per Quintal)                            
Gram Dhal (6000/7000)
6000/6700
Others(Per Quintal)                           
Horse Gram (6000/6800)
6400/6800
Jowar (2200/2800) 2200/2800
Turdhal (5500/6700) 5500/6800

HYDERABAD           
Rice(Per Quintal)                               
Fine Old (3500/4000) 3500/4000
Medium New (3000/3500)
3000/3500
Wheat(Per Quintal)                           
Bansi New (2700/3200)
2700/3200                                         
Sharbathi Old (3200/3600)
3200/3600                                         
Others(Per Quintal Exl.Tax)              
Channa (6800/7500) 6800/7500
Channa Dal (8000/8500)
8000/8500
Jowar White (2400/2700)
2400/2700
Jowar Yellow (2800/3000)
2800/3000
Maize (1300/1400) 1300/1400
Masoor Dal (7400/8200)
7400/8200
Moong (6700/7000) 6700/7000
Moong Dal (7000/7500)
7000/7500
Toovar (5500/6000) 5500/6000
Toovar Dal (6000/6500)
6000/6500
Urad  (8000/9000) 8000/9000
Urad Dal (9000/9700) 9000/9700
Bajra (1400/1600) 1400/1600

GUR & SUGAR
MUMBAI               
Sugar(Per Quintal)                            
Small Grade (3722/3802)
3712/3810
Medium Grade(3760/4006)
3760/4016

DELHI               
Sugar Mill Delivery(Per Qtl)              
Private Mill:
Afjalgarh (3740) 3750
Malakpur (3775) 3700
Modi(3720) 3725
Kinauni (3860) 3855
Budhana (3760) 3750
Dhampur (3750) 3750
Bundki (3735) 3725
Anoopshahar (3120) 3150
Mawana(s) (3776) 3760
Daurala (3780) 3750
Simbhaoli (3740) 3740
Rajapura (3735) 3730
Shamli (3705) 
Khatouli-s (Duty-Paid) (3830)
3820
Sugar Ready (4050/4130)
4000/4100
Gur & Khandsari(Per Qtl)                 
Gur Laddoo (3800/3850)
3800/3900
Gur Peri (3750/3800) 3800/3850
Dhaiya New (3850/3950)
3900/4000
Chaku (3600/3700) 3500/3600
Shakkar (4100/4200) 4000/4100
Khandsari (4700/4800)
4700/4800

CHENNAI              
Sugar(Per Quintal)                            
Sugar S-30 (4150) 4000                  

BENGALURU           
Sugar(Per Quintal)                            
Sugar (3900/4100) 3900/4100
Jaggery (cube) (4500/4800)
4300/4700                                         
Jaggery (ball) (4700/4900)
4800/5000

HYDERABAD            
Gur(Per Quintal)                                
Ankapalle Gr.1 (3500/4000)
3500/4000
Nizamabad Gr.2 (4000/4500)
4000/4500                                         
Sugar(Per Quintal)                            
Sugar S-30 (3950/4250)
3950/4250                                         

METALS
MUMBAI              
Copper(PerKg inclu.of +GST)          
Heavy Scrap (395) 397
Utensils Scrap (361) 360
Wire Billets (430) 431

Copper cable scrap (402) 403
Copper Armature (384) 384
Copper sheet cuttings (380) 377
Brass(Per Kg.)                                   
Honey (290) 290
Utensils Scrap (287) 285
Sheet Cuttings (305) 305
Aluminium(Per Kg.)                          
Utensils Scrap (118) 118                  
Ingot (139) 139
Others(Per Kg.)                                 
Tin (1400) 1390
Nickle (695) 685
Zinc (205) 205
Lead (151) 151
C.C.Rod (429) 431

DELHI
(Per Kg.GST ext)
Antimony
China (615) 615
Cadium
Rod (141) 143
Maxico (144) 147
Plate (152) 157
Lead
Ingot Imported (180) 178
Broconil (205) 205
HZL (180) 178
Desi Soft (150) 142.50
Desi Hard (1/1.5%) (150.50)
142.50
Desi Hard (4%) (154) 145
Gun Metal Scrap
Local (280) 282
Mix (284) 286
Jalandhar (289) 291
Brass
Huny (283) 283
Chadripital desi (277) 278
Radiator Desi (212) 213
Imported (221) 221
Accessories (273.50) 275
Tin
Ingot (1400) 1400
Zinc
Ingot Slab (218) 215
Dross (181) 182
Nickle Plate Russian 
(4x4) (680) 700
(9x9) (685) 705
(4x24)(690) 710
Inco Canada 
(4x4) (890) 915
(4x24)(890) 915
Copper
Armature (364) 374
Mixed Scrap (337) 347
Pat (359) 369
Super D. Rod (394) 402
Aluminium
CG Ingot (139) 138
Sheet Cutting (131) 130
Wire Scrap (135) 134
Utensil Scrap (118.50) 118.50
Accessories Scrap (104) 105
Rod (local) (142) 141
Rod company (145) 144 

KIRANA
MUMBAI              
Pepper(per kg)                                  
Black Pepper Ready (500/590)
490/580
Ginger(per kg)                                   
Bleached (120) 120                           
Unbleached (120) 120                      

BENGALURU           
Others(Per Quintal)                           
Chillies (11000/16000)
11000/16000
Copra (7500/9000) 7500/9000
Coriander (6000/9000)
6000/9000
Tamrind (7500/10000)
7500/10500
Turmeric (8000/11000)
8000/11000

HYDERABAD            
Others(Per Quintal)                           
Chillies Gr.1 (3000/5500)
4500/7500
Chillies Gr.2 (1600/2500)
2200/4200
Chillies Gr.3 (1200/1800)
1500/2500
Corriander Gr.1 (6500/7500)
6500/7500
Tamrind Gr.1 (4500/6000)
4500/6000
Turmeric Round (6000/7000)
6000/7000                                         
Turmeric Finger (6500/7500)
6500/7500
Garlic New (4500/6500)
4000/6000                                         

MANGALURU            
Supari(Per Quintal)                           
Old Supari (20000/28000)
20000/28000
Old Model  (24500) 24500
New Supari (13000/24000)
13000/24000
New Model  (19000) 19000
Koka (8300/18000) 8300/18000
koka Model (14000) 14000
Coconut(Per Thousand)
1st Qlty(14000/26000)
14000/26000
Model(21000) 21000
2nd Qlty(7000/14000)
7000/14000
Model(11000) 11000

KOCHI              
Pepper(Per Quintal)                          
Ungarbled (46900/46900)
46900/46900
Garbled   (48900/48900)
48900/48900
New (45300) 45300

KOZHIKODE             
Pepper(Per/Quintal)                          
Nadan (44300) 44400
Wynadan (46100) 46200
Ginger(Per Quintal)                           
Ginger  (8000/9000) 8000/9000
Turmeric (12500/13000)
12500/13000
Arecanut Old (19000/19500)
18500/19000
Arecanut New (19000/19500)
18500/19000
Coir Koyilandi-1(8500) 8500
Coir Koyilandi-2(8000) 8000
Coir Beypore-1(6500) 6500

Coir Beypore-2(6000) 6000
Cardamom(Per Kg)
Green (1000/1400) 1000/1400

RUBBER
DELHI               
RSS(Per Kg)
RSS(5x) (145) 150
RSS(4x) (155) 160
RSS(3x) (165) 170
RSS(2x) (170) 175
RSS(1x) (143) 143
RSS(Ungraded)(135) 137
Latex 60% (DRC)(102) 102
Synthetic(Per Kg)
KSR (215) 215
JSR (220) 220 
Korea-1502 No.(150) 150
Silicone Emulsion (75) 75
Steric Acid (75) 75

KOCHI             
RSS(Per Quintal)
RSS FOUR (13000) 13050
RSS FIVE (12600) 12600

KOTTAYAM
RSS(Per Quintal)
RSS FOUR  (13000) 13050
RSS FIVE  (12600) 12600

KOZHIKODE            
RSS(Per Quintal) (11500) 11500

BANGKOK              
RSS(Per Quintal)
RSS ONE  (11504) 11493     
RSS TWO  (11388) 11377
RSS THREE(11282) 11271
RSS FOUR (11225) 11214
RSS FIVE (11138) 11127

KUALALUMPUR              
SMR-20(9289) 9439

JUTE & JUTE
GOODS
Hessian Cloth
(Exclusive of cess, ST Etc)
101.5 cms x 213 cms                       
(100 Metres) (2055) 2035
101.5 cms x 229 gms         
(100 Metres) (2210) 2185 
101.5 CMs X 305 gms             
(100 Metres) (2975) 2945
101.5 CMs X 270 gms             
(Per Tonne) (97000) 96000
Sacking Bags (Per 100)
B-Twills
907 gms.112 cms x 67.5gms
(5900) 5900
1020gms.112 cmsx 67.5 cms
(6650) 6650
Raw Jute Ready per Quintal)            
TD-3 (Spot)[Ex-Other
States](4035) 4050
TD-3 (Spot)[Ex-West Bengal]
(3935) 3900
TD-4 (Spot)[Ex-other
States](3735) 3750
TD-4 (Spot)[Ex-West Bengal]
(3690) 3700
TD-5 (Spot)[Ex-other
States](3265) 3280
TD-5 (Spot)[Ex-West Bengal]
(3335) 3350
TD-6 (Spot)[Ex-other
States](3065) 3080
TD-6 (Spot)[Ex-West Bengal]
(2735) 2750
W-3  (Spot)[Ex-other
States](3880) 3880
W-3  (Spot)[Ex-West Bengal]
(3935) 3950
W-4 (Spot)[Ex-other states]
(3665) 3680
W-4 (Spot)[Ex-West Bengal]
(3735) 3750
W-5 (Spot)[Ex-other states]
(3335) 3350
W-5 (Spot)[Ex-West Bengal]
(3365) 3380
W-6 (Spot)[Ex-other states]
(2965) 2980
W-6 (Spot)[Ex-West Bengal]
(3035) 3050

PLASTICS
DELHI               
LD(Per Kg, sales tax ext)                  
L.D. 040 No. (IPCL) (118/121)
114/116
LD 400 No. (126) 108
LLDP Blowing (108/110)
101/102
HD Blowing (105) 95
HD(Per Kg)                                        
H.D. Moulding(Desi) (100) 94
H.D. Moulding(Colour) (105) 98
PP(Per Kg)                                         
PP Film Reliance (100 No.)(100)
94/98
(110 No.)(100) 94
(B-120 No.)(105) 98
(R-100) (110) 104
PP Moulding Colour (92/95)
91/94
Shan (bayar) (120) 118
Imported (125) 126
ABS(Per Kg)                                      
ABS (bayar) (125) 124
Imported (125) 125
Colour (140) 133
HIPS(Per Kg)
BAFF (103) 103                                 
Colour (120) 113
Acrylic(Per Kg)                                  
Acrylic (150) 147
Colour (175) 173 
Crystle/baff(Per Kg)                          
Crystal (115) 99
Colour (120) 114
Others(Per Kg)                                  
Nylon Gujlone (No. 6) (190) 180
No. 66 (225) 220
Nylon SRF-6 (185) 180
Black (145) 140
LG Crystal (105) 98
LG H-1 (120) 115
PVC Resin Desi (84) 80
PVC Resin Imported (81) 78
PVC Pest Grade (112) 110
D.O.P. (Korea) (105) 110
D.O.P. (payal) (107) 110
C.P.W (45) 50
A.P.I. (105) 105
Crude Oil(Barrel) (46.62) 50.27

FUTURES

COMMODITIES
AUGUST 01, 2017: Yesterday’s or the previous latest
quotations for the commodities in various markets in
India are given below. The rates are in rupees

LONDON Gold
prices edged down
from the highest
levels in almost

seven weeks on Tuesday as the
dollar rose and investors locked
in profits from bullion's rally last
month. Spot gold dipped 0.1% to
$1,267.52 per ounce by 0945
GMT. It rose 2.2% last month, its
biggest monthly gain since Feb.

Gold Prices
Edge Down on
Profit Taking

NEW YORK ICE
cotton futures
inched higher on
Monday, moving

close to a six-week high, as
investors covered short-posi-
tions amid a sagging dollar. The
December cotton contract on ICE
Futures settled up 0.06 cent at
68.86 cents per lb. It traded in a
range of 68.5-69.7 cents a lb.

Cotton Futures
Inch up on
Short-covering

LONDON Oil traded
near $53 a barrel on
Tuesday, close to a
two-month high,

supported by signs that a per-
sistent inventory glut is starting
to ease and strong global de-
mand, although stronger Opec
production kept a lid on gains.
Brent crude was down 9 cents at
$52.63 a barrel at 1024 GMT.

Oil at 2-month
High on Ample
Supplies

LONDON BP ex-
pects global oil
prices to hold within
a range of $45-$55

a barrel next year as US shale
production grows, the compa-
ny's CFO said on Tuesday. Global
oil demand recovered in the
second quarter of 2017 and was
expected to grow by 1.4-1.5
MMbpd, Brian Gilvary said.

BP Sees Oil
Below $55 a
Barrel in 2018

CHANDIGARH
Chandigarh Postal
Division is holding a
special drive for

revival of lapsed Postal Life
Insurance and Rural Postal Life
Insurance policies from August
1-31. These insurance policies
are good investment options on
account of lower premium and
higher bonus. 

Postal Dept to
Revive Postal
Life Policies

Our Bureau

Kolkata | Mumbai: Axis Bank is
raising $500 million in bonds as
part of its $5 billion global medi-
um-term note programme.

Institutional investors from
Asia, Europe and the US have in-
vested in the paper, said an invest-
ment banker familiar with the de-
velopment.

The bond sale is a success with
the bank receiving an order book
four-times higher than the actual
sale size, the executive said.

There were nine investment
bankers, including the JP Mor-
gan, Bank of Tokyo-Mitsubishi
UFJ, Standard Chartered Bank,
HSBC and Axis Bank Singapore.

The initial guidance for the rate
was at about 155 basis points over
and above five year US treasury,
which is yielding about 1.84%.

Moody’s Investors Service has
assigned an investment grade rat-
ing to the bond sale. The rating giv-
en is Baa3, which is same as India's
sovereign rating, the lowest level
in investment grade. Moody's said
the outlook on the ratings is stable. 

The drawdown will be listed on
the London Stock Exchange and
the Singapore Stock Exchange.

Axis to Mop up
$500 million
through MTNs

Business Insider

New York: Bitcoin will likely split
into two separate currencies, and
it’s all thanks to bitcoin cash.

For years, bitcoin power brokers
have been squabbling over the
structure of the blockchain net-
work that underpins the red-hot
currency.

On one side of this war, there are
the so-called core developers who
want to keep the blocks that make
up the network limited in their
size to protect against hacks. On
the other side, are the miners who
want to increase the size of blocks
to make the network faster.

In order to find some middle
ground, some business executives

and miners came up with a propos-
al known as SegWit2x, which
would increase the size of bitcoin
blocks to 2 megabytes. And up
until last week, it looked like
nearly everyone was on board with
that plan.

That was until bitcoin cash, an
alternative to both the original
bitcoin and the SegWit2x version,
entered from stage left.

“Bitcoin cash basically came out
of nowhere,” Charlie Morris, the
chief investment officer of Next-
Block Global, an investment firm
with digital assets, said. “A group
of miners who didn’t like Seg-
Wit2x are going to opt for this new
software that will increase the
size of blocks from the
current 1megabyte to

8.” As a result, a split in bitcoin on
appears to be very likely.

According to Morris, as soon as
the split takes place most people
will see their bitcoin holdings
double. But that doesn’t mean the
value of investors’ holdings will
double. Morris said that bitcoin
cash (BCC) has been

trading in the
futures
market for

enthusiasts aren't too concerned
about a fork. “In general, I think
the fork is a healthy process be-
cause it’s similar to how evolution
works in nature,” Yoni Ben Shi-
mon, CEOat Matchpool told Busi-
ness Insider in an email. “And that
is the main reason bitcoin will
never die — it’s because it can
adapt itself to changes.” 

Arthur Hayes, CEO of BitMex, a
bitcoin derivative exchange, said
that he thinks a fork will benefit
the cryptocurrency in the long
run, despite short term volatility.

“There are people with billions of
dollars of skin in the game and
they will ultimately go with the
superior bitcoin network, and
then the market will follow,” Hayes
concluded.

about $200 to $400. Thus, if a split
were to occur BCC would trade
somewhere in that range while the
value of bitcoin would witness a
decline equal to the value of the
new bitcoin. 

The fork, according to Morris,
will most likely resemble the
Ethereum split. Bitcoin’s rival,
Ethereum, experienced its own
fork in 2016 , eventually leading to
the creation of the version of the

cryptocurrency we know today.
“It will be similar to what

happened with Ethereum when
Ethereum came to the scene,”

Morris said. “The two cur-
rencies marketcap equaled out
to the marketcap of the original

Ethereum.”
On the whole, most bitcoin

Bitcoin Likely to Split into Two, Thanks to Bitcoin Cash
DOUBLE DHAMAKA As soon as the split takes place, most people will see their bitcoin holdings double: experts

GJM agitation halts tea production; commodity may disappear from auctions 

Unrest Turns Darjeeling Tea Bitter
Kolkata: Darjeeling tea prices 
have shot up 50-100% this month 
due to a 45-day-long agitation in 
the hil ls  by the Gorkha 
Janmukti Morcha (GJM) which 
has halted production of  tea in 
the region. This premium qual-
ity tea, which is mostly exported 
to world markets, has disap-
peared from the auctions as 
well.

Retailers of  Darjeeling tea 
are fast running out of  stock 
even though consumers are 
ready to pay a premium for 
their favourite tea.

“The whole leaf  Darjeeling 
teas which were earlier fetching 
`500 per kg are now being sold 
for `1,000 a kg. Similarly, better 
quality whole leaf  Darjeeling 
teas which were being sold at 
`1,000 per kg last year are now 
commanding a price of  `2,000 
per kg. Even the average price of  
broken variety has 
appreciated to `800 
per kg from ̀ 500 per 
kg,” Anshuman 

Kanoria, chairman, Calcutta 
Tea Traders Association 
(CTTA), told ET. Overseas buy-
ers as well as domestic packet 
tea manufacturers a r e 
ready to pay the extra 
buck so that they do not lose 
market for this premium vari-
ety tea. “The second flush teas 
have been completely destroyed 
because of  the agitation in the 

hills. The Darjeeling tea indus-
try is staring at a loss of  more 
than ̀ 250 crore,” Kanoria said.

The production of  Darjeeling 
tea has plunged 90% in June, 
compared with the same 

month last year be-
c a u s e  o f  t h e 

Gorkhaland agitation. 
All the 87 tea gardens that 

produce Darjeeling tea have 
been shut since June 15, the day 

the Morcha announced its in-
definite agitation. Last year, 8.13 
million kilos of  Darjeeling tea 
were produced. However, the 
overall production in the first six 
months of  2017 is higher by 4.5% 
at 443.15 million kg.

Prices of  Assam and Dooars 
teas, on the other hand, have ap-
preciated by 3% during the 
goods & services tax (GST) re-
gime. A senior Assam tea indus-
try executive said that what has 
brought relief  is that the quality 
teas are fetching better prices 
this year. “Last year, lower qual-
ity teas were moving faster and 
were fetching better prices. But 
the trend has reversed this year,” 
he said.

Incidentally, Indian orthodox 
teas are fetching good prices in 
Iran as they have been able to 
compete with Sri Lankan ortho-
dox teas which are much expen-
sive. Orthodox teas refer to loose 
leaf  tea produced using tradi-
tional (orthodox) methods, 
which involves plucking, with-
ering, rolling, oxidation and dry-
ing.

Sutanuka.Ghosal
@timesgroup.com

WHOLE LEAF 
DARJEELING TEAS 

PRICE EARLIER

`500per kg

RISE IN 
PRODUCTION SO 

FAR IN 2017

 4.5%

WHOLE LEAF 
DARJEELING TEAS 
PRICE NOW

`1,000a kg

DARJEELING TEA 
OUTPUT IN FIRST SIX 
MONTHS OF 2017

443.15m kg

INDIA’S EXPORTS OF 
TEA IN FIRST FIVE 
MONTHS OF 2017

87.57m kg

Sky 
Rocketing

RISE IN PRICES OF 
DARJEELING TEA 
THIS MONTH

50-100%

CURRENCY WATCH

Dollar Slips on US 
Economy Data

Pound Rises over 
UK Output Data

Euro Halts 2-day Advance

China Ready to Sit Back
Dollar turned lower and treasur-
ies advanced as data show the US 
economy continues to grind high-
er without raising the specter of 
runaway inflation. Bloomberg’s 
dollar index slumped 0.1% to low-
est since May 2015 after a read-
ing on manufacturing last month 
fell short of expectations.

The pound rose versus 
the dollar after data 
showed British manu-

facturing grew faster than ex-
pected in July, bolstered by the 
strongest jump in export orders 
in seven years. Sterling is on 
track for its third day of gains as 
a report showed the IHS Markit’s 
factory PMI climbed to 55.1 in 
July from 54.2 in June, above 
analysts’ estimates of 54.5. The 
headline measure, which was 
higher than the key 50 level that 
divides expansion from contrac-
tion, is the market’s initial look 
at 3Q data and comes as BoE 
policy makers meet ahead of 
their latest interest-rate an-
nouncement on Thursday.

The euro fell for the first time in three days 
versus the dollar as traders refrained from 
adding fresh long positions ahead of barri-

ers at $1.1850. Europe’s shared currency stayed low-
er after data showed euro-area gross domestic 
product rose 0.6% in the second quarter, after in-
creasing 0.5% in the first three months of the year. 
Barriers in the euro-dollar pair are seen at $1.1850, 
according to a London-based trader. 

After overseeing months worth of gradual 
appreciation in the yuan, China is now hint-
ing it’s ready to sit back and see how things 

fly. A commentary in the official China Securities 
Journal suggested the time was right for more flexi-
bility in the people’s currency, as the market has 
“stabilised.” That’s left the yuan as the least volatile 
of all emerging-market currencies apart from Hong 
Kong’s dollar.

Saikat.Das1@timesgroup.com

Mumbai: The Reserve Bank of  
India’s holdings of  US Treasury 
bonds touched an all-time high 
amid growing Modi-Trump bonho-
mie, likely reflecting the central 
bank’s view that US rate increases 
may not be quick, but gradual.

At $127.3 billion in May, India was 
the sixth-largest Asian holder of  the 
safest financial instrument, accord-
ing to data from the US Department 
of  the Treasury. Globally, the coun-
try was ranked 12th, after Saudi 
Arabia, which invested in Treasury 
bonds worth $134 billion.

“RBI may have used its huge pile of  
forex reserves to buy US Treasuries, 

the safest bet for any emerging coun-
try,” said Soumya Ghosh, chief  
economist at State Bank of  India. 
“Such record high monthly invest-
ment also depicts RBI’s assessment 
on how US Treasuries would move. 
Our central bank possibly could see 
limited rise in yields. Such large in-
vestment could fructify in hand-

some gains if  yields fall from the 
current levels.” India’s foreign ex-
change reserves have risen over the 
past few months, hitting a record 
level of  about $391 billion last week 
from about $381 billion in May.

The US benchmark yield was as 
high as 2.63% during March amid 
Federal Reserve rate increase 

hopes. The yield now is about 2.30%, 
almost similar to the level in May.

A lower US yield enhances the gap, 
or spread, between US and India sov-
ereign bonds, billed as a trigger for 
overseas investors betting big on 
domestic debt securities.

Falling US yields ideally pave the 
way for a rate cut, which is now per-

ceived to be adding the country’s 
growth. Whenever the RBI cuts 
rates, the gap narrows.

“It will be interesting to know if  
RBI continues to hold such a view 
amid its bi-monthly policy deci-
sions,” said Ghosh.

Japan and China (Mainland) are 
the top two countries, holding 
$1,111.3 billion and $1,102.2 billion, 
respectively, in US debt.

Rising US Treasury investments 
have assumed significance with 
both the countries strengthening 
diplomatic ties. “Our ties have never 
been stronger and better,” President 
Donald Trump said at a joint press 
conference when Prime Minister 
Narendra Modi visited the White 
House in June.

Modi-Trump Bonding! RBI’s 
Holding of US Treasuries Peak
India’s share at $127.3 billion in May, making the country the sixth-largest Asian holder of US securities

RISING HIGH

$127.3b
India’s share 
of US treasury 
bonds in May

$134b
Saudi Arabia’s 
share of US 
treasury bonds

Rank of India 
globally12

RBI’S FOREIGN EXCHANGE RESERVES

$381b

$391b

in May

now

US DEBT STOCKS
(top countries)

$1111.3 b – JAPAN

$1102.2 b – CHINA
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Economy: Macro, Micro & More

Monsoon 
Watch CURRENT 

WEATHER &
FORECAST

Most parts of 
central India to 
receive scanty 

rainfall in next few 
days

West Rajasthan
to remain dry 
over next two 
days

South peninsular region
to see subdued rainfall 
activity over next few 
days

Heavy 
rainfall likely 
over parts of 
northwest 
India over 
next few days

Monsoon has 
been active over 
HP, Haryana, 
Chnadigarh & 
Delhi

An excess of 1% 
over normal 

rainfall received in 
the country since 

June 1

All international climate
models predicting El Nino to 
remain neutral this year: 
Australian Bureau of Meteorology

All parts of the country 
received deficient rainfall 
on Tuesday

South 
peninsula, 
east & 
northeast 
India have 
received 
deficient 
rainfall so far

Parts of east & 
northeast India to 
receive widespread 
rainfall over next 4 
days

� Corporate Loan Revamp
on the Decline in 3 Years

NEW DELHI The amount of corpora-
te loans restructured by lenders has
seen a decline in the last three
financial years, according to the

data tabled by finance minister Arun Jaitley in
the Rajya Sabha Tuesday. Banks restructured
loans, that were sanctioned to companies, of
worth .̀ 3,70,279 crore in FY2014-15 and
.̀ 2,99,111crore in 2015-16. Restructured
corporate loans came down to .̀ 2,04,884 crore
in the last financial year, as per the data. 

� Sanjaya Baru is New
Secretary General of Ficci

NEW DELHI Sanjaya Baru, who was
media adviser to former Prime
Minister Manmohan Singh, has
been named new secretary general

of Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce
and Industry (Ficci). Baru will assume the
charge from September 1, Ficci President
Pankaj Patel said. He will replace A Didar Singh,
would now be holding the position of principal
adviser to Ficci president from September 1. 

Short Takes

year after former RBI governor
Raghuram Rajan decided to go
back to academics at the end of his
term as governor of the Reserve
Bank of India.

“This could be a signal that acade-
micians of international stature
are finding it difficult to work in
this government,” a government
official said, requesting not to be
identified. Panagariya and Rajan
are, however, not comparable be-
cause while Rajan was appointed
by the UPA-II government, Panaga-
riya was handpicked by PM Modi
to head the new institution. 

However, Panagariya refutes any
such conflict. “I would have been
more than happy to continue if I
had got an extension. It’s a work
close to my heart and an opportuni-
ty I would not have dreamt of,” he
said, adding that PM Modi was cou-
rageous enough to rope in a profes-
sor from outside at such a position.

Our Bureau 

New Delhi: Niti Aayog vice-chair-
man Arvind Panagariya has deci-
ded to step down to pursue acade-
mics, barely two-and-a-half years
after he joined the institution set
up by the NDA government to re-
place the Planning Commission.

The 64-year-old Panagariya’s te-
nure was not defined, but going by
the convention followed by the
Planning Commission, his term
was taken to be co-terminus with
that of the Prime Minister, the cha-
irperson of the body.

Panagariya said he had expressed
his desire to PM Narendra Modi to
be relieved by August 31. “I had
written a letter to the PM asking
him that I be relieved by August
31,” Panagariya told media. Accor-
ding to Panagariya, nothing in wri-
ting has been given, but the PM has

agreed to it and he hopes to be relie-
ved by the end of this month.

Sources told ET that the govern-
ment has already decided Panaga-
riya’s successor and would anno-
unce it in a day or two, adding that
the development had been in the
works for a few months. A cabinet
minister, a Niti Aayog member and
a finance ministry functionary are
said be in the reckoning, but this
could not be verified.

Panagariya said he has decided to
move back to Columbia University.
“If I were at 40, then I would have
got a job anywhere... the kind of job
I have at Columbia is almost impos-
sible to get at this age,” he said.

At US universities, one can teach
as long as one’s health permits, Pa-
nagariya said. 

“There was no further scope of
extending the public service leave I
was entitled to from the university.
Hence, the only option was to leave

this job and go back as I also wan-
ted to be with my family.”

He said during his tenure at Niti
Aayog, a new institution has taken
root and it would continue to steer

the economy to
achieve higher
growth trajectory. 

“I have always
shared good rela-
tions with the Re-
serve Bank, finan-
ce ministry and
PMO,” he said.

Panagariya said
he wanted to complete a seven-year
strategy paper and a 15-year vision
document, but that would now ha-
ve to be done by his successor. The-
se were 80-85% ready, he said.

Panagariya said he would be wri-
ting a sequel to his India: The
Emerging Giant, which was pub-
lished in 2008

Panagariya’s exit comes almost a

Panagariya Quits Niti to Resume Columbia Tenure 

Govt has
decided
Panagariya’s
successor 
and may
announce it in
a day or two 

Our Bureau 

New Delhi: India’s manufacturing
industry suffered a contraction in
July due to disruption in demand
and production caused by the rollo-
ut of the good and services tax
(GST), but the industry is confident
about a quick rebound, shows a sur-
vey released on Tuesday.

The Nikkei India Manufacturing
Purchasing Manager’s Index (PMI)
– an indicator of the economic he-
alth of the manufacturing sector
derived from monthly survey of
companies – stood at 47.9 in July, its
lowest mark since February 2009.

A reading below 50 indicates cont-
raction and above 50 on the index in-
dicates expansion. The index rea-
ding was 50.9 in June.

Most of those surveyed, however,
expect a quick rebound from GST-
related disruptions, and the level of
confidence was at an 11-month high.

“Manufacturing growth in India
came to a halt in July, with the PMI
down to its lowest mark in almost
eight-and-a-half years amid wide-

spread reports that the sector has
been adversely affected by the imp-
lementation of the GST,” said Polly-
anna De Lima, economist at IHS
Markit and author of the report.

New orders and output decreased
for the first time since the demone-
tisation-related downturn in De-
cember last year, and both fell the
steepest in more than eight years.
The rate of reduction was the most
pronounced since the global finan-
cial crisis, the survey said.

Citing anecdotal evidence, the sur-
vey showed that GST launch ham-
pered demand, due to which compa-

nies adjusted production lower in
July.“Those panellists that signal-
led reduction blamed lower inflows
of new work and the introduction of
the GST for the downturn,” it said.

New export orders continued to ri-
se in July though the rate of expan-
sion softened from June’s eight-
month high.

Government data released on Mon-
day showed core sector was down to
a19-month low of 0.4% in June.

OUTLOOK POSITIVE
Despite the slump in manufacturing
activity, Indian manufacturers fore-

see better times ahead, with almost
28% of companies anticipating hig-
her output over next 12 months.

The GST is expected to support
formal sector growth going ahead,
and the industry is hopeful that the
Reserve Bank of India (RBI) will ea-
se key lending rates this week.

The bleak industrial scenario, cou-
pled with an all-time low retail infla-
tion, is expected to provide the RBI
monetary policy committee enough
reasons to reduce key lending rate
at its meeting on Wednesday.

“The weakening trend for de-
mand, relatively muted cost infla-
tionary pressures and discounted
factory gate charges provide power-
ful tools for monetary policy easing,
which has the potential to revive
economic growth,” De Lima said.

Independent economists expect
RBI to cut repo rate by 25 basis po-
ints and stimulate the economy. The
committee kept the rates unchang-
ed in the June review of the policy.

New projects in the pipeline and
improved product quality were also
mentioned as reasons underpin-
ning the positive sentiment.

GST Weighs on Manufacturing in July
A temporary setback
GST ROLLOUT HITS MANUFACTURING Multi-year lows… … but bright outlook

GST worries hit 
demand, output

Manufacturers 
hopeful of better 
times aheadMfg dips at fastest 

rate since global 
financial crisis

Degree of 
optimism climbs 
to 11 month highContraction in new 

biz inflows steepest 
since early 2009 

Tax clarity to 
underpin growth

Manufacturing PMI

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun July

53
52
51
50
49
48
47
46
45

52.5 52.5

PMI hits over 8-year low of 47.9 in July but 28% of cos see higher output over next 12 months

Sarita.Singh
@timesgroup.com

New Delhi: Gujarat will be
able to withstand any loss of
generation from its three
stressed imported coal-
based plants of Tata Power,
Adani Power and Essar
Power, managing director
of the state's power utility
told ET.

“State has diversified gen-
eration portfolio with bal-
anced fuel mix. Non/less
availability of generation
from particular fuel may
have marginal impact.
However, there is no threat
to the financial position of
distribution utilities,” Guj-
arat Urja Vikas Nigam Ltd
(GUVNL) managing direc-
tor Pankaj Joshi said in an
exclusive interview.

GUVNL, the umbrella
company managing elec-
tricity supply in the state, is
also exploring blending of
domestic coal, cheaper
sources of imported coal as
well as increased purchase
from spot markets to insu-
late consumers from the un-
certain imported coal
based plants, he said.

Tata Power, Adani Power
and Essar Power had in
June offered 51% stakes in
their imported coal-based
projects in Gujarat for Re 1
each. While State Bank of
India, the lead lender to the
projects, is drawing vari-

ous options to the buyout
mechanism, GUVNL is in
the process of completing
its due diligence. 

“State has received the
proposal from generators
offering stake sale. State
has yet not done detailed
technical, financial and le-
gal due diligence. Further,
other states are also in-
volved in the matter and
their view also needs to be
taken into consideration.
Once it is done, it may en-
able state government to
take a suitable view in the
matter,” he said.

In separate letters to
GUVNL, Tata Power, Adani
Power and Essar Power had
offered selling 51% equity
at Re1each to the state utili-
ty, while retaining the bal-
ance share with them. Tata
Power operates the 4,000-
mw Mundra ultra mega
power project that has pow-
er supply pacts with five
states. Adani Power’s board
has approved hiving off its
4,620 mw-Mundra power
plant into a separate arm.

GUVNL MD SPEAKS

Loss of Power
from Pvt Cos Not
to Hit Gujarat 
State power utility
head says can tide
over impact of
Tata, Adani, Essar

Still Finding its Feet

What has Worked

Misses

Some success in 
becoming a seat 
of cooperative 
federalism

After pruning its 
workforce by 
over 60%, Aayog 
fell short of 
people

Poverty assessment not 
complete

15-year vision 
document for 
the nation and 
the strategy 
paper not yet 
ready

Spearheaded 
Modi govt’s 
digitisation 
drive  

Gave a push 
to divest-
ment & 
strategic sale

Prepared a 3-yr draft action plan for govt 

NITI AAYOG IS ENVISAGED AS AN AGENT OF 
TRANSFORMATION
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It is welcome the Centre has asked oil companies to raise dom-
estic LPG (cooking gas) prices by .̀ 4 per cylinder every month
until the entire subsidy of about .̀ 87 per cylinder is wiped out.
Following the implementation of direct benefits transfer for
LPG to below poverty line (BPL) households, it makes no sen-
se to provide such consumption subsidies for the non-poor. We
do need to better allocate resources, for much-needed social
and physical infrastructure. Note that the amount involved in
providing subsidies on household fuels is huge and rising,
about .̀ 30,000 crore per annum.

Subsidised kerosene, a sooty pre-modern fuel and a poor sou-
rce of light, needs to be promptly replaced with aids like solar

lanterns. It should hugely improve public
health. We also need to revamp market de-
sign for domestic LPG, complete with
norms for sharing bulky infrastructure
for supply and storage. What’s required is
proactive policy to have parallel market-
ing of LPG, instead of simply mandating
the trio of public sector oil companies to

monopolise and corner the market. The efficiency gains from
a more competitive LPG market would be very significant in-
deed. It would boost entrepreneurship, step up supply and is
actually likely to reduce costs and prices going forward, trans-
parently. Piped supply of gas in towns would be cheaper than
distribution via cylinders. Composite cylinders would lower
costs, as compared to steel ones.

The government had earlier asked the LPG retailers to revise
prices by .̀ 2 per month, to gradually remove the subsidy invol-
ved. The move now is to fast-track the price revision, so as to
better allocate scarce resources. The upfront subsidy distorts
the market, breeds corruption and comes in the way of effici-
ency improvement.

Open Up LPG Market
to Private Enterprise Mobile broadband subscriptions are expected to reach 4.3 billion globally 

by the end of 2017, according to a new report released by the International 
Telecommunication Union. Also, 48% of the world’s population now uses the 
internet. The proportion is 71% for the young (aged 15-24)…

4.3b Mobile Broadband Connections

Otto von Bismarck
Statesman

“Laws are like 
sausages, it 
is better not 
to see them 
being made.”
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MEME’S THE WORD

Global phone, broadband & mobile subscriptions, 2017 
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Freud, Krishna and All
the President’s Mein
While linguists are still trying to figure out the meaning of
the word ‘covfefe’ that US President Donald Trump used in a
late-night tweet a while ago, psychological analysts are moot-
ing allowing members of their profession to publicly com-
ment on the mental equilibrium of the President. The 3,500-
member American Psychoanalytic Association (APA) has
suspended an unwritten rule that restricted psychiatrists
from pronouncing on public figures. Explaining why the ru-
le was being rescinded, the APA president said it was becau-
se ‘Trump’s behaviour is so different from anything we’ve
seen before’. What with vicious infighting among his staff
and his plan to scuttle ‘Obamacare’ stalled, Potus might well
be in need of counselling on the assumption that when your
id is at odds, a Freud in need is a Freud indeed.

The president has another option: the Bhagavad Gita. Indi-
an Medical Association (IMA) president Dr K K Agarwal cla-
ims Lord Krishna became the world’s first psychological co-
unsellor when he treated Arjuna to an 18-session therapy co-
urse before the confrontation with the Kauravas. Not a few
of our own netas, entangled in scams and imbroglios of vari-
ous kinds, might also benefit from a similar exercise. Howev-
er, Krishna himself might well have baulked when faced not
by a Kurukshetra but a veritable Crook-shetra.

The Bhagavad Gita could well Trump
mere psychiatrists and psychologists

India’s biggest commercial bank, State Bank of India,
has reduced savings bank deposit rates, signalling lower
term deposit rates as well. The RBI is likely to cut its poli-
cy rate and the government would, in order to assist the
transmission of the rate cut, reduce the administered ra-
tes on small saving instruments such as the Public Provi-
dent Fund. A low-inflation, low-interest rate regime is
good for investment and growth, but bad for a class of peo-
ple who habitually rely on fixed deposits in banks for the-
ir income, which, along with bonds, account for a fifth of
the financial assets Indians hold. Senior citizens domi-
nate this section. They urgently need smart alternatives
to bank deposits, to earn a decent income from their hard-
earned retirement savings.

For those who are young and in the workforce today, the
National Pension System (NPS) is a fairly efficient and
low-cost way of acquiring diversified claims on the inco-
mes generated by the country’s production capacity. Sub-

scribers get the benefits of profession-
al fund management, pooling risk and
diversifying asset classes, electronic
access to the same account from any-
where in the country and very low ch-
arges and fees. But for those who have
retired and have a corpus to invest and
know nothing of annuities, reverse

mortgages or even a critical illness insurance plan, the
future looks insecure and bleak when banks drop their
deposit rates — until someone comes along with a Ponzi
scheme that offers a 20% rate of return. India needs a
campaign for financial literacy. People must learn about
debt mutual funds, complete with the tax benefits they
offer, and have access to other saving options.

The NPS Tier 1account is meant for accumulating a sa-
ving during one’s work life. The Tier 2 account offers the
same investment opportunity, without a lock-in period,
deployment mandate for the accumulated corpus or the
tax benefits of the Tier 1account. It is ideally suited for a
retired person, but is open only to those who have a Tier 1
account. The government should ask NPS to open up ac-
cess to its Tier 2 account to all senior citizens.

Where Do You Save
When Bank Rates Dip?
Open up Tier 2 NPS account to senior citizens

SADHGURU JAGGI VASUDEV

The word ‘health’ comes from
the root word ‘whole’. When
we say we’re “feeling healthy”,
we’re saying that we have a
sense of wholeness within us.
A person can be said to be of
good health only if he feels com-
plete in body, mind and spirit.
Mere medical fitness does not
indicate complete wellness in
the true sense. In order to exp-
erience this sense of wholeness
and oneness, it’s important
that in body, mind and energy
functions, there is a certain
level of intensity.

In yoga, neither the body nor
the mind is looked at in isolati-
on — the focus is on energy. If
your energy body is in proper
balance and full flow, your phy-
sical body and mental body will
be in perfect health. For this,
you have to go to the foundati-
ons of your energy system and
activate it in a proper way, bui-
lding a foundational yogic prac-
tice that establishes your ener-
gy in a manner that your body
and mind are naturally fine.

No one gets to live in perfect
conditions. The pressures of
life, the food that we eat, the air
that we breathe, the water that
we drink, can affect us various-
ly. The more our activities, the
greater our exposure to things
that can throw our chemistry
asunder, creating health prob-
lems. But if the energy in our
system is properly cultivated
and kept active, these things
will not have an effect.

This life energy in you created
your whole body: bones, flesh,
heart, kidney, everything. Do
you think it can create health?
If your energies are kept in full
flow and proper balance, they
are capable of much more than
just health.

Oneness and
Wellness

It’s time to check in with the US presi-
dent. Such is the noise coming out of
the White House, you wonder if the
commander-in-chief is in control of
his troops. Or is he himself instiga-
ting the bare-knuckle fights among
his commandos?

The toll is serious at the six-month
mark of Donald Trump’s presidency.
Even the strong of stomach and the
loyal are worried at the sheer drama
quotient, the factionalism and the
daily shock treatment.

Recent casualties: Communications
Director Anthony Scaramucci, Chief
of Staff Reince Priebus, Spokesman
Sean Spicer, and Assistant press secre-
tary Michael Short, all of whom resi-
gned, or were forced to, within a span
of 12 days. On life-support: National
Security Advisor H R McMaster, wh-
ose plan to send more troops to Afghan-
istan was rejected by Trump and At-
torney General Jeff Sessions, who has
suffered repeated public humiliation
by his boss.

Collateral damage: Credibility, gravi-
tas and other qualities normally asso-
ciated with the White House.

Outcome: Policy paralysis on almost
all fronts, from healthcare to Afghan-
istan. Trump sightings on the golf
course: 42, as of last week.

Even though tumult in the Trump
White House has come to be accepted
as ‘normal’ in this administration, the
last few days were exceptional for the
verbal savagery. Scaramucci, who
came and went in 10 days, had announ-
ced his arrival with a vicious, profan-
ity-laden denunciation of Priebus and
Steve Bannon, Trump’s political strat-
egist and the keeper of the ideological
flame. On second thoughts, the rant

was apparently too much for his boss.
In short, chaos dominates and impo-

sition of order remains a thing of the
future. John Kelly, the new chief of
staff and a former general, has been
moved from homeland security to the
White House to put a lid on the daily
fratricide. We shall see.

Foreign policy issues — even the cou-
ple that Trump is invested in, such as
North Korea and China — are only
Twitter-worthy. Forget the Russia
reset, now that President Vladimir
Putin has ordered the expulsion of 755
US diplomats and staff in response to
new sanctions.

As for South Asia, the Afghanistan
policy review is mired in severe disag-
reements with McMaster’s plan for
more troops stymied by both the presi-
dent and the Pentagon. Trump presi-
ded over a rare meeting on Afghanis-
tan on July 19, which in the tradition
of this White House was described as
a ‘shit show’ by insiders.

Trump has sent his generals back to
the drawing board, dismissing months
of effort by McMaster and his deputy
Lisa Curtis to change the contours of
US policy by beefing up the US presen-
ce and dressing down Pakistan.

McMaster’s efforts to pursue the war
differently, because of memories of
the Obama Administration’s intense

micromanagement, are stalled. He is
fighting a lonely battle, repeatedly
undercut by two cabinet colleagues —
Secretary of Defence James Mattis
and Secretary of State Rex Tillerson
— who, having read the tea leaves,
have chosen safe passage. They beli-
eve Trump is reluctant to send more
troops, especially if there are no clear
markers for success.

The political advisers are adamant
that resurgence at home is more cru-
cial because that’s what won them the
election. And Trump agrees. He told
reporters last week, “I want to find out
why we’ve been there for 17 years.”

He is clearly being pulled in different
directions by competing factions. If
McMaster advises more commitment
on Afghanistan, Bannon would rather
‘outsource’ the war to private contrac-
tors. Dangerously absurd, but two pri-
vate businessmen have been pushing
the concept around town.

So, the six-month back-room battle
on Afghanistan policy and the US’ lon-
gest war continues. The arguments
are the same — they haven’t changed
for 16 years. US State Department offi-
cials believe that Pakistan is unlikely
to mould its behaviour, and that incre-
ased pressure could lead to further
instability in the region.

The Pentagon is taking a somewhat
tougher line on Pakistan, but just abo-
ut. It refused to certify $350 million in
military aid to Pakistan. But that does-
n’t necessarily translate to a bigger
commitment to Afghanistan. Key poli-
ticians like Senator John McCain have
said there can be “no peace without
Pakistan’s cooperation”.

Meanwhile, Pakistan sympathisers
are out in force. Former US officials can
be heard around town rationalising the
Islamic State’s patronage of terrorist
groups as ‘hedging’, and criticising
India on Kashmir. They are betting on
US policy remaining largely the same:
hovering over the middle ground, buy-
ing time, and preventing the collapse
or defeat of the Afghan government.

India will have to recalculate given
the current policy stasis.

Fire, Hire, Policy Paralysis

Seema Sirohi

Reflecting chaos: Scaramucci
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LETTER FROM WASHINGTON

B
ihar Chief Minister Nitish
Kumar, once seen as a pos-
sible future Prime Minister
heading an anti-BJP front,
has broken a million liber-

al hearts. He has broken the maha-
gathbandhan (grand alliance) with
anti-BJP parties, dumped Lalu Pra-
sad Yadav’s Rashtriya Janata Dal
(RJD) as his coalition partner, and
formed a new ministry with BJP
support. The grand alliance lies in
tatters, incapable of threatening
Prime Minister Narendra Modi in
the 2019 general election.

This is a setback for secularism.
Formally the BJP calls itself a secu-
lar party. Modi has just declared that
on the coming 70th anniversary of
Indian independence, his ‘Sankalp
ki Siddhi’ (Keeping the Vow) will
strive to eradicate corruption, com-
munalism, casteism, terrorism, filth
and poverty. Fine words. But they do
not sit well with a political climate
that has encouraged lynch mobs and
terrified the minorities.

However, Nitish Kumar’s volte
face can be viewed through another
lens. Even for those who think it is
bad news for India, the question
must be asked, ‘Is it good for Bihar?’
Will a Nitish-BJP government pro-
vide better governance and prosper-
ity for Bihar than a Nitish-Lalu-Con-
gress alliance?

Very probably yes. From 2005 to

2013, the Nitish-BJP coalition in Bi-
har yielded the best period ever for
improved governance and economic
growth. By general consent, Bihar’s
performance deteriorated after Ku-
mar broke with the BJP in 2013. He
won the 2015 election in an alliance
with Lalu Yadav’s RJD, and liberals
hailed this as a victory for secular-
ism. But it was not a victory for other
forms of good governance.

The alliance with Lalu Yadav was
seen — correctly — as opportunistic,
not principled. It allowed the Yadav
family to once again put its snout in-
to the public trough, hurting Ku-
mar’s reputation for honesty and
good governance. After all, he had
spent decades castigating Yadav’s
potent mixture of corruption and
gangsterism as ‘jungle raj’.

Now, critics will call Kumar’s re-
turn to the BJP opportunistic. Cer-
tainly, it tarnishes Kumar’s secular
credentials. But it helps his creden-
tials for honest governance. By
breaking with Yadav on corruption,
Yadav has regained some of the mor-
al glow he lost by teaming up with the
creator of jungle raj.

Before Kumar came to power, Bi-
har was viewed as the most corrupt
Slough of Despond. He helped accel-
erated the state’s GDP growth to al-
most 10% a year for a decade. Bihar
was infamous for gangster rule un-
der Lalu Yadav from 1990 to 2005. But
on assuming office in 2005, Nitish
Kumar devised police-legal reforms
the like of which have never been
seen in any other state, and speedily
jailed 90,000 gangsters. The huge im-
provement in law and order was a
key factor in reviving a moribund
economy, quite apart from improv-
ing public safety.

Kumar built roads at a record pace
in his first term. At the time, the state
had very little electricity, and roads

were among the few sectors where
the power shortage did not cripple
economic activity. In his second
term, Kumar was able to buy surplus
electricity from the eastern grid and
go all out on rural electrification. By
ending Yadav’s ‘jungle raj’ and pro-
viding roads and electricity to the
vast majority of villages, he galvan-
ised the economy.

Rapid GDP growth meant that the
state’s own revenues — marshalled
expertly by Deputy Chief Minister
Sushil Modi of the BJP — galloped
upward by 20-30% a year. This, along
with big increases in transfers man-
dated by the Finance Commission,
enabled Kumar to hugely increase
public spending in infrastructure
and social services.

The BJP was the junior partner in
the coalition from 2005 to2013. But it
provided some of the better minis-
ters in the government. They helped
burnish Kumar’s image as a non-cor-
rupt, development-oriented chief
minister. Corruption did not cease.
But the worst excesses of Yadav were
checked.

Kumar made a distinction be-
tween the BJP and Narendra Modi:
the latter clearly offended Kumar’s
Muslim supporters. When Modi of-
fered financial help to Bihar after it
was hit by the ruinous Kosi flood of

2008, Kumar refused to accept the
money. When the BJP chose Modi to
lead its 2014 general election cam-
paign, Kumar broke relations with
it.

So, many liberals hailed him as a
heroic secular champion. Their ap-
plause rose when his grand alliance
beat Modi in the 2015 state election.
But this admiration was always mis-
placed. Far from opposing the BJP in
principle, Nitish has, since 1998, been
one of its close partners. He broke
with the BJP in 2013 on the narrow
calculation that tying up with Modi
would cost him more Muslim votes
than it would gain on the Hindu side.
He now knows better.

History suggests that the quality
of governance and economic growth
in Bihar will improve with the new
Nitish Kumar-BJP combine, as in
2005-13. But will this be offset by a rise
in communal violence? The BJP’s
current ethos has encouraged lynch
mobs and communal murders. Yet
there are reasons for optimism.

The Nitish-BJP coalition of 2005-
2013 oversaw harmonious commu-
nal relations. There is a case for hop-
ing that the new Nitish-BJP combine
will not worsen communal harmony
in Bihar, and will be far better than
the grand alliance was for govern-
ance and economic growth.

In the End, Bihar’s Better Off

Swaminathan S
Anklesaria Aiyar

What do you mean you didn’t want to throw him out with the bathwater?
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The quality of governance and economic growth in
Bihar will improve with the new combine. But will
this be offset by a rise in communal violence?

SWAMISPEAK The Nitish-BJP combo will hopefully be better for governance and growth

EDEN COLLINSWORTH

Morality is a personal set of
beliefs, and you could say that
it’s the core of who we are as
individuals. Ethics is express-
ed in terms of the expectatio-
ns and the sanctions that are
defined and enforced by a cert-
ain culture and society.

What’s completely confound-
ing today is that the world has
never been so interconnected,
but what we forget is that the
ethical positions or decisions
or expectations occur within a
given period of time in a certa-
in cultural silo. That is why
many of us are completely dis-
concerted by what we think is
so obviously right and wrong
when other people don’t believe
that. Quite honestly, the book
that I’ve written was the result
of living in China for a period
of time…and they are simply
operating with a different set
of moral values.

The perspective is not one from
aJudeo-Christian sense of rig-
htand wrong. They’re far more
philosophical and don’t believe
that there’s any one way of bei-
ngright, and there are very few
ways of being wrong.… A busi-
ness contract becomes extrem-
ely vague and amorphous even
after you’ve signed it because
there’s a belief that it’s a conti-
nuation of a dialogue and not
the culmination of one.

This led me to contemplate wh-
ether my own values were at
all germane or applicable any
longer in the US, as an Ameri-
can. I explored that question
with a variety of other people
in terms of the moral choices
they’ve made. Some of them
have upheld the moral status
quo, others have been defiant.

From “Technology and the
Decline of Morality”

Technology
and Morality

Citings

Letters to the editor may be addressed to

editet@timesgroup.com

Policy Rates
Likely to Soften
Apropos ‘Why 2017 is Not 2012-
16’ by Chetan Ahya (Aug 1), the
recent buoyancy in the stock
market is largely due to expect-
ations that the RBI would low-
er policy rates. But mounting
bad loans will hurt the econo-
my, and must be resolved qui-
ckly for investment to fructify.
Consumption will drive eco-
nomic growth. The falling CPI
post-GST is likely to fuel con-
sumption-driven growth. But
the credit risk of banks may
dent the growth of EMs, inclu-
ding India. Overall, economic
indicators for growth are not
moving in tandem, just yet.

SANJAY TIWARI
Hisar

SBI’s Action is
Anti-Inclusion
The country’s largest PSU bank
SBI’s move to cut interest rate
on savings bank accounts with
a balance of less than .̀ 1crore
to 3.5%, while retaining 4% for
accounts with a balance of
over .̀ 1crore, favours the rich,

and would
further widen
inequality.
The RBI must
intervene to
stop such bias-
ed banking
practices. The
poor and the

retired use interest income, in-
cluding from savings account,
to make both ends meet. Bank-
ing policies should be skewed
in favour of the poor to encou-
rage them towards the bank-
ing and financial system.

S N KABRA
Mumbai

Hail Portable
Bank Accounts
RBI deputy governor S S Mun-
dra’s suggestion to make bank
accounts ‘portable like in the te-
lecom industry’ is a great idea
(‘Huge Incentives to Staff Trig-
ger Mis-selling’, Aug 1). The big-
gest reason for banks to treat
their customers with contempt
is the fact that the former are
aware of the client’s inability
to move out, at least from their
retail functions. Having shar-
ed the account number with
many entities such as MFs
and insurers, switching banks
can become a nightmare. Bank
account portability will be a
boon for all account holders.

KRISHAN KALRA
By email

Chat Room
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QUICK HITS

Around the World
CONTRAPUNTO You cannot escape the responsibility of 

tomorrow by evading it today ABRAHAM LINCOLN

Sydney:  Apple Inc and 
Google have removed over 
300 so-called binary trading 
applications from their on-
line stores after intervention 
by the Australian Securities 
& Investments Commission, 
according to an ASIC state-
ment on Tuesday.

The country’s securities 
regulator said it made the 
request to Apple and Google 
after numerous cases of 
fraud involving unlicensed 
operators of the apps, which 
encourage consumers to make bets on whether 
instruments like shares or currencies will rise 
or fall. While some are legitimate operations, 
there has been an explosion in unlicensed 
products operating across borders and beyond 
the reach of regulators in recent years.

Some of the apps “make outrageous claims” 
said Greg Yanco, head of market integrity at 
ASIC. “There is an issue globally with these 
products.”

An Australia-based spokeswoman for Apple 

pointed to its recently up-
dated developer guidelines, 
which explicitly prohibit 
all new apps that facilitate 
binary options trading, but 
declined to comment further 
on its discussions with the 
Australian authorities.

“We remove applications 
that violate our policies. 
We don’t comment on indi-
vidual applications,” said an 
Australia-based spokesman 
for Google.

ASIC cited cases where 
consumers are unable to 

withdraw cash from their accounts or make 
winning trades 9 times out of 10 in the demon-
stration app, before losing everything once 
they switch to the live product. It said Apple 
has removed the apps from their online stores 
globally, though it didn’t specify if Google’s 
removal applies to just Australia or to its app 
stores around the world.

Of the 330 apps that have now been removed, 
80% had no warnings about the risks inherent 
in trading, ASIC said. Bloomberg

Apple, Google Drop Trading Apps 
After Australian Intervention

Qatar Files WTO Complaint 
over Gulf Trade ‘Siege

Doha: Qatar has filed a complaint with the World 
Trade Organisation over an “illegal siege” imposed 
by its Gulf neighbours, the commerce ministry said 
on Monday.

The gas-rich emirate has been slapped with sanc-
tions and demands after four countries including 
regional kingpin Saudi Arabia cut ties with it on 
June 5, accusing Doha of fostering Islamist groups 
and of links to Riyadh’s arch-rival Iran. Qatar denies 

the allegations. The Ministry of 
Economy and Commerce said a 
complaint had been lodged with 
the WTO’s Dispute Settlement 
Body against the “siege countries”.

The Saudi-led bloc has demanded 
the termination of regional news 
giant Al-Jazeera, the downgrad-
ing of Iran ties and the closure 
of a Turkish military base in the 
country.

The countries have also recalled 
their ambassadors from Doha, or-

dered all Qataris to return home and banned Qatar 
from using their airspace.

“The complaint accuses the siege countries of vio-
lating the WTO’s core laws and conventions on trade 
of goods and services, and trade-related aspects of 
intellectual property,” the Qatar ministry said. AFP

Twenty-Three Cities Bid 
for London-based EU 
Agencies After Brexit 
Brussels: Twenty-three European 
cities have put themselves for-
ward as candidates to host two 
London-based EU agencies after 
they are forced to leave the British 
capital because of Brexit, the EU 
said on Tuesday. Nineteen cities 
have bid to host the European 
Medicines Agency (EMA) while 
eight have thrown their hats into 
the ring for the European Banking 
Authority (EBA), the European 
Council said in a statement. “The 
two agencies will need to be re-
located in the context of the UK’s 
withdrawal from the EU. The fu-
ture locations need to be decided 
by common agreement of the 
EU27 member states,” the council 
statement said. The 27 remaining 
EU countries excluding Britain 
are due to decide on the locations 
in November after the European 
Commission, the executive arm 
of the bloc, assesses the different 
bids. AFP

Indonesia to Lift 

Telegram App Restriction

Jakarta: Indonesia said on 
Tuesday it would lift a partial 
block on the popular Telegram 
messaging service app after the 
company agree to speed up the 
removal of terrorism-related 
content. Last month the country 
restricted computer access to 
Telegram because of material 
related to radicalism and terror-
ism, including tips on assembling 
bombs and launching attacks. The 
firm’s founder has now promised 
to move faster to process requests 
to remove the material and to 
set up a direct line to handle such 
demands from the government. 
“The timeline (to lift the ban) is 
this week,” communications min-
istry official Semuel Pangerapan 
told reporters after meeting 
Telegram’s founder Pavel Durov. 
Durov said it could take up to 36 
hours to take down terrorism 
content in the past, but his firm 
now aimed to act in a matter of 
hours after it added Indonesian-
speaking members to its team. AFP

Bank of England Staff 

Begin First Strike in 50 Yrs

London: Staff at the Bank 
of England began their first 
strike in more than 50 years 
on Tuesday in a push for higher 
pay, highlighting growing pres-
sure to end tight controls on 
public-sector wages in Britain. 
The three-day strike will overlap 
with an interest rate decision on 
Thursday and involves mainte-
nance and security staff at the 
323-year-old Bank. About 15 
staff members, some wearing 
face masks of Governor Mark 
Carney, staged a picket outside 
the BoE’s central London head-
quarters on Tuesday. Reuters

Mexican Prez Denies 
Calling Trump to 
Praise Border Policy

Rowling Sorry Over 
Trump Disabled 
Boy Criticism

Mexico City: Mexican President 
Enrique Pena Nieto has said he 
had not recently spoken to Don-
ald Trump on the phone, after the 
US leader boasted his counterpart 
had called him to praise his bor-
der policy.

“As you know, the border was a 
tremendous problem and they’re 
close to 80% stoppage. And even 
the president of Mexico called me 
— they said their southern border, 
very few people are coming be-
cause they know they’re not go-
ing to get through our border, 
which is the ultimate compli-
ment,” Trump said. Pena Nieto’s 
office rejected that account. AFP

London: JK Rowling has apolo-
gised for tweets alleging that US 
President Trump refused to shake 
the hand of a disabled boy. Rowl-
ing called Trump “horrible” after 
seeing footage of the president 
appearing to ignore the child’s 
outstretched hand during a White 
House event last week.

But the boy’s mother, Marjorie 
Kelly Weer, posted on Facebook: 
“Trump didn’t snub my son & 
Monty wasn’t even trying to shake 
his hand.” Rowling, who has often 
criticised Trump, said she “apolo-
gised unreservedly”. She tweeted 
on Monday that “I very clearly 
projected my own sensitivities 
around the issue of disabled peo-
ple being overlooked or ignored 
onto the images I saw.” AP

Milan: Ferrari NV is considering 
adding a roomy four-seat “utility 
vehicle” as part of a major expan-
sion push beyond its traditional 
supercar niche in a bid to double 
profit by 2022, people familiar with 
the matter said.

The final five-year plan under 
CEO Sergio Marchionne, who’s 
set to retire in 2021, will target 
boosting annual deliveries be-
yond a self-imposed limit of 10,000 
cars, which allows the company to 
operate with less-stringent fuel-
economy rules, said the people, 
who asked not to be identified be-
cause the matter is private.

Under the plan, which is set to be 
unveiled in early 2018 and could 
expose the carmaker to stricter en-
vironmental regulations, Ferrari 
will also build more hybrid models 
to improve its vehicles’ efficiency 
and woo new wealthy buyers, the 
people said. 

Among projects 
being evaluated 
is a four-seat 
family car 
that of fers 
more space 
than Ferrari’s 

current two-door GTC4Lusso. The 
model is internally dubbed the 
“Ferrari utility vehicle,” follow-
ing Marchionne’s previous objec-
tions to developing an SUV. The big 
Ferrari would be targeted at Asian 
customers, particularly in China, 
and may alone contribute 2,000 
vehicles to annual deliveries, the 
people said.

Ferrari is studying ways to en-
sure its sporty 
style with the new 
car, which the 
m a nu fac t u rer 
will try to market 
as a new industry 
segment rather 
than as another 
high-end SUV, 
fol low i n g t he 
likes of Maserati, 
B e n t l e y  a n d 
L a mb or g h i n i , 

t h e y  s a i d .  
Bloomberg

Ferrari Said to Plan ‘Utility 
Vehicle’ to Double Profit

Caracas: Venezuelan security 
officials seized two opposition 
leaders from their homes in over-
night raids, their families said 
on Tuesday, in what critics of 
President Nicolas Maduro said 
was further evidence that he is 
leading a dictatorship.

Leopoldo Lopez and Antonio 
Ledezma were both under house 
arrest, the former for his role in 
leading street protests against 
Maduro in 2014 and the latter on 
charges of plotting a coup.

Their apprehension comes a day 
after the United States slapped 
sanctions on unpopular leftist 
Maduro for a new legislative su-
perbody, the constituent assembly, 
which was elected on Sunday in a 
vote boycotted by the opposition.

The new assembly will have pow-
ers to rewrite the constitution and 
supersede other institutions, in-
cluding the opposition-dominated 
congress.

Both men had been urging pro-
tests against the vote, which they 
charged was rigged and a naked 
power grab by Maduro to avoid 
free and fair elections which he 
would lose.

“12:27 in the morning: the moment 
when the dictatorship kidnaps 
Leopoldo at my house,” Lopez’s 
wife Lilian Tintori tweeted, posting 
a video that appeared to show him 
being led into a vehicle emblazoned 
with the word Sebin, Venezuela’s 
intelligence agency. Reuters

Venezuela Arrests Two 
Top Opposition Leaders

Lopez (L) and Ledezma 
were both under house 
arrest, the former for 
his role in leading street 
protests against Maduro 
and the latter on charges 
of plotting a coup

1MDB Misses $603-Million Payment 
to Abu Dhabi Sovereign Wealth Fund
Kuala Lumpur: 1Malaysia Devel-
opment Bhd, the embattled state 
investment company, said it failed 
to make a $603-million payment 
to Abu Dhabi’s sovereign wealth 
fund because of a delay it faced in 
receiving the money.

Payments to International Petrole-
um Investment Co would have been 
made from proceeds of a 1MDB ra-
tionalisation plan, and funds that 
were expected to arrive last month 
have been delayed till August, it said 
in a statement. The holdup was due 

to the need for additional regulatory 
approvals, it said. “As these are the 
funds which will be used to pay IPIC, 
1MDB has written to IPIC to inform 
them of our commitment to meet 
the obligations” this month, it said.

IPIC said in a filing it hasn’t re-
ceived the payment, as well as a 
further $26 million amount due on 
July 31. The fund said there’s a 
five-business day grace period for 
1MDB to resolve the payment be-
fore it becomes subject to addi-
tional obligations. Bloomberg

Washington: On his first day 
on the job, White House Chief of 
Staff John Kelly made clear to his 
new staff who’s in charge by fir-
ing Anthony Scaramucci, the fi-
nancier-turned-communications 
director who in just 10 days had 
dialed up the West Wing’s drama to 
even greater heights.

Now the hard work begins. A re-
tired four-star Marine Corps gen-
eral, Kelly is trying to right an ad-
ministration that has never found 
its footing. His boss wants major 
legislation to cross his desk soon, 
and Kelly, while respected on both 
sides of the aisle in Congress, has 
no experience applying pressure 
within the halls of the Capitol.

And foremost among Kelly’s 
hurdles will be Trump himself. 
In more than six months, the 
president has shown no inclina-
tion to abandon the erratic tweets 
and off-message rants that time 
and again have thrown his White 
House off course.

Scaramucci’s dismissal is “a sig-
nal that everybody needs to come 
through him, that there needs to 

be discipline,” said Chris Whipple, 
author of “The Gatekeepers,” a best-
selling book about chiefs of staff. 
“To do it on Day One is a good first 
step, but it’s a minimal first step. 
Ultimately you’ve got a much bigger 
problem, which is Donald Trump.”

Dismayed with Scaramucci’s 
profanity-laden rant about his pre-
decessor, Reince Priebus, in an in-
terview the New Yorker published 
last week, Kelly had decided over 
the weekend that the new commu-
nications director couldn’t be part 
of his staff, a person familiar with 
his thinking said.

On his first day at the White House 
he attended an 8 a.m. staff meeting 
Priebus convened in his office, 
three White House officials said. 
He was sworn in as the new chief of 
staff shortly after 9 a.m. and then 
attended a Cabinet meeting. Later, 
he held his own meeting with about 
25 of Trump’s top aides, including 
National Security Adviser HR 
McMaster; Budget Director Mick 
Mulvaney; Counselor Kellyanne 
Conway; Counsel Don McGahn; 
National Economic Council 
Director Gary Cohn; Director of 
Strategic Communications Hope 
Hicks; Chief Strategist Steve 
Bannon; Trump’s daughter Ivanka 
Trump; her husband and Senior 
Adviser Jared Kushner and others, 
the officials said.

Kelly and Scaramucci came to a 
“mutual agreement” that the com-
munications director would leave 
the White House, Press Secretary 
Sarah Huckabee Sanders told re-
porters. Unlike under Priebus, all 
other staff in the White House now 
answer to the new chief of staff, she 
said. Scaramucci didn’t respond to 
attempts to contact him. Bloomberg

Scaramucci Gone, But Kelly’s
Real Test Will Be Taming Trump
The former general has no experience in lobbying for legislation; 
Trump’s off-message Twitter habits may be biggest challenge

Trump Dictated Son’s Statement on Russia Talks 
Washington: US President Donald 
Trump dictated a statement, later 
shown to be misleading, in which 
his son Donald Trump Jr said a 
meeting he had with a Russian law-
yer in June 2016 was not related to 
his father’s presidential campaign, 
the Washington Post reported on 
Monday.

Trump Jr released emails ear-
lier in July that showed he eagerly 
agreed last year to meet a woman he 
was told was a Russian government 
lawyer who might have damaging 
information about Democratic pres-

idential candidate Hillary Clinton 
as part of Moscow’s official support 
for his father. The New York Times 
was first to report the meeting.

The Washington Post said Trump 
advisers discussed the new dis-
closure and agreed that Trump Jr 
should issue a truthful account of 
the episode so that it “couldn’t be 
repudiated later if the full details 
emerged”.

The president, who was flying 
home from Germany on July 8, 
changed the plan and “person-
ally dictated a statement in which 
Trump Jr said he and the Russian 

lawyer had ‘primarily discussed a 
programme about the adoption of 
Russian children,’” the Post said, 
citing unnamed people with knowl-
edge of the deliberations.

It said the statement, issued to the 
New York Times as it prepared to 
publish the story, emphasised that 
the subject of the meeting was “not a 
campaign issue at the time”.

An attorney for Trump, Jay 
Sekulow, issued a statement in re-
sponse to the Post report: “Apart 
from being of no consequence, the 
characterisations are misinformed, 
inaccurate, and not pertinent.” Reuters
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Harvard Law Alumni 
Directory Lists 
Scaramucci as Dead

Anthony Scaramucci is having a bad week. He 
was fired as President Donald Trump’s 
communications director – and listed as dead in 
Harvard Law School’s alumni directory. The 
directory mailed to alumni this week had an 
asterisk next to Scaramucci’s name, indicating 
he had died, the Washington Post and CBS 
News reported on Monday. The 53-year-old 
New York financier is a 1989 graduate of the 
Ivy League law school. News of the mistake 
came out on the same day that Trump fired 
Scaramucci as White House communications 
director over an obscenity laced interview with 
The New Yorker magazine, sources familiar 
with the decision said. Scaramucci had been in 
the job just over a week. Harvard Law School 
acknowledged the directory error in a 
statement and apologised to Scaramucci. “The 
error will be corrected in subsequent editions,” 
the school said. It gave no explanation of how 
the mistake occurred. The directory is 
published every five years and is available 
only to alumni, CBS said. Reuters

Discharge Turns Water at 
Base of Niagara Falls Black

Kim Kardashian Hit with 
$100-Million Lawsuit
Reality TV personality and entrepreneur Kim 
Kardashian West’s company has been hit with a 
$100-million patent infringement lawsuit. The 
lawsuit is regarding Kimsaprincesss Inc’s 
promotion and Kim using an illuminated phone 
case, reports tmz.com. The complaint claims a 
man named Hooshmand Harooni filed a patent 
for an “integrated lighting accessory and case for 

a mobile phone device” in 
2013. Kim is often promoting 
her phone case on social 
media when she takes a selfie. 
Hooshmand claims she is 
taking some of their profits, 
so they want $100 million. 
Snaplight insists it has been 
“extremely difficult” for them 
“to compete in the selfie case 
market” with the 36-year-old 
star promoting the brand 
LuMee to her 165 million 
social media followers. IANS

China Building High-Speed 
Tunnel below Great Wall

China is constructing a 12km-long high-speed 
train tunnel through one of the portions of its 
iconic Great Wall to connect Zhangjiakou city 
which is due to co-host 2022 Winter Olympics 
along with Beijing. It took the Chinese engineers 
months to choreograph the best intersection 
point. In the end, the tunnel, deep below the 
Badaling section of the Great Wall, passed 
experts’ appraisal, state-run People’s Daily 
reported. The line is designed for trains 
travelling up to 350km per hour, which is 
expected to shorten the single-journey time 
from more than 3 hours to approximately one 
hour. The line is estimated to be completed in 
2019. Now, people are holding their breath on 
the completion of the tunnel while ensuring that 
the Great Wall is not damaged in the process, 
the Global Times reported. PTI

As the world eagerly awaits to watch the latest episode of 
Game of Thrones (GoT) next week, a group of hackers has 
leaked its script along with 1.5TB of HBO data that has other 
popular TV shows. According to The Telegraph on Tuesday, 
hackers claimed to steal 1.5TB of data, including the script for 
episode 4 of the latest GoT season as well as unreleased 
episodes of Ballers and Room 104 – two of HBO’s other shows. 
The anonymous hackers have also threatened to leak more 
material in the near future. HBO has confirmed that it had 
suffered a “cyber incident” that had seen material stolen. IANS

Hackers Steal 1.5TB HBO Data, Game of Thrones Leaked
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The water near the base of Niagara Falls turned an alarming 
shade of black before tourists’ eyes following a foul-smelling 
discharge from a wastewater treatment plant. The water board 
for the city of Niagara Falls, New York, said Saturday’s discharge 
was part of routine maintenance of one of its basins. Video 
taken from a helicopter showed black-coloured water along 
Niagara river’s US shoreline below the falls that border the 
country and Canada. The inky water enveloped the dock for the 
popular Maid of the Mist tour boats. The Niagara Falls Water 
Board apologised for alarming residents and tourists. “The 
blackish water contained some accumulated solids and carbon 
residue within permitted limits and did not include any organic 
type oils or solvents,” the statement said. “The unfortunate 
odour would be limited to the normal sewer water discharge 
smell.” The discharge had dissipated by Sunday morning. AP

John Kelly
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Not all Android smartphones are the same: older software versions and varying hardware 
specs mean that fragmentation is high and devices get obsolete a lot faster. If you have an older
phone that seems to be getting slower with each passing day, you need to equip it with faster 
apps to replace the stock ones. Hitesh Raj Bhagat shows you how

The Best Fixes For
Older Androids
The Launcher Overhaul
The launcher is what you see first, the 
omnipresent layer on Android that 
dictates the feel and overall respon-
siveness of the phone. If you have a 
basic phone, using a launcher is the 
best way to add multiple customisa-
tion options and speed up daily tasks. 
Our favourite has always been Nova 
Launcher (by TeslaCoil Software) and 
once you use it, you’ll see why. If you 
want to go all out with customisation, 
you can choose the paid Prime ver-
sion but even the free one is a force to 
be reckoned with. Some of the other 
launchers we recommend on older 
phones are Google Now, Arrow (by 
Microsoft,) and Evie (by Evie Labs). 
Arrow is a simple design that includes 
access to a lot of Microsoft services 
while Evie includes awesome features 
like universal search/app launch, cus-
tomisable icons and dock, unread 
badges and gesture control.

Lighter Social Media
Facebook has a Lite version on the 
Play Store that is specifically de-
signed to run well on older devices 
and use less data (it even works on a 
2G data connection). It still has all the 
basic features of Facebook (post sta-
tus, share photos, find friends and so 
on). It’s also a much smaller down-
load which comes in handy if your 
device has limited space. Twitter 
doesn’t have a lite version per se so 
you could use it within a web brows-
er to avoid downloading anything. Or 
you could try a lite third-party 
Twitter client like Super Lite App to 
Tweet (by P Apps). 

Faster, Cleaner Email
If you find your phone being bogged 
down when you configure multiple 
email IDs or if you just want a faster 
experience, the quite simply named 
Email (by Edison Software) is worth a 
shot. This is a universal app, so you 
can configure multiple accounts like 
Gmail, Yahoo, Hotmail, Outlook, 
Exchange, IMAP and so on. Not only 

is it lightweight and fast, it’s also 
completely free to use without any 
ads, bloat or a pro version. You’ll also 
discover that lightweight doesn’t 
mean devoid of features. A built in 
assistant can search for items in your 
mail by category, it can help you 
track your packages, get flight notifi-
cations and even helps you unsub-
scribe from junk mail. 

Quicker Web Browsing
Typically, Google Chrome is pre-load-
ed on the phone apart from the com-
pany’s own web browser. But if you 
find that your browsing experience is 
less than satisfactory, you should dis-
able these built in apps and get Smart 
Search & Web Browser (by Reactive 
Phone). It’s a fast web browser with a 
simple interface, built in voice search, 
QR code scanner, ad-blocking tech 
and incognito mode. As for the search 
provider, you can switch between 
Google, Yahoo or Bing and even di-
rectly search YouTube, Facebook, 
Twitter, Wikipedia and so on. It will 
give you live search suggestions as 
you type. And the highlight has to be 
the useful Readability mode that 
strips a webpage from all distractions 
and presents the content in a high-
contrast format.

A Snappier Camera
Basic phones won’t have a full fea-
tured camera app — so in this case, 
you’re wanting to add features, im-
prove quality and speed things up a 
bit. One of the best camera apps you 
can get is Open Camera (by Mark 
Harman). It’s completely free, has no 
ads and supports features you nor-
mally see on flagship phones (ISO ad-
justment, metering modes, scenes, 
colour effects, face detection and so 
on). Not all features will be enabled on 
all phones but it will still likely be fast-
er and more feature-rich than the 
stock camera app. Some of the clever 
extra features it has include better 
electronic stabilisation, voice capture 
(sound triggered photo capture) and 

the option to disable the shutter 
sound. 

Lightweight & Customisable 
Keyboard
This one is a catch-22 because you 
would typically want a fast keyboard 
(opens/responds fast) but still one that 
offers GIFs, emoji, customisation, swipe 
to text and so on. Google’s GBoard is our 

recommendation in this case. There are 
no ads or extra features that weigh it 
down. If you still want more, try Bobble 
Keyboard — it’s free and ad-free, in-
cludes all the emoji, memes, stickers, 
GIFs, themes and customisation you 
need. There’s also a free sticker store 
for all your social media needs and the 
ability to create stickers with your own 
photos.

Karan.Bajaj@timesgroup.com

Xiaomi launched the Mi Max phablet 
in 2016 and exactly a year later, Mi 
Max 2 has arrived. The massive, tab-
let-rivalling 6.44-inch screen remains 

the same. Instead, the company has refined 
the design, added more features and upgraded 
hardware. 

We believe that keeping the same screen 
size on Mi Max 2 is a sensible move from 
Xiaomi. The 6.44-inch screen is big enough to 
make it stand out and add productivity. But 
it’s not big enough to make it feel like a tablet. 
And it can still fit into most pockets due to  
slimmer bezels. 

The revamped design has curved edges 
which makes it much more com-
fortable to hold. Even though 
the Max 2 has a bigger battery 
compared to its predecessor it 
doesn’t gain much in size or 
weight — it’s just 7.6mm thick 
and weighs 211 grams (Mi Max 
was 203 grams and 7.5mm slim). 
Only the black variant has been 
launched in India which is a 
good move — it’s our favourite 
among the current crop of  
Xiaomi phones and stays in 
high demand. However, keep in 
mind that the phone is not 
meant for everyone. 

The large size makes it cum-
bersome to hold in hand for too 
long. 

There are obvious benefits of  
the large screen. While it is still 
a full HD resolution, the screen 
is bright and crisp. It is an abso-
lute joy to watch videos, browse 
web-pages, play games and read 
books. The slim bezels almost 
merge with the black 
body — great for viewing 
videos. You can adjust col-
ours, contrast, text size 
and there is also a reading 
mode. The downside is 
that it’s impossible to op-
erate with one hand. 

This is one of  the first 
s m a r t p h o n e s  f r o m 
Xiaomi to come with 
MiUI 8 based on the latest 
Android 7.1.1. You get the 
usual Xiaomi feature set 
including second space, 
dual apps, one handed 
mode, security app with 
cleaner, data usage, blocklist, virus scan, call 
recording and permission manager. Special 
mention to the handy Quick Ball virtual but-
ton — you can customise it for shortcuts as 
well as preferred gestures and it makes navi-
gating and using the phone with this large 
screen much easier. The split screen function 
is missing at the moment but the company 
mentions it will be coming soon via a software 
update.

 Hardware includes the efficient Snapdragon 
625 with 4GB RAM and 64GB storage. These 
specs, while not flagship level, are great for all 
kinds of  use as well as for gaming. We did no-

tice that at any given time almost 
1GB of  RAM was available for use 
— this kept things running 
smoothly. We did not notice any 
lag with over 15 apps running in 
the background. 

You get a large 5,300mAh battery 
on the Max 2 and it is one of  the 
first phones that, in our experi-
ence, managed almost 3 days of  
battery life. Even with heavy us-
age (4G with VoLTE, hotspot acti-
vated, screen brightness at 70%), 
the Mi Max 2 lasted over a day and 
half. In addition, the phone has 
Quick Charge 3.0 support and a 
QC 3.0 charger is included in the 
box. 

Around the back is a 12MP cam-
era with f2.2 aperture that man-
aged to take some fantastic shots 
in daylight. Even indoors, the im-
ages have good details and natu-
ral colours. However, in low light, 
there is visible noise and lack of  

details. Do keep in mind 
that this is a large phone 
and it lacks OIS, so you 
have to keep your hand 
steady to get a clear pic-
ture. The front camera 
manages to take good pic-
tures in daylight, but in-
doors and in low light it 
suffers from soft details 
and noise which is visible 
on the phone’s screen it-
self. 

Other features that im-
pressed us on the Mi Max 
2 include the fast and ac-
curate fingerprint scan-

ner, stereo speakers (one of  the loudest we 
have seen on a smartphone) and the fantastic 
remote app with IR blaster. 

With the Mi Max 2, the company has added a 
bunch of  refinements and upgrades while 
sticking to an aggressive price. If  you need an 
affordable, large screen smartphone with the 
best battery life (say bye-bye to bulky power-
banks), there’s nothing better than the Mi 
Max 2. The closest competitor to the Mi Max 2 
is the Samsung Galaxy A9 Pro (`22,900) — it 
has a 6-inch super amoled display (full HD), 
Snapdragon 652, 4GB RAM and a 5,000mAh 
battery.

The Big Daddy of Phablets

Sleek design, bright 
large screen, fantastic 

battery life with quick 
charge support, great day 
to day performance, good 
rear camera, loud speakers

Large size not 
meant for 
everyone, 
average front 
camera

REVIEW Mi Max 2
PRICE `16,999
SPECIFICATIONS
6.44-inch IPS (1920 x 1080 pixels), Qualcomm 
Snapdragon 625, 4GB RAM, 64GB storage, 
hybrid dual SIM, expandable storage, 12MP
rear camera, 5MP front camera, 4G, VoLTE, 
dual band WiFi ac, Bluetooth 4.2, GPS, IR Port, 
USB Type-C, fingerprint scanner, Android 7.1, 
5,300mAh battery, 211 grams

Mi Max 2 has the best 
battery life we have 

seen on a smartphone. 
The fact that its 

5,300mAh battery 
charges from 0 to 100 in 
just over 2 hours is just 

icing on the cake
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H
appy families are all alike; 
every unhappy family is 
unhappy in its own way. 
Winning cricket teams, 
similarly, are usually all 
alike, bubbling over with 

that ephemeral thing called team spir-
it, while losing teams squabble over 
whose fault it is: captain, coach, se-
lectors, the system. 

Ravi Shastri is usually an incredibly 
positive person. Whether it comes to 

his own cricket, his role as a media 
professional and later his positions 
as manager, director of  cricket 

and head coach, Shastri always 
sees the cup as half  full. 

When he spoke to the me-
dia on the sidelines of  

India’s practice session at the Sinhalese 
Sports Club grounds on Tuesday, however, 
there was a distinct edge to the tone and 
tenor of  his answers. This was not a day for 
tracer bullets and cricket being the winner. 
This was a day when the head coach was 
protecting his team from some perceived 
enemy. As though under siege, Shastri an-
swered even the most straightforward ques-
tions with something more than firmness.

There is a fine line between confidence 
and arrogance, a tricky tightrope that 
separates self-belief  from boorishness, 
and while you expect young cricketers to 
end up on both sides of  the divide, espe-
cially in the heat of  the moment, unpro-
voked aggression from a coach is not an 
everyday occurrence.

With a platoon of  support staff  in the 
dressing-room, Shastri was asked what ex-
actly his role was. “My role is to be in charge 
of  the entire support staff  and to make sure 
that we get the boys in some great mental 
space to go out and express themselves with 
nothing else on their minds but to go out and 
play a brand of  cricket which you have seen 
India play over the last three years — that is 
positive and fearless.”

So far so good. When asked how he does 
this, Shastri shot back: “That is a skill, that 
is why I am here (in the dressing-room) and 
you are there (in the press box).”

When Shastri was asked what changes 
he had brought to the dressing-room at-
mosphere, he was once again tetchy. “I 
wasn’t there for the last 12 months so I 

don’t know. But when I got in it was pretty 
much from where I left. I didn’t see any 
change, the nucleus of  the team is pretty 
much the same and I know what to expect 
from them, they know what to expect from 
me. There is no need of  reinventing the 
wheel or anything of  that sort.”

And, when someone inquired what 
Shastri would do to ensure he was not over-
bearing, something Anil Kumble was ac-
cused of, the answer was laced with sar-
casm. “When you have been around the 
game for 37 years, you probably learnt a 
little bit. So that experience is very handy 
for me in knowing exactly how to deal with 
the players,” said Shastri, who added that 
the time he spent away from the team was 
almost erased from his mind. “I don’t carry 

any baggage. For me it was like walking 
into the dressing room as I had left it. 
Nothing had changed and no special but-
tons I had to press. It was just that one play 
button and off  you went,” said Shastri, 
who added that he did not need to work any 
miracles. “I don’t know what it was like 10 
months ago. As far as I am concerned I just 
had to walk in. That was enough.”

Hit the play button? Just walk in? Surely 
coaching the Indian cricket team is not as 
easy as that? “I have been manager, director, 
now I am head coach. It’s the same role. 
Absolutely the same role. So there is nothing 
that I have to change. The fact that you played 
the game and watched the game for long peri-
ods of  time without a break does help. So you 
know what’s contemporary and what’s hap-
pening at the moment and you relate with 
people in that fashion,” explained Shastri. 

“I don’t think at this level coaching is 
needed. At this level it is all about fine tun-
ing and getting the blokes in good mental 
space to go out and play the game. They 
know they have reached here because they 
are good. At times you might need to just 
fine tune them a bit because the amount of  
cricket that’s being played you might just 
get into the odd bad habit without realising 
it. That’s where the experience of  having 
played, probably having watched you can 
pick it up and pass the message.”

Whatever happy messaging is happen-
ing within the confines of  the dressing-
room, it certainly did not seem to extend 
from the coach to the outside world.

Don’t Lose Sight of the Real Goal

What’s Eating Ravi Shastri?

Paris Gets 2024 Olympics, LA to Host 2028

AC MILAN
AC Milan’s fans certainly hoped 
that their new Chinese owners 
would splash the cash this sum-
mer, after finally completing a 
frustratingly protracted takeo-
ver of  the San Siro side, but they 
definitely didn’t expect the kind 
of  summer spending spree that 
the Rossoneri Sport Investment 
Lux has embarked upon.

To date, the seven-time cham-
pions of  Europe have signed 10 
new players at a cost of  €215.3 
million. The acquisition of  
Fabio Borini was baffling but former 
Atalanta duo Andrea Conti and Franck 
Kessie, and ex-Lazio captain Lucas Biglia 
should all prove excellent additions.

However, it was the shock signing of  
Leonardo Bonucci from champions 
Juventus that really made the rest of  the foot-
ball world sit up and take notice.

Indeed, all of  a sudden, the side that fin-
ished sixth in Serie A last season are being 
touted as Scudetto contenders. Such talk 
might be a tad premature but if  Milan do land 
the quality striker they’re still hoping to 
bring in before the start of  the new campaign 
in three weeks — Nikola Kalinic, Andrea 
Belotti and Pierre-Emerick Aubameyang are 
all under consideration - anything is possible 
for the revitalised Rossoneri.

MINO RAIOLA
Minao Raiola’s reputation as a 
money-hungry agent who push-
es his clients towards transfers 
was only further solidified by 
his handling of  Gianluigi 
Donnarumma’s talks with 
Milan over a new contract. 
However, he won’t care.

First, while Donnarumma ulti-
mately extended his stay at San 
Siro, Raiola still managed to get 
his client more money than was 
originally on offer and, crucial-
ly, persuaded Milan to insert a 
low buy-out clause into the new 
deal, meaning the teenage shot-
stopper will more than likely 

move on eventually. However, the 
main reason Raiola will be so 
happy now is that he has added 
Marco Verratti to his stable of  
exciting young talents. Paris 
Saint-Germain are adamant 
that the Italy international is 
going nowhere but the mere 
fact that Verratti fired Donato 
Di Campli and replaced him 
with a man renowned for engi-
neering transfers suggest that 
the Barcelona target wants to 
leave Parc des Princes sooner 
rather than later.

That would mean even more money for 
Raiola, who, a year after taking Henrikh 
Mkhitaryan, Zlatan Ibrahimovic and 
Paul Pogba to Manchester United, also 
boosted his bank balance after negotiat-
ing Romelu Lukaku’s switch to Old 
Trafford this summer. 

REAL MADRID
Real Madrid have always been major players in 
the transfer market — they are responsible for 
four of  the 10 most expensive deals of  all time 
— but they haven’t always been the canniest 
operators. Nowadays, though, their policy of  
stockpiling talented players is paying huge 
dividends. A year after persuading Paris Saint-
Germain to pay €30m for Jese, the Blancos have 
pocketed over €70m from the sale of  another 
home-grown reserve striker, Alvaro Morata, 
this time to Chelsea, as well as doing a deal with 
Bayern Munich that will see the Bavarians 

pay €10m for the right to have the unwanted 
James Rodriguez on loan for two seasons.

However, the greatest trick that Madrid 
have ever pulled was convincing 
Manchester City that Danilo was worth 

€30m, which now looks set to help fund 
a world-record €180m move for 
Monaco starlet Kylian Mbappe. 

Given that the hugely excit-
ing  youngsters  Dani 
C e b a l l o s  a n d  T h e o 
Hernandez have already ar-
rived at the Santiago 

Bernabeu this summer, 
there appears to be no end in 

sight to Real’s European domination.

BARCELONA
Everything Barcelona are doing 
in the transfer market right now 
seems counter-productive, so it 
was fitting that it was new arriv-
al Nelson Semedo who so an-
gered Neymar in training last 
week that the Brazilian stormed 
off  the field — and perhaps out 
of  the club. At best, the Catalans’ 
have had an underwhelming 
summer so far; at worst, it has 
been downright disastrous. 
Lionel Messi’s contract renewal 
was obviously most welcome 
news but if  it has now prompted 
the departure of  Neymar, will it 
have been worth it?

It is now clear that Barca’s 
board members are operating 
with no coherent plan. They are 
reactive rather than pro-active, as under-
lined by the sudden push to sign Liverpool’s 
Philippe Coutinho, which looks like nothing 
more than an attempt to persuade Neymar to 
ignore Paris Saint-Germain’s advances.

The Blaugrana failed to land Hector 
Bellerin, so they had to turn to Semedo, while 
No.1 target Marco Verratti appears to be no 
closer to arriving at Camp Nou — even 
though the Italian is clearly open to the move. 
Essentially, Barca are even incapable of  sign-
ing the players that want to join them.

As things stand, the Catalans look set to go 
into another season in worse shape than they 
ended the previous one. 

FIORENTINA
For those of  us who remember the glori-
ous era of  Italian football when the 
Gabriel Batistuta-led Fiorentina 
were one of  the most watchable 
sides in Serie A, there is something 
incredibly sad about the Tuscans’ 
current predicament. Even in 
recent times, the Viola 
have remained a pleas-
ure to watch on the 
field, but, off  it, they are 
in complete disarray and long-
time patrons, the Dalle Valle family, an-
nounced in June that they had put the 

club up for sale due to fan unrest. As 
of  yet, a buyer has not yet been 
found but the asset-stripping 
has begun in earnest.

Fans already left disheartened 
by the departures of  Gonzalo 
Rodriguez, Josip Ilicic and Borja 
Valero were left incensed by 
Federico Bernardeschi’s defec-
tion to Juventus. However, while 
the latter has undeniably bro-
ken his word by joining 
Fiorentina’s most hated rivals, it 
is hardly surprising that he 
elected to leave. Fiorentina are a 
sinking ship - Matias Vecino is 
joining Valero at Inter while 
Milan Badelj and Nikola Kalinic 
are also likely to depart. Amid 
this fire-sale, the Viola desper-
ately need a new investor to 

come and rescue them before the end of  the 
transfer window. 

PIERRE-EMERICK AUBAMEYANG
One presumes that Pierre-Emerick 
Aubameyang is not a big fan of  Mbappe. 
Before the French wunderkind came along, 
he was quietly confident of  fulfilling a 
promise he made to his grandfather about 
one day lining out for Real Madrid. The 
Borussia Dortmund attacker certainly did 
his cause the power of  good with a scintillat-

ing showing of  his many attributes at 
the Santiago Bernabeu last year, 
when he scored one goal and created 
another, for Marco Reus, as BVB 

came from two down to claim a draw 
that saw them pip their hosts to 

top spot in their Champions 
League group. However, 
R e a l ’ s  i n t e r e s t  i n 

Aubameyang has cooled 
significantly and the 
28-year-old is now being 

linked with a January 
move to China, which 
probably didn’t rank as 
highly on his grandfa-
ther’s wishlist.

Goal.com

Seven Indian journalists were at the air-
port when the Mithali Raj-led Indian 
team left for England for the World Cup in 
June. More than 80 were there to receive 
them at 2.30am on July 26 when they land-
ed in Mumbai coming second best to 
England in a closely contested final. 

These facts are confirmed to me by a 
journalist colleague who was there on 
both occasions. Even when Jhulan 
Goswami landed in Kolkata the next day, 
there were no less than 50 journalists pre-
sent at the airport. Since making the fi-
nals, the team has been awarded Rs 50 lakh 
each by the BCCI and individuals like Raj 
have been gifted a crore by the state gov-
ernment and also a BMW by sports enthu-
siast Vankina Chamundeswaranath. 
Most others have also been feted for their 
splendid showing at the World Cup. 

While these felicitations and meetings 
with men and women in prominence con-
tinue, the moot question needs to be asked 
over and over again. Will we continue with 
these felicitations and functions without 
making the most of  this opportunity? 
Bluntly put, have we lost sight of  the real 
goal already? This surge in interest will 
soon die down and it might yet again end 
up being an opportunity lost. 

For the record, India won 101 medals at 
the 2010 Commonwealth Games and it was 
our best showing ever. It was followed by a 
very good showing at the 2010 Asian 

Games with our boxers winning multiple 
medals, including a gold by Vijender 
Singh. The surge continued in London 
and India ended up with 6 medals for the 
first time in history. These athletes, toast 
of  the nation, were celebrated and reward-
ed. But soon enough it was all back to 
square one. With the IOA suspended for 
corruption and mismanagement in 
December 2012, the entire momentum was 
lost. India was down to 65 medals at 
Glasgow 2014 from the 101 in 2010, we won 
half  of  what we had won in 2010 at the 2014 
Asian Games and finally to two at Rio 2016. 

Inability to make use 
of  the opportunity and 
make more profound 
structural changes in 
the sporting realm has 
meant Indian Olympic 
sports continue its 
struggle for corporate 
support.

That’s what we don’t 
want for women’s crick-

et. While it’s all very good to give Mithali a 
BMW, may be Chamundeswarnath, a for-
mer cricketer and administrator, would 
have done better in giving this money for 
hosting women’s camps across the state. 
While the BCCI seems all gung-ho about 
the women’s cricket at the moment, we 
have not yet heard of  any concrete steps 
they plan to take in the coming months. 
Will there be more tours and a well-de-
fined Future Tour Program (FTP)? Will 
there be a change in the nature of  central 
contracts? Can we start thinking of  more 
camps? Will there be thought of  an IPL 
style tournament or exhibition games 

side by side the men’s IPL, as Snehal 
Pradhan, a former India cricketer, had 
suggested in the immediate aftermath of  
the World Cup? Finally, and very impor-
tantly, what is the BCCI’s stand on crick-
et’s inclusion in the Olympics?

The decision on Olympics participation 
can have a massive impact on the women’s 
game going forward. Harmanpreet Kaur 
leading an Indian team out at Paris in 2024 
will yet again galvanize the nation and the 

moment cricket is included in the world’s 
greatest spectacle, corporate India will be 
forced to take notice. The BCCI needs to 
realise it is no longer a decision based on 
the men’s team alone. The women are 
equal stakeholders. They need to be con-
sulted before the ICC is informed. Time is 
at a premium here. A decision will be 
made in September, and unless the BCCI 
decides to offer its support, this will be yet 
another major opportunity lost.

Paris is celebrating outright victory in its 
bid to host the 2024 Olympic Games despite 
cautionary rhetoric from French President 
Emmanuel Macron and bid leaders follow-
ing a historic deal with Los Angeles.

Macron hailed the “very important step” 
on the road to hosting the Games after Los 
Angeles on Monday announced its intent to 
organise the 2028 Olympics.

The deal was described by International 
Olympic Committee president Thomas 
Bach as a “win-win-win” agreement for 
both cities and the Olympic movement.

But despite the fact that Paris is now ef-

fectively the only remaining candidate to 
host the 2024 Games, Macron and other 
bid leaders shied away from overt trium-
phalism. “France notes the decision of  
Los Angeles to put forward its candida-
ture for 2028 and to reach an agreement 
with the IOC and Paris,” a statement from 
Macron’s office said.

Macron spoke to Bach following Los 
Angeles’ announcement and was “delight-
ed by this very important step towards 
France obtaining the Games in 2024”.

Both Paris and Los Angeles had wanted to 
host the 2024 Summer Olympics, with the 

winner to be officially named by the IOC on 
September 13 in the Peruvian capital Lima.

But the possibility that Los Angeles would 
abandon a 2024 bid and instead accept the 
2028 Games has been growing since the IOC 
decided in July that it would attempt to 
award both Games at its Lima meeting.

The French capital insisted it only wanted 
to host the Games in 2024, on the 100th an-
niversary of  the city’s 1924 Olympics, 
prompting Los Angeles to soften its stance 
and consider hosting the 2028 Games.

AFP

Kevin Pietersen has launched a fierce attack 
on Arsenal owner, Stan Kroenke, labelling 
the American “scum” after the company he 
owns launched a new television channel 
documenting barbaric bloodsports.

The former England cricketer, who is rais-
ing awareness about illegal poaching of  rhi-
nos in South Africa, has also called on 
Arsenal supporters to do everything they can 
to ensure majority shareholder Kroenke is 
“driven out” of  the Premier League club.

“I find it sickening that anyone could 
want to endanger these animals whatso-
ever, but for someone to turn it into a TV 
show for entertainment absolutely boils 
my blood,” Pietersen said. “The guy, and 
those who contribute and support those 
practices, are scum.

“Enough is enough. These stunning ani-
mals are being slaughtered to the point of  
extinction and for anyone to celebrate it is 
absolutely repugnant.

“I’ve had so many messages from Arsenal 
fans telling me they hate him as much as 
anyone, so if  that’s the 
case, he has to be driven 
out. I don’t know about 
you, but I wouldn’t want 
this person represent-
ing something I love.”

Kroenke faced a heavy 
backlash following reve-
lations in The Times that his 
company, Kroenke Sport 
Entertainment, is responsible 
for the UK launch of  My 
Outdoor TV [MOTV] through 
i t s  e n t i t y  O u t d o o r 
Sportsman Group.

The channel will 
screen shows that 
follow hunters 
a c r o s s  t h e 
globe, primar-
ily in Africa 
where big-
money hunt-

ing trips are available, and involve various 
ways of  killing wild animals that includes 
by bow and arrows and by guns.

One programme shows a presenter shoot-
ing a critically endangered African elephant 
before the bull turns and charges at him. Two 
more shots are heard before the animal falls 
to the ground and dies. “There’s no other feel-
ing in the world quite like walking up on your 
bull elephant,” the man says to the camera.

Another show, called Dark Continent 
Quest, features huntress Jana Waller and 
her travels across the world killing animals 
with a bow and arrow. One episode shows Ms 
Waller killing a hartebeest in South Africa, 
with the arrow hitting the animal before it 
runs away. Ms Waller and her guide, John 
Faul, wait for the animal to bleed to death 
before approaching it. “It’s a good shot. 
Definitely, some liver and some lungs hit,” 
says Mr Faul while the animal is still alive.

It has caused a wave of  criticism aimed at 
Kroenke, particularly from Arsenal sup-
porters given that the American billion-
aire owns 67 per cent of  the club’s shares. 
The channel has also been dubbed the 
“Netflix of  the hunting world” by its sup-
porters, who are willing to pay $9.99 (`640) a 
month for the subscription.

However, its UK launch, which took place 
at the Game Fair in Hertfordshire at the 
weekend, has upset more than it has 
pleased. “These animals don’t have a voice, 

but we do. If  we don’t 
do anything, no-one 
will,” Pietersen added.

A spokesman for 
MOTV defended the 
programmes that will 
make up its coverage, 
and claimed that it will 

only show “ethical hunts”.
“MOTV will present ethi-

cal, fair chase hunting and as 
long as it’s legal it will be on 
there,” said Simon Barr, the 

channel’s spokesman. “If  you 
like hunting elephants, 

there will be legal 
elephant hunts, 
ethical elephant 
hunts, shown in 
that context.”

The 

Independent

WINNERS 
& LOSERS 

OF THE 
TRANSFER 
WINDOW 

SO FAR
There is now just a month of  the sum-

mer transfer window remaining and it 
is already clear that some people within 

the world of  football are enjoying the 
summer more than others. Mark Doyle
picks out three clubs, coaches, players 

or agents who will already be happy 
with their lot, and another three who 

will be desperate for an upturn in their 
fortunes before midnight on August 31.

Women’s cricket needs much 
more than felicitations The Gunners owner has 

launched a television channel 
that airs trophy killings of 
endangered animals

KP Urges Arsenal Fans to
Drive ‘Scum’ Kroenke Out

Boria Majumdar

Jack de Menezes

Anand Vasu, Colombo

While 
interacting 
with the 
media, 
the head 
coach 
appeared 
tetchy

A surge in 

interest in 

women’s 

cricket will 

soon die down 

if we don’t 

make the 

most of the 

opportunity

WINNERS

I don’t carry any baggage. 
For me it was like walking 

into the dressing room as I had 
left it. Nothing had changed and 
no special buttons I had to press. 
It was just that one play button 
and off you went. I don’t know 
what it was like 10 months ago. 
As far as I am concerned I just 
had to walk in. That was enough
RAVI SHASTRI
On what he would do to avoid being in 
a Kumble-like situation

These animals don’t 
have a voice, but 

we do. If we don’t do 
anything, no-one will
KEVIN PIETERSEN

While the BCCI seems all gung-ho about the women’s cricket at the moment, we have 

not yet heard of any concrete steps to take it to the next level  —BCCL

LOSERS

I-League Clubs Allowed 
Six Foreigners
I-League clubs will be allowed to 
register six foreign players in the 
upcoming season, two more than 
earlier years. Out of the six, at least 
two players will have to be from an 
AFC member association. The clubs can 
field a maximum of five foreigners in a 
match, at least one has to be from AFC 
member association. Last season clubs 
were allowed to register four foreign 
players, one came from an AFC member 
association. All four foreign players 
were allowed to start a game.

CAELEB DRESSEL, 20
Matched Michael Phelps’ tally of 7 golds at the 
world championships

First swimmer to win three world gold medals 
in one session — 98 minutes

Three individual titles in the 50m, 100m 
freestyle and 100m butterfly

Four relays golds in the 4x100m freestyle, 
4x100m mixed freestyle, 4x100m mixed 
medley & Sunday’s 4x100m medley

Also on level with Ryan Lochte — five golds in 
2011 worlds, and Mark Spitz — seven golds at 
the 1972 Olympics in Munich

Dressel also underlined his credentials as the 
world’s fastest starter

He was virtually unheard of, even in the 
swimming community, before the Budapest 
championships

MICHAEL PHELPS
2003 was his breakout worlds (and his second), 
he was 18 years old

He would win 4 golds and set 5 world records

He would finish the 400 below 4:10 for the first 
time in history

Phelps set the record of seven gold medals
from a single worlds in 2007 at Melbourne.

I’ve never had it happen so I 
don’t really know what to say. 

I’m just happy to be done. It was 
probably the most fun I’ve had in 
eight days. It was an absolute blast 
getting to do what I love
CAELEB DRESSEL on matching Phelps

SWIMMING 
SENSATION

AFP
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